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ABSTRACT
Net shore-drift directions, representing the long-term, net result of littoral sediment transport
on both the beachface and in nearshore waters, were determined in San Juan County, eastern
Jefferson County, and southern Island and Snohomish Counties, Washington. Studies
employing similar methods have been conducted in the state for the Washington State
Department of Ecology, to update coastal drift information provided to area planners. This
project completes net shore-drift mapping of the entire marine coast of Washington State. The
Puget Lowland experiences prevailing and predominant southerly winds, but is also subjected
to locally variable winds. The irregular coast of the islands and inland waters exhibits a wide
range of fetch distances and wave regimes. The entire 820 km of coast in the study area was
visited by boat or on foot to determine net shore-drift based on the occurrence of geomorphic
and sedimentologic indicators of net shore-drift. Six site-specific indicators (spit growth,
objects interrupting drift, stream diversion, identifiable sediment, plan view of river deltas and
intertidal fans, and nearshore bars) and three drift-trend indicators (beach width, bluff
morphology, and sediment size gradation) were utilized where they occurred. Net shore-drift
cell location and net transport direction are presented on 25 reduced 7.5 minute quadrangles.
The text includes descriptions of each of the 158 net shore-drift cells, with supporting field
evidence. The crenulated coast of the San Juan Islands contains 119 net shore-drift cells,
although the major portion of the county has a rocky coast where no appreciable net shoredrift occurs. Net shore-drift cells average 1.1-km-long in the San Juan Islands, and northward
net shore-drift occurs most frequently (56 of 119 cells). The eastern Jefferson County coast
north of Point Hannon has generally southward net shore-drift in 6 of 7 cells. The
southeastern Jefferson County coast experiences northward or northeasterly net shore-drift in
16 of 23 cells. Southern Island and Snohomish counties consistently experience generally
northward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift direction closely follows the direction of maximum
fetch. Ten cuspate spits occur at the terminal ends of drift cells that originate in the study
area. Cuspate spits form at the narrowest constriction within channels where opposing fetch
directions, and net shore-drift cells, converge and deposit drift sediment.
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INTRODUCTION
Background

The ever-increasing pressure that is placed on northwest Washington’s dynamic coastal
systems, in combination with global climate change and sea level rise, necessitate that a better
understanding of littoral drift patterns along the Washington State coast is attained. The
erosional condition of much of the region’s coast and the proliferation of coastal developments
further enhance the need for littoral drift cell mapping and subsequent determination of the
erosional and accretional trends of each coastal segment. 'This knowledge must also be made
available to planners in order to facilitate proper land-use plaiming.
A variety of approaches have been employed to try to determine the long-term, littoral
drift (net shore-drift) cell boundaries and the direction of net sediment transport. Coastal
studies utilizing sediment tracers (Ingle, 1966) or current measurements have not proven
satisfactory to delineate the long-term littoral drift cells in the Puget Sound region (Schwartz et
al., 1988). At best, these studies have estimated seasonal shore-drift directions. These
techniques are limited by their duration; they can determine shore-drift for the time period
sampled, but are often unable to determine net shore-drift. 'The probability of representatively
sampling the full range of wave energy that causes net shore-drift, such as storm events that
are responsible for transporting large volumes of coastal sediment (Komar, 1976), is not high.
In addition, the crenulated coast of the Puget Lowland would require such a large number of
sediment movement or current measurements that these methods would not be practical.
Another common approach that has been used to determine net shore-drift is wave
hind-casting, where surface waves are estimated based on recorded wind data, and net shoredrift is inferred from the angle of incidence of estimated wave orthagonals to specific shore
segments (Komar and Inman, 1970). Employing this approach in a region of highly variable
winds requires a large amount of wind data. Wind data records for the Puget Lowland that are
of sufficient length are very hmited. Most wind data come from inland stations that
commonly do not reflect surface winds along the region’s coasts. Also, these studies do not
assess if a sufficient amount of sediment is available at each coastal sector for net shore-drift
to occur. Therefore, in areas with irregular coastlines and highly variable winds, wave
hindcasting does not accurately determine net shore-drift patterns.
1

The Coastal Zone Atlas series for each of Washington’s 14 coastal counties, published
by the Washington State Department of Ecology (1978a, for example), serves as an example
of studies based on wave hindcasting from inland wind data records for the determination of
net shore-drift. Drift directions indicated in these atlases have commonly been proven
inaccurate by extensive field reconnaissance (Jacobsen, 1980; Taggart, 1984). When the
geographic complexity of the study area and subsequent variability of the surface winds, in
addition to the seasonal variability of atmospheric circulation and the locally varying amount
of drift sediment is considered, an approach better suited to the physical conditions of the
region than traditional engineering methods should be pursued.
The use of geomorphic and sedimentologic field evidence to determine long-term net
shore-drift patterns was employed in this study, as detailed in the Methods section. This
approach draws on independent facets of coastal landforms and longshore trends that have
been individually shown to be indicative of net shore-drift direction and/or drift cell
delineation. The individual indicators are then examined together in the context of the entire
littoral zone and adjacent backshore area to determine net shore-drift along the coast of the
study area.
During the 1980’s, graduate students at Western Washington University under the
direction of Dr. Maurice Schwartz have employed geomorphic and sedimentologic methods to
map net shore-drift of the majority of the marine coast of Washington State. Net shore-drift
trends of the Puget Lowland were also summarized by Terich (1987), but no attempt was
made to map net shore-drift in the San Juan Islands (Figure 1) in that study. The results of
the Western Washington University graduate student mapping projects have been published as
theses, journal articles, and Washington State Department of Ecology reports. However, not
all segments of the coast were mapped.
The objective of this study is to determine and document the net shore-drift cell
delineations and drift directions in the previously unmapped area that encompasses parts of
four counties. This will allow the Washington State Department of Ecology to complete their
objective of publishing five comprehensive regional volumes of net shore-drift information
covering the entire marine coast of the state.
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Figure 1. Regional location map of Western Washington.
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PIERCE

Study Area

The study area is composed of portions of four counties in the northern Puget Lowland and
the Strait of Georgia (Figure 1) that have a total shore length of approximately 820 km. The
shore of San Juan County comprises the majority of the study area. The shore of the other 13
Washington State counties with marine shores have been mapped using methods similar to
those of the present study, with the exception of portions of three counties, which comprise the
remainder of the study area.
The northern portions of Island, Snohomish, and eastern Jefferson counties (Hood
Canal) were mapped on the 1:100,000 Port Townsend quadrangle, which extends south to
latitude 48° N, by Keuler (1988). Western Jefferson County was mapped by Mahala (1985).
Therefore, the portions of Island, Snohomish, and eastern Jefferson counties south of 48° N,
along with San Juan County (Figure 2), were the only areas not mapped using similar
methods. These are mapped in this study.

4
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Rgure 2.

Study area map with Washington State coastal counties.
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Geography

The San Juan Islands and Puget Lowland are located within the Puget Trough in western
Washington State. The Puget Trough lies between the Cascade Mountain Range on the east
and the Olympic Mountains and Vancouver Island on the west (Figure 1). The Puget Trough
contains a series of interconnected marine and estuarine waterways extending 300 km inland
from the Pacific Ocean.
The San Juan Archipelago consists of over 172 islands (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1971). Orcas, San Juan and Lopez Islands are the largest and most populated
islands in the county. Intermediate-sized islands of the San Juan Archipelago include Blakely,
Decatur, Shaw and Waldron Islands, and the smallest islands are only isolated rocks. Most of
the San Juan islands have moderate relief for their size, generally ranging from 170-270 m in.
Orcas Island has the greatest relief with 730-m-high Mount Constitution. The total length of
shore in San Juan County is approximately 580 km (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1971).
San Juan County is separated from Whatcom and Skagit counties to the east by
Rosario Strait and from Island, Jefferson and Qallam counties to the south by the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. To the west, Haro Strait and Boundary Pass separate San Juan County from
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada, where the city of Victoria is located (Figure 1).
The Strait of Georgia is the marine waterway located between the southern portion of
Vancouver Island and the Whatcom County-southern British Columbia mainland, where the
city of Vancouver is located. The southern Strait of Georgia is 20-25 km wide and generally
130-220 m deep where it extends to the northern San Juan Island Archipelago.
The Strait of Juan de Fuca adjoins the southern edge of the San Juan Archipelago. It
extends eastward from the North Pacific Ocean to the southwestern San Juan Archipelago and
Admiralty Inlet (Figure 1). The Strait is 20-30 km wide and generally 150-190 m deep where
it separates Vancouver Island, Canada, from the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State.
The southern portions of the study area are located within the northern Puget Lowland.
The entrance to Puget Sound is Admiralty Inlet, which passes between Port Townsend on the
Quimper Peninsula (Jefferson County) and southern Whidbey Island (Island County).
Admiralty Inlet is shallower than the rest of the Main Basin of Puget Sound, shoaling to only
6

65 m deep east of the Quimper Peninsula (Bums, 1985). The Main Basin of Puget Sound is
generally 150-250 m deep and extends southward to the cities of Seattle and Tacoma.
Hood Canal branches off Admiralty Inlet and extends southwestward for 82 km, before
hooking to the east and northeast for another 22 km (Figure 1). Hood Canal is a narrow (3-7
km wide) and deep waterway, with water depth reaching a maximum of 185 m. Dabob Bay
and Quilcene Bay are located on the west shore of Hood Canal. The northern half of Hood
Canal is bounded by Jefferson County on the west (within the study area; Figure 2) and by the
Kitsap Peninsula on the east (Kitsap County), which separates the Hood Canal from Puget
Sound. The Olympic Mountains comprise the majority of sparsely populated Jefferson
County, reaching a maximum elevation of 2,410 m at Mount Olympus. The west shore of the
Hood Canal is of moderate relief with foothills of over 900-m-high located in the Olympic
National Forest within five km of the Hood Canal shore.
The shore of southern Whidbey Island includes the northeastern shore of Admiralty
Inlet and the western shore of Possession Sound, which extends from Puget Sound
northeastward to the City of Everett (Snohomish County; Figure 1). Possession Sound shoals
to the northeast from 260 m to 150 m deep off Everett. The Snohomish County portion of the
study area is located on the eastern shore of Possession Sound, and extends southwestward to
King County along the Main Basin of Puget Sound.
Whidbey Island consists of gently rolling hiUs that range in elevation between 35 and
92 m. Coastal southern Snohomish County consists of low relief uplands, up to 190 m in
elevation, that is located west of the Snohomish River Valley. The population of Whidbey
Island is primarily rural, whereas the coastal portion of Snohomish County is more densely
populated.

Geology

Bedrock Geology

The bedrock geology of the San Juan Archipelago and Hood Canal area is very complex and
still somewhat in question. A large variety of rock types occur from the Paleozoic, Mesozoic,
and Cenozoic Eras. The northern Puget Lowland is mantled by Pleistocene and Holocene
deposits (Easterbrook, 1992).
7

The San Juan Islands consist of a number of distinct terranes of widely varying origin
that have been accreted to North America in the late Jurassic or Cretaceous periods (Brandon
et al., 1988). The San Juan Islands are part of the larger San Juan Island-Northwest Cascades
System that extends approximately 90 km east of the islands. This structural system is
thought to be structurally above the larger WrangeUia terrane (McGroder, 1991), which
comprises Vancouver Island. Oblique subduction of the Pacific and FaraUon Plates and rightlateral strike slip faulting along the western plate boundary of North America is thought to
have contributed to causing a series of thrust faults that occurred in the Late Cretaceous
(McGroder, 1991). Thrust faults have a general northeast-southwest orientation in the San
Juan Islands and bound different terranes (Brandon, et al., 1988, Maekawa and Brown, 1991).
Low-temperature, high-pressure metamorphic rocks are associated with thrust-related burial to
approximately 20 km depths. This was followed by relatively rapid uplift, stiU within the Late
Cretaceous (McGroder, 1991), exposing the rocks at the surface.
Major terranes of the San Juan Islands identified by Brandon et al. (1988) are briefly
described in Table 1 and include 1) the Haro terrane, an upper-Triassic arc-volcanic sequence;
2) the Turtleback terrane, a Paleozoic arc-plutonic and volcanic unit; 3) the Deadman Bay
terrane, a Permian to Lower Jurassic oceanic-island sequence; 4) the Garrison terrane, a
Permo-Triassic, high-pressure metamorphic unit; and 5) the Decatur terrane, a Middle to Upper
Jurassic ophialite and superimposed arc-volcanic sequence. The Nanaimo Group, a Cretaceous
marine and non-marine sedimentary sequence (Muller and Jeletsky, 1970), and the Chuckanut
Formation, an Eocene non-marine sedimentary sequence, also occur along the northern fringe
of the San Juan Islands (McLellan, 1927; Whetton et al., 1978; Johnson, 1984).
Bedrock along the Hood Canal on the Olympic Peninsula is part of the Crescent
terrane, consisting primarily of Eocene basalt. The Crescent terrane is exposed along the
northern, eastern and southeastern flanks of the Olympic Mountains (Tabor and Cady, 1978).
The basalt of the Hood Canal area includes massive flows and mudflow breccia that were
deposited subaeriaUy (Gower, 1980). It contains clinopyroxene and plagioclase as phenocrysts
and alteration minerals locally. Basalt flows are characterized by closely spaced, random
Joints, and rarely are columnar jointed or pillowed (Tabor and Cady, 1978).

8

Table 1. Bedrcx:k geologic units in the San Juan Islands (from Brandon et al., 1988).
Age

Lithologic description

Eocene

Nonmarine sandstone and
conglomerate

Name of Unit
Post Orogenic Unit

Chuckanut Formation

External Units: units forward of, and below, the San Juan thrust system
Syn-Orogenic Clastic Sequence

Nanimo Group

Lt. Cretaceous

Basinal sequence containing marine
and nommarine sandstone, conglom
erate, and shale.

Lt. Jurassic
and E. Cretaceous

Marine sandstone and conglomerate
derived from an arc-volcanic source.

Haro Terrane

Spieden Group
Haro Formation

Lt. Triassic
(Carnian or
or Norian)

Marine volcaniclastic sandstone and
conglomerate with minor silicic tuff
and shelly interbeds.

San Juan Thrust System: un\ts shown in their reiative structurai position
Decatur Terrane

Lummi Formation

latest Jurassic
and E. Cretaceous

Clastic marine sequence overlying
the Rdalgo Complex.

Fidalgo Igneous

M. and Lt. Jurassic

An ophiolite with a younger super
imposed volcanic arc.

Lt. Cretaceous
deformational

An imbricate fault zone containing
a variety of fault slices, includinq
Jura-Cretaceous sandstone, pebbly
mudstone, pillow lava, and chert;
mid-Cretaceous pillow basalt and
rare Turtleback tonalite.

Imbricate Fault Zone

Lopez Structural
Complex

age

Clastic Linking Sequence

Constitution Formation

Jurassic or
E. Cretaceous.

A clastic sequence containing
massive volcaniclastic sandstone,
with interbedded mudstone, ribbon
chert, pillow lava, and green tuff.

Permian to
E. Triassic
metamorphism

High-pressure metamorphic rocks consisting
of mafic schist with minor quartz-miCa
schist. Ranges from greenschist to
albite-epidote amphibolite facies. Occurs
only in small fault slices along the
Rosario thrust.

Triassic and
E. Jurassic

Ribbon chert and minor pillow basalt and
limestone. Inferred to be stratigraphically related to the Deadman Bay Volcanics. Locally imbricated with slices of
Turtleback Complex.

E. Permian
to Triassic

Pillow basalt with minor interbedded
Tethyan-fusulinid limestone and ribbon
chert.

East Sound Group

E. Devonian
to E. Permian

An arc-volcanic sequence with minor
interbedded limestone. Fusulinidsfrom
these limestones are non-Tethyan.

Turtleback Igneous
Complex

probably
Cambrian

A Plutonic complex consisting of tonalite
and subordinate gabbro. Inferred to be
basement for the East Sound Group.

Garrison Terrane

Garrison Schist

Deadman Bay Terrane
Orcas Chert

Deadman Bay Volcanics
Turtleback Terrane
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Glaciation

During the Pleistocene Epoch, the Cordillera Ice Sheet advanced into and retreated from
western Washington at least six times (Easterbrook, 1986). During advance, the western
portion of the ice sheet advanced southward over the San Juan Islands! Easterbrook, 1969) and
divided into the Juan de Fuca lobe and the Puget Lobe (Bretz, 1913; Crandell et al., 1958).
The eastern portion of the ice sheet in Washington split into the large Okanogan Lobe and
four smaller lobes that occupied north-south trending valleys (Waitt and Thorson, 1983).
Characteristics of the advance and retreat of the six known glaciations in the Puget
Lowland show a very similar pattern (Easterbrook, 1992), especially during the three youngest
glaciations that deposited stratigraphic sequences in the present study area; the Double Bluff,
Possession, and Fraser glaciations. Glacial advances typically began by the spreading of an
apron of outwash in front of the advancing ice. Advance outwash deposits were deeply
scoured by overriding ice, incorporating pebbles and cobbles that were already rounded into

tin which was deposited upon the truncated outwash sediment (Easterbrook, 1992).
The Double Bluff glaciation is the oldest known glacial deposit in the northern Puget
Lowland. Evidence of glacial advance is present in exposures of Double Bluff Drift at its type
locality at southwestern Whidbey Island and in bluffs in the Hood Canal. Double Bluff Drift
consists of glaciofluvial gravel, sand and silt, tiU, and glaciomarine drift, (Easterbrook et al.,
1967). The Double Bluff glaciomarine drift is dated at 150-200 ka (Blunt et al., 1987;
Easterbrook, in press). Table 2 presents Pleistocene the stratigraphic sequence for the northern
and central Puget Lowland.
Non-glacial fluvial, peat and lacustrine sediment of the Whidbey Formation are also
exposed in bluffs on Whidbey Island, at Hood Canal, and in the San Juan Islands. This
formation was deposited during the Whidbey Interglaciation and overlies Double Bluff Drift.
The Possession Drift of the Possession Glaciation was deposited upon a surface of moderate
relief, either on outwash sand and gravel or uncomfortably on the Whidbey Formation
(Easterbrook, 1968). At its type locality on southeastern Whidbey Island, the Possession Drift
consists of compact, sandy tiU, sand and gravel, and stony clay glaciomarine drift (Easterbrook
et al., 1967).
The most recent glacial advance into the Puget Lowland was the Vashon Stade of the
Fraser Glaciation. This followed the Olympia nonglacial interval during which floodplain and
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Table 2. Pleistocene stratigraphic sequence in the northern nd central Puget Lowland (adapted
from Easterbrook, 1969, 1986, 1992).

GEOLOGIC CLIMATE UNITS

STRATIGRAPHIC
UNITS

C14 AGE

FRASER

Sumas Stade

Sumas drift

-10,000
-11,500

GLACIATION

Everson Interstade

Everson glaciomarine drift
-13,500

Vashon Stade

Vashon till
Esperance sand

OLYMPIA NONGLACIAL INTERVAL

(Quadra sediments

POSSESSION GLACIATION

Possession drift

-18,000
-23,000
-28,000
-35000
-44,000

WHIDBEY INTERGLACIATION

Whidbey formation

-100,000
±20,000

DOUBLE BLUFF GLACIATION

Double bluff drift

-150,000-200,000
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lacustrine silt, clay, and peat was deposited between 22 to 28 ka in the central Puget Lowland
(Hanson and Easterbrook, 1974). In the early stages of the Vashon Stade (16-18 ka), a thick
sequence of Esperance Sand and Quadra Sand were deposited by meltwater streams that
delivered large quantities of outwash sand and gravel from the glacier terminus (Easterbrook,
1969). The Esperance Sand is comprised mostly of pebbly sand with crossbedding and scourand-fill features.
During the Vashon Stade, the Puget Lobe reached its maximum southward extent
approximately 30 km southwest of Olympia, advancing at a rate of about 80-110 m/yr
(Easterbrook, 1992). Glacial ice in the study area reached a maximum thickness of
approximately 1,600 m in the San Juan Islands and about 1,200 m in northern Puget Lowland
(Easterbrook, 1969).
The Vashon Stade resulted in the deposition of abundant tiU over Esperance Sand and
Quadra Sand (Table 2). Deposits from the Vashon Stade are preserved in extensive
unconsolidated deposits exposed in coastal bluffs throughout most of the Puget Lowland and
in the San Juan Islands. Bedrock in the San Juan Islands and Hood Canal area is commonly
overlain by a mantle of glacial deposits of varying thickness (Easterbrook, 1969).
Deglaciation during the Fraser Glaciation resembled previous deglaciations in the
Puget Lowland. Retreat of the ice sheet from its terminus south of the present study area
began by backwasting of the glacier to about the latitude of present day Seattle. Retreat was
probably caused by a rapid climactic warming at about 14 ka (Easterbrook, 1992). The glacier
thinned considerable as backwasting occurred, allowing marine water to enter the Strait of
Juan de Fuca and float the remaining ice. Everson glaciomarine drift was deposited over an
area of 18,(XK) km^ simultaneously in the northern Puget Lowland. Glaciomarine drift
accumulated subaerially as sediment was released from the melting glacial ice, some of which
was probably in the form of berg ice. Everson glaciomarine drift consists primarily of poorly
sorted diamictons that were deposited between 13.5 and 11.5 ka (Easterbrook, 1992).
Isostatic rebound of the northern Puget Lowland exceeded eustatic sea level rise
immediately following backwasting of the ice sheet (Easterbrook, 1963). This was followed
by a period of resubmergence and deposition of additional glaciomarine drift and repeated
rapid emergence at 10.5 to 11.5 ka (Easterbrook, 1963), revealed by the abundance of raised
marine terraces in the northern Puget Lowland. The general lack of marine terraces during the
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Holocene indicates that eustatic sea level rise generally kept pace with isostatic rebound in the
Holocene.

Coastal Sediment

The Puget Lowland is unusual because of the limited amount of sediment supplied to littoral
cells from rivers and streams. The majority of river sediment in the Puget Lowland is
deposited in marshes and deltas accumulating in distal, low-gradient river valleys (Keuler,
1988). Sediment input from streams is usually limited by low stream flow and almost
equivalent evapotranspiration rates (Phillips, 1966). Most river sediment that does reach
marine waters is transported beyond beaches and deposited in deltas and deeper water. River
sediment that is initially deposited on beaches is generally too fine to remain there under
prevailing wave regimes. Downing (1983) states that 90 percent of river-bom sediment input
to the Puget Lowland is too fine to remain on beaches. Therefore, a very high percentage of
all beach sediment is supplied by erosion of unconsolidated coastal bluffs.
Exposed bluffs composed of glacial drift in the Puget Lowland commonly experience
mean retreat rates of 5-40 cm/yr (Keuler, 1988), contributing sediment directly to the littoral
system. Glacial deposits provide a variety of grain sizes. The Esperance Sand Member of the
Vashon Drift contains abundant sand. Deposits from interglacial periods contain sand, silt and
clay. Coarser sediment grain sizes, that are common only in glaciated areas, are provided by
glacial till and glaciomarine drift (that also contains a range of finer grain sizes) and by
glaciofluvial gravel.
Analysis of glaciomarine drift (Easterbrook, 1963; Siegfried 1978) revealed that five
percent is coarser than -1 phi and that 16 percent of the deposit was coarser than 1 phi.
Glacial till contains similar amounts of coarse sediment, whereas glaciofluvial gravel provides
a relatively greater amount of coarse sediment to beaches. The large amount of gravel
supplied to local beaches usually often results in non-equilibrium beach forms, since wave
energy is too low to remove a sufficient amount of gravel from eroding bluffs or rework
wave-cut platforms enough to reach equilibrium between wave energy and sediment movement
(Keuler, 1979; Nordstrom, 1992).
Beaches of the inland waters of the region are typically characterized as having two
distinct foreshore components: a high-tide beach and a low-tide terrace. The high-tide beach
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consists of a relatively steep beachface with coarse sediment and an abrupt break in slope at
its seaward extent. Sand in a mixed sand and gravel beach is winnowed from the high-tide
beach by waves (Chu, 1985) and deposited on the low-tide terrace. Extending seaward from
the break in slope, the low-tide terrace consists of a gently sloping accumulation of poorlysorted fine-grained sediment (Komar, 1976; Keuler, 1979).
This high-tide beach, low-tide terrace morphology is confined primarily to areas that
were glaciated in the Pleistocene (Davies, 1980), where adequate coarse sediment is available.
The absence of a coarse, high-tide beach in other areas is apparently due to the lack of coarse
particles (:^0 phi) for the high-tide beach. After considering several causes for the
development and maintenance of this morphology locally, Keuler (1979) concluded that the
most important causative factor in this region is a large tidal range relative to predominant
wave height, as is the case locally. This was originally proposed by Inman and FiUoux
(1960), based on studies in other areas.
In the northern and western San Juan Archipelago and in portions of Hood Canal,
limited glacial deposits are exposed at the shore. This paucity of glacial material (or the
paucity of coarse sediment within glacial deposits), along with the insignificant amount of
sediment contributed by rivers, causes the beaches in much of the study area to be typically
poorly supplied with sediment. Wave-cut platforms often underlie beaches of only one m or
less in thickness. Along rocky shores common in the San Juan Islands, many coastal segments
are devoid of beaches. Where beaches are present in the San Juan Islands in areas of limited
exposed glacial drift deposits, they often consist of thin veneers of coarse gravel atop wave-cut
platforms.
Many pocket beaches also occur in the San Juan Islands. Pocket beaches are isolated
from the littoral drift system by rocky headlands that prohibit shore-drift from passing around
them. Sediment in pocket beaches is usually well-rounded, often with a high degree of
sphericity, and may have polished surfaces (Keuler, 1979) due to its long-term residence on
the active beachface.
Oimate

The San Juan Archipelago and the northern Puget Lowland have a mid-latitude, west coast
marine climate that is characterized by prolonged, mild, wet winters and moderate, dry
summers (Phillips, 1966). The climate of the study area is strongly influenced by conditions
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over the North Pacific Ocean, which moderates large seasonal temperature fluctuations.
Continental air masses are generally prevented from reaching the Puget Lowland and San Juan
Archipelago by the Cascade Range, except where the Fraser River VaUey of southern British
Columbia allows the passage of some cold continental air to the northern portion of the study
area in winter (Figure 1).
The climactic element of greatest importance to net shore-drift is surface winds, which
are responsible for generating waves that cause net shore-drift. Surface winds in the region
are controlled by seasonal movement of two semipermanent pressure centers over the North
Pacific Ocean (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 19 ??) and by the influence
of mountain topography of the area, which ultimately determines wind direction in the inland
waters (Harris, 1954). The large topographic highs that influence regional surface winds most
are the mountains on Vancouver Island, the Olympic Mountains, and the Willipa Hills south of
the Olympic Peninsula. The mountains on Vancouver Island block low-altitude westerly
winds from reaching the San Juan Islands directly, and the Olympic Mountains block westerly
oceanic winds from directly entering the Puget Lowland. Circulation from the North Pacific
Ocean is either forced through the Strait of Juan de Fuca or through the Chehalis Gap, the low
elevation passage south of the Olympic Mountains (Harris, 1954) (Figure 3).
Atmospheric conditions over the North Pacific Ocean in the winter months (DecemberMay) are dominated by the Aleutian low pressure system and related storm activity that
originates over the Gulf of Alaska (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 1977).
Surface winds from the cyclonic circulation (counterclockwise) of low pressure systems enter
the southern Puget Lowland through the Chehalis Gap, and occur as southwesterly and
southerly winds in the northern Puget Lowland and Hood Canal (Figure 3). In the San Juan
Islands, southerly winds from the Puget Lowland are augmented by winds crossing the
northwestern Olympic Peninsula. Surface winds in most of the San Juan Islands during winter
low pressure conditions are also southwesterly and southerly, but can include northerly winds
returning through Haro Strait in the western islands. Surface winds are strongest during the
winter months due to the greater frequency of high-velocity wind storms. Northerly winds
occur less frequently in the region in the winter when low pressure systems track inland south
of the region (Harris, 1954).
As the summer begins, the East Pacific high pressure system migrates northward as the
northern hemisphere is exposed to increased insolation. The high pressure system has
15
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Figure 3. Typical seasonal surface wind circulation in western Washington (from Downing,
1983).
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anticyclonic circulation (clockwise) over the North Pacific Ocean, which results in surface
winds entering the region primarily through the Strait of Juan de Fuca in the summer months
(June-September). As surface winds near the eastern end of the Strait, winds fan out to enter
the San Juan Islands from the south, funnelling generally northward through the channels and
straits of the archipelago (Figure 3). Surface winds from the Strait of Juan de Fuca enter the
Puget Lowland from the northwest and are also funneled by surrounding topography, resulting
in generally northerly winds in the northern Puget Lowland. Hood Canal also experiences
southwesterly winds in the summer, as it is in close proximity to the Chehalis Gap.
Wind-recording stations located at the coast are very limited in the vicinity of the
study area. The coastal wind station nearest the San Juan Islands is located at March Point in
Anacortes. Although this location is influenced by winds of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, data
from March Point are not strongly influenced by inland winds and are generally representative
of surface winds throughout the study area. A wind data from the Texaco refinery at March
Point were obtained for the years 1990-1991 (Northwest Air Pollution Authority, 1993)
(Figure 4). Southerly and south-southwesterly winds were both the predominant and
prevailing winds at March Point. Surface winds of less than 5.0 m/s (11.2 mph), which are
thought to be insignificant in terms of affecting geomorphic change at the shore (Davies,
1980), occurred during 74 percent of the period of record.
On a local scale, the irregular coast and moderate relief of the study area influences
the surface winds at each small area, and results in a high degree of variability in local wind
direction and velocity. Landforms surrounding the study area are commonly higher than 300
m elevation and act to funnel surface winds through straits and chaimels, such that winds in
the region are often controlled by local topography more than by regional weather systems
(Schwartz et al., 1988). In some coastal areas, surface winds from certain directions are
blocked altogether by topographic features. Therefore, the wind data from March Point should
be viewed as indicative of general wind patterns in the study area, not as accurate
representations of surface winds throughout the study area.
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Figure 4. Wind rose for March Point, Anacortes, 1990-1991. Hourly data from Northwest Air
Pollution Authority (1992).
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Oceanography

Net shore-drift is strongly influenced by several oceanographic parameters. The most
important of which are waves, which provide the primary mechanism for sediment erosion,
inclusion of sediment into the littoral system, and transport. The tidal regime affects net
shore-drift primarily by controlling the level at which the waves reach the coast.

Waves
The northern Puget Lowland and San Juan Island study area is composed of inland waters
exhibiting an extreme range of wave regimes. Maximum waves range fi'om 4-m-plus storm
waves in the southern San Juan Islands to chop, that has little geomorphic effect on coasts, at
sheltered embayments and salt marshes (Keuler, 1988).
The distance of open water over which winds blow without any interference from land
is referred to as fetch. Fetch is the most important parameter effecting the magnitude of wind
generated waves. As fetch increases, wave height and wave period increase to a certain
maximum, above which these parameters do not change significantly. However, in the
protected waterways within the study area, fetch is usually quite limited, often less than 10 km
in length.
Fetch has been proven to be the most important factor controlling net shore-drift in
fetch-limited environments (Nordstrom, 1992). This has been demonstrated in the Puget
Lowland by a number of workers (Jacobsen, 1980; Downing, 1983; Taggart, 1984).

Due to

the elimination of ocean swell in protected waters, waves generated by local winds are the
primary transport agents in the littoral zone. The direction of maximum fetch that acts on a
shoreline segment will correspond with the direction of the largest possible wave generation,
and subsequently, the direction of greatest potential shore-drift.
Where fetch is limited the wind generates the largest waves possible in fairly short
time periods. Computed signiflcant wave heights (the mean of the highest one-third of the
waves) for typical wind velocities in the study area for three different wind durations are
presented in Table 3. Wave heights were computed using U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(1973) wave forecast graphs. In protected areas with fetch that is less than five km, maximum
significant wave height will be attained in two hours, even during high velocity (13 m/s) wind
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Table 3. Significant wave heights for typical velocity, fetch and duration in the northern Puget
Sound region (from Keuler, 1979).

FETCH

SIG. WAVE HEIGHT FOR GIVEN WIND DURATION
2 Houis

6 Houis

10 Hours

5

.15

.15

.15

10

.24

.30

.30

15

.27

.38

.38

30

.27

.46

.46

50

.27

.49

.53

5

.40

.40

.40

10

.49

.52

.52

15

.55

.58

.58

30

.55

.79

.79

50

.55

.91

.91

5

.64

.64

.64

10

.85

.85

.85

15

1.04

1.04

1.04

30

1.07

1.34

1.34

50

1.07

1.65

1.65

VEL=5.4 m/s (12 mph)

VEL=8.1 m/s (18 mph)

VEL=13 m/s (29 mph)
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conditions. In areas with fetch of 10-30 km, maximum significant wave height will be
obtained within six hours (Table 3).
In the study area, high velocity winds associated with short duration storm events will
produce waves capable of affecting geomorphic change in relatively short time periods.
However, it should be noted that storm waves do not usually act on the coast for long time
periods. Short-duration storms create waves that act on the coast through only one tidal cycle
(See Tides, below) thereby affecting the backshore for the brief period of high tide only, when
most wave-induced erosion of the backshore is accomplished (McGreal, 1979).

Tides

The gravitational attraction between the earth, moon and sun, the orbit of the earth and moon
around the sun, and the earth’s rotation cause the displacement of marine water that is known
as tides (Wood, 1982). The San Juan Islands and Puget Sound area experience mixed tides;
where two high, unequal water levels and two low water levels occur during each 24.8-hourlong tidal day. The inequality between successive high or low tides within mixed tides occurs
over 90 percent of the coast of the western U.S. (Davies, 1980).
As each tidal wave enters inland waters, the shape of the basin interferes with the
propagation of the (shallow water) tidal wave (Parker, 1977). The progressively laterally
restricted nature of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the waterways of the Puget Lowland causes
the tidal range to increase continually from the Pacific Ocean into the Puget Lowland. In the
study area, the tidal range (the difference between MLLW and MHHW) at Friday Harbor (San
Juan County) is 2.3 m (7.7 ft) and at Everett is 3.5 m (11.4 ft) (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, 1992). The spring tidal ranges (at time of full and new moon) in
the study area fall within the 2-4 m range, allowing the study area to be classified as mesotidal
(Davies, 1964). Mesotidal environments generally have intermediate tidal ranges, and are
influenced by a mixture of waves and tides.
Tidal range affects the behavior of coasts over time. Rosen (1977) demonstrated that
coastal erosion decreases with increasing tidal range. This is due to the focusing of wave
energy at a narrow vertical band with small tidal range in comparison to the dissipation of
wave energy over a large vertical band with a greater tidal range. In areas with a large tidal
range, the development of a relatively broad beach with relatively greater supratidal elevation
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can absorb more wave energy than a narrow beach formed with a lesser tidal range. However,
the majority of coastal erosion in the region occurs when high wind events coincide with high
tides and act directly on the backshore (Downing, 1983).

METHODS
Principles

Shore drift is the combined effect of longshore drift, the sediment transported along a coast in
the nearshore waters, and beach drift, the wave-induced motion of sediment on the beachface
in a longitudinal direction (Figure 5). While shore drift may vary in direction seasonally, net
shore-drift is the long-term, net effect of shore drift occurring over a period of time along a
particular coastal sector.
The concept of a drift ceU has been employed in coastal studies to represent a
sediment transport sector from source to deposition along a coast. A drift cell is defined as
consisting of three components: a site (erosional feature or river mouth) that serves as the
sediment source and origin of a drift cell; a zone of transport, where wave energy moves drift
material alongshore; and an area of deposition that is the terminus of a drift cell. Deposition
of sediment occurs where wave energy is no longer sufficient to transport the sediment in the
drift cell.
Drift cells are particularly useful for delineating irregular coasts into separate coastal
sectors that exhibit net shore-drift as generally distinct units. Absolute boundaries between
drift cells only occur where an abrupt change occurs in the wave energy acting on a coast,
such as at changes in depth or the orientation of the coastline, or at major obstacles to shore
drift. More commonly, drift ceU boundaries occur within zones of several hundred meters or
less.
This study was conducted through systematic investigations of the coast of the entire
study area to identify geomorphologic and sedimentologic indicators that reveal net shore-drift
cells and drift direction. The methods employed in this study utilize documented isolated
indicators of net shore-drift in a systematic fashion. Previous studies that employed similar
methods have been conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey (Hunter et al., 1979; Keuler,
1988) and by researchers at Western Washington University (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981;
Chrzastowski, 1982). Indicators can be divided into two categories, site-specific indicators,
and drift-trend indicators.
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SHORE
DRIFT

Figure 5. Diagram illustrating components of net shore-drift (from Taggart, 1984).

Site>Specific Indicatois

Site-specific indicators consist of net shore-drift indicators that are present at a particular
location include the presence of the following features:

1. Spit growth - Spits are depositional landfotms that grows in the direction of net shore-drift
at the terminus of a drift cell (Evans, 1942), commonly at a change in shore
orientation. A spit accumulates shore drift sediment atop a larger, submarine spit
platform. Progradation of the two features alternates over time (MeistreU, 1972).
Spits are one of the most reliable indicators of net shore-drift direction. Local
reversals may occur in the transport direction in the area behind and downdrift from
spits due to diminished wave energy in that area (Hunter et al., 1979). Also, wave
refraction around the tip of a spit may cause net shore-drift to continue around the
distal end of a spit.
Cuspate spits are accumulation landforms that have a roughly triangular plan
form and can be quite useful for mapping net shore-drift ceUs. Symmetric (or nearsymmetric) cuspate spits form at the terminus of two converging drift cells
(Zenkovitch, 1967; Yasso and Fairbridge, 1968), in the lee of islands or shoals
(tombolo effect), at protrusions of the coast along narrow straits or channels (Bird,
1984), and in coastal lagoons (Zenkovitch, 1959). Hunter et al. (1979) contend that
asymmetric cuspate spits are indicative of unidirectional net shore-drift, but at a
decreased rate, that continues around the spit from the longer side to the shorter side
of the spit.

2. Objects interrupting shore drift - Any object that is located across the foreshore and
nearshore zone can cause a shoreline offset to occur at the object. An accumulation of
sediment occurs on the updrift side of the object, while an erosional, narrower beach
occurs on the downdrift side due to decreased sediment transport, both consequently
indicating the direction of shore-drift (Hunter et al., 1979). Where this occurs, the
beach on the updrift side of the obstacle is often raised to a higher level than the beach
on the downdrift side of the obstacle.
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Objects interrupting drift can be natural or artificial. Natural objects are
usually rock outcrops, or in some cases large tree trunks. Artificial objects include
groins, jetties, revetments, docks and other structures. Caution must be exercised
when using offsets at smaller or recently installed objects for net shore-drift
determination, due to the more ephemeral, and therefore less reliable, nature of minor
shoreline offsets (Taggart, 1984).

3. Stream diversion - The mouths of streams can be diverted in the direction of net shore-drift
as sediment is built up on the updrift side of a stream mouth faster than it can be
carried away, thus displacing the stream channel in the downdrift direction where it
crosses the intertidal zone (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981; Bird, 1984). This indicator
is reliable for large streams or rivers but must be examined with caution when smaller
stream mouths are observed. Stream mouth diversions can range from several meters
to several kilometers in length.

4. Presence of identifiable sediment - When a known point source of identifiable sediment
exists, the direction of sediment drift can be determined (Bird, 1984). Identifiable
sediment can be from the natural outcropping of a distinctive rock type, sediment, or
peat, or it can be a manufactured substance such as concrete. Identifiable sediment
that has been in the littoral zone for an extended period of time provides the most
reliable indication of net shore-drift.

5. Plan view of river deltas - The shape of river or stream deltas can be modified in a similar
fashion to that which occurs at groins or similar objects interrupting net shore-drift.
The updrift side of a delta commonly has a broader, prograded foreshore that tapers in
the updrift direction, while the downdrift side is more rounded and blunt in plan view
(Komar, 1973; Chrzastowski, 1982). This type of feature can be seen in the field at
stream deltas, but it is best seen from the air or on aerial photos taken at lower, low
water for river or stream deltas.

6. Presence of nearshore bars - Intertidal or shallow subtidal bars composed of sand and gravel

that are formed by wave action occur frequently in the San Juan Islands and Puget
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Lowland. Nearshore bars are usually oriented obliquely to the shore. Their
orientation is generally parallel to wave fronts as they approach the shore (Guilcher,
1974), and can be useful indicators of wave orientation and net shore-drift direction.
However, interpretation requires careful consideration due to the large variety of bar
forms and the ephemeral nature of these sedimentary features (Greenwood and
Davidson-Amot, 1979). Nearshore bars are most useful for net shore-drift mapping
when they are known to occur with consistent orientation over time and are present
over a broad area. In the absence of such information, net shore-drift determinations
based on nearshore bars should be regarded as inconclusive.

Drift-Trend Indicatois

Progressive change in geomorphic and sedimentologic features over the length of a coastal
segment can indicate the direction of net shore-drift and, in some cases, the origin or terminus
of drift cells. Drift-trend indicators develop due to changes in beach composition and
subsequent changes in the amount of wave energy that reaches the backshore alongshore.
Wave energy reaching the backshore often decreases in the direction of net shore-drift for one
or more of the following reasons: an increasing amount of beach sediment acting as a buffer
to wave attack; a progressively shallower and/or broader nearshore zone that absorbs more
incoming wave energy; or a more oblique angle of wave incidence to the shore.
Consistent trends in net shore-drift indicators develop along near-linear coasts with
uniform sediment type and input. Repetition of a drift trend indicator sometimes occurs within
a drift cell when a change in exposure to waves or sediment influx varies alongshore, but the
overall trend of indicators can be indicative of net shore-drift direction.

1. Beach width - The beach near the updrift end of a drift cell is often erosional and narrow,
while beaches near the terminus of drift sectors are usually accumulation features and
exhibit relatively greater width and often greater height. The high-tide beach width is
most useful in the Puget Lowland (Keuler, 1979). The incorporation of newly
accreted berms or swash bars into the high-tide beach near the downdrift end of a drift
cell is sometimes responsible for increased beach width, and also indicates net shoredrift direction. Although not part of the active beach system, relict beach ridges in the
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backshore can indicate an overall widening of depositional beaches, and serve as
useful long-term indicator of net shore-drift.

2^ Bluff morphology - Bluffs conposed of glacial drift or other un- or semi-consoUdated
materials often show progressive variation of amount of vegetative cover and slope.
At the origin of drift cells the beach and backshore are often narrow and provide little
protection to bluffs from wave attack. This causes bluff erosion and intermittent mass
wasting that results in bluffs with vertical or near-vertical profiles and minimal
vegetative cover at drift cell origins (Keuler, 1979). With an increase in beach width
and height in the downdrift direction vegetative cover increases and bluff slope
decreases (McGreal, 1979), indicating net shore-drift direction. Bluffs at the terminus
of drift ceUs show more gently sloped, well-vegetated faces.

3. Sediment size gradation - Mean sediment size generally decreases in the direction of net
shore-drift, due to the fact that fine sediment will be transported by waves a greater
distance from their source than coarser sediment, and will often be found in greater
proportion in the downdrift end of a drift cell (Sunamura, 1972; Self, 1977). Ideal
gradation in mean sediment size does not always occur in the region due to the
inclusion of poorly sorted sediment originating from bluffs along a drift cell.

Field and Analysis Procedures

The entire coast of the study area was examined for the presence of geomorphic and
sedimentolgic evidence of net shore-drift. Most field surveying in San Juan and Jefferson
counties was conducted utilizing a 3.6 m (12 ft.) inflatable "Zodiac" boat equipped with an
outboard engine belonging to the WWU Geology Department. This shallow draft and easily
transportable craft is well suited for inshore operations and allowed frequent landings. Use of
the boat also provided access to remote islands. Field surveying in Island and Snohomish
counties was conducted by walking the shore.
Primary field work was conducted between May and October of 1991. The summer
field season allowed for the most favorable tide conditions, since lower, low tides occur during
the daylight hours in summer. Many portions of the study area were revisited after initial
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surveying to aid in interpretation. All field observations were made at tide levels below +1.5
m. Base maps for field work were 7.5 minute (1:24,000 scale) topographic maps published by
the U.S. Geological Survey. Net shore-drift cells were determined in the field by assessing aU
indicators identified, and arrows and cell numbers were denoted on the base maps. Supporting
field notes and photographs of interesting features observed in the field were also taken for
later reference.
Department of Ecology Aerial photographs were examined for morphological
indicators that cover broad areas and are difficult to asses from the ground (such as the plan
view of large features) to supplement field surveying. Historic aerial photographs were also
used in some cases to investigate the evolution of coastal features and the history of coastal
modifications. Low-altitude, color aerial photographs taken vertically downward (1:12,000
scale), and selected oblique photographs, aU taken at lower, low water were used.
Geographic constraints such as the fetch that each segment of coast is exposed to were
also considered when evaluating morphological indicators. Fetch was used to evaluate
possible wave energy affecting coastal sectors. Fetch is perhaps the most important variable
responsible for net shore-drift along the coastal segments of the Puget Lowland, as emphasized
by Taggart (1984).

RESULTS
Preface

Net shore-drift information is presented county-by-county in this section. Each net shore-drift
cell identified is methodically described with evidence supporting net shore-drift ceU
determination. The Wentworth classification system is used to describe coastal sediment
(Figure 6). Drift cells are identified by two letters, derived from the island name in San Juan
County and the county name elsewhere, and then numbered sequentially, beginning at the
northern portion of each island or county, and proceeding clockwise around the shore. Drift
cell lengths are included in the text. These lengths are only approximate, and should be
treated as such.
Drift cells are represented on 25 reduced U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute
topographic base maps that are included with drift ceU descriptions for each island or county.
Some quadrangles appear more than once as they contain portions of more than one island or
county. Location maps indexing individual quadrangle maps are found at the beginning or
county sections. Drift cells, indicated by arrows, may occur within the limits of one of the
base maps, or continue on another base map, in which case a different arrow symbol is (Figure
7). Due to insufficient sediment supply or wave energy, some coastal segments do not exhibit
evidence of net shore-drift. These areas are referred to as having "no appreciable net shoredrift" by the acronym NANSD on the maps.
In using these maps it should be realized that the origins and termini of drift cells are
zones, not points. The maps show the long-term average location of these zones. During
different seasons or years the position of the zones may vary slightly along the coast. Where
two drift cells originate from a common erosional area and have net shore-drift in opposite
directions, the area is referred to as a divergence zone (indicated on maps by a dashed line).
Where two different drift ceUs terminate at a common depositional area the area is referred to
as a convergence zone.
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GRAIN SIZE IN MM

WENTWORTH SIZE CLASSES

Boulder
256
Cobble
GRAVEL

64
Pebble
4
Granule
2.00
Very Coarse Sand
1.00
Coarse Sand
0.50
Medium Sand

SAND

0.25
Fine Sand
0.125
Very Fine Sand
0.0625
Silt
0.0039

MUD
Clay

Figure 6. Wentworth sediment size classes.
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JE-10

NANSD

Zone of long-term drift divergence; an erosional zone and origin
of two diverging cells.

Direction and length of net shore-drift. The line begins at the
initial indication of a net drift direction. The arrowhead is
positioned at or near the long-term drift cell terminus, an
depositional zone.

Orientation of the arrow indicates net shore-drift enters from, or
continues into, the adjacent map area.

The cell identification. The letters correspond to the island
abbreviation in San Juan County, or the county abbreviation in
Jefferson, Island and Snohomish Counties. The number is a
sequential reference to the various drift cells beginning with the
northernmost cell (and continuing clockwise around each island
in San Juan County).

Acronym for "no appreciable net shore-drift". Such a condition
may occur die to factors such as sediment supply, a shore
artificially filled or otherwise modified out to deep water, or a
shore of very low wave energy.

Figure 7. Explanation of map symbols.
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San Juan County

San Juan County has a total shore length of approximately 580 km, comprising the majority of
the shore mapped in this study (Figure 2). No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along slightly
more than half of the total shore length of the county, due primarily to the paucity of shore
drift sediment. Net shore-drift cells were identified along 15 of the larger of the San Juan
Islands (Figure 8).

BLAKELY ISLAND

Blakely Island is located in eastern San Juan County, south of the eastern portion of Orcas
Island and north of Decatur Island. Blakely Island is shown on the Blakely Island quadrangle
(Figure 9).

BL-1 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Cell BL-1 has its origin 1.4 km southeast of the northernmost extent of Blakely Island. Net
shore-drift is to the northwest along Rosario Strait for 1.2 km where sediment is deposited at a
wide gravel beach. The ceU originates immediately northwest of a slight change in orientation
of the coastline, southeast of which no wave-cut platform is wide enough for a beach to form.
The shore along the beginning of this cell consists of Paleozoic greenstone that contains many
joints, causing numerous rockslides that yield a small amount of drift sediment. The
greenstone is overlain by sandy glacial drift at several locations, providing the primary
sediment source within this cell.
The first one km of this cell contains many small, rocky prominences outcropping on
the beach that cause sediment to accumulate on the southeast side, indicating northwestward
net shore-drift. Sediment size decreases and beach width increases to the northwest, locally,
between these rock prominences, further indicating northwestward net shore-drift. Net shoredrift material is deposited on a pebble and cobble beach that fronts a low-elevation, glacial
drift deposit exposed in a 0.5-m-high scarp directly behind the beach.
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Figure 8. Index map for San Juan County quadrangles.
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No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the origin of cell BL-1 southeast for four
km to the southeast-facing shore of Blakely Island. Very little coastal sediment is found
within this stretch of rocky shore, occurring only in isolated accumulations.

BL-2 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

This 0.6-km-long drift cell has its origin at a zone of drift divergence west of Black Rock with
net shore-drift to the northeast along a fairly linear beach. A minimal volume of sediment is
derived from cliff erosion and is transported by southerly wind-waves in Rosario Strait in this
cell. Net shore-drift indicators include a marked decrease in sediment size, increased beach
width, and accumulation of sediment on the southwest side of the rock prominence delineating
the terminus of the cell.

BL-3 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Cell BL-3 has its origin at a zone of drift divergence in common with cell BL-2. Net shoredrift is to the southwest along a linear beach, terminating at a sandy section of beach abutting
a rocky headland. The sediment sources in this cell are eroding rocky cliffs which are mantles
by glacial drift deposits. Beach width increases, and mean sediment size decreases to the
southwest, indicating net shore-drift in that direction. The accumulation of sediment against
the northeast side of the rocky headland at the cell’s terminus further evidences southwestward
net shore-drift.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the terminus of cell BL-3 until the
southernmost portion of the island. Three large pocket beaches are present within this sector.

BL-4 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Cell BL-4 is a 0.5 km drift cell with westward net shore-drift that deposits sediment at the
southernmost tip of Blakely Island. Sediment is derived from glacial outwash and till, that
intermittently overly greenstone, and from an eroding greenstone cliff at the cell origin. The
volume of drift sediment is minimal in this cell since a considerable amount of material is lost
to the deeper water of Thatcher Pass, where strong tidal currents occur. Westward net shore36

drift is indicated by a westward decrease in sediment size from boulders and cobbles at the
origin to mixed gravel and sand at the cell’s terminus, and by increased beach width to the
west. The terminus is located at an unnamed point at the southern tip of the island.

BL-5 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Net shore-drift in cell BL-5 is to the south along a 1.0 km coastal sector located southeast of
Willow Island that extends to the southern tip of Blakely Island. The origin of the cell has
near-vertical cliffs of greenstone with glacial till deposits adjacent to the south. Till provides
the bulk of the drift sediment in this cell, evident in a short sand and pebble beach located 200
m south of the cell’s origin. The beach is accumulating against a large rocky prominence to
the south, and shows beach width increase and sediment size decrease in the same direction,
indicating net shore-drift to the south.
Southward net shore-drift continues beyond this prominence along a narrow beach that
fronts a seacliff. The beach gradually becomes wider and again shows a decrease in sediment
size until the cell’s terminus at the southern tip of Blakely Island.

BL-6 (Blakely Island quadrangle)
This cell is located within the embayment that contains the settlement of Thatcher. Cell BL-6
has its origin on the northeast side of a stream outlet that transports drift sediment to the
shore. Beach width increases and mean sediment size decreases to the northeast, indicating net
shore-drift in that direction. Net shore-drift is northeastward for 0.5 km to the base of a rocky
prominence in the center of the bay head, where a small stream delta is also present.

BL-7 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Cell BL-7 originates near Bald Bluff and has net shore-drift for 0.7 km into the head of the
bay that contains the settlement of Thatcher. The cell is located opposite drift cell BL-6.
Drift material is derived from glacial till 1 on the southern side of Bald Bluff, at the cell origin.
Northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by an increase in beach width, from a very narrow
beach near the origin of the cell to a beach of moderate width in front of Thatcher, and by the
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presence of sediment accumulations on the southwest side of rocks partially interrupting
sediment transport. Beach sediment consists of boulders and pebbles at the origin, which
grades to sand at the terminus, further indicating eastward net shore-drift.

BL-8 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

The 1.6-km-long ceU BL-8 originates from the same zone of drift divergence at Bald Bluff as
cell BL-7 does. Net shore-drift is to the north to a cuspate spit located south of the Blakely
Island landing strip. The source of sediment in this ceU is erosion of Bald Bluff and a thin
lens of glacial till that is found intermittently near the cell’s origin. Northward net shore-drift
is indicated by northward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, sediment
accumulation on the south side of an artificial rock groin half way along the cell, and the
progradation of a small cuspate spit that contains ponded water at the cell’s terminus.

BL-9 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

CeU BL-9 originates at an erosional prominence and has generaUy southwestward net shoredrift along a sinuous shore for 1.5 km, terminating at a zone of drift convergence in common
with ceU BL-8. An erosional zone is located at the origin of the ceU along northwestern
Blakely Island with overhanging trees and a low-elevation, near-vertical bluff cut into glacial
tiU. Southwestward and southward net shore-drift is indicated by increased bluff vegetation
and beach width increase, and decreased sediment size to the southwest, and progradation of a
smaU cuspate spit at the ceU’s terminus. Some deposition of drift material occurs at a smaU
point west of the landing strip, as evidenced by a relatively wide, sandy beach, due to
secondary northward shore drift during times of southerly winds. The fetch from the
northwest at this coastal sector, with exposure to winds from East Sound (Eastsound
quadrangle), is responsible for the dominant, generaUy southwestward net shore-drift.

BL-10 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

CeU BL-10 has generaUy eastward net shore-drift that originates at the zone of drift divergence
in common with ceU BL-9. The bluff along this ceU changes from erosional and near-vertical
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to stable and well-vegetated eastward, indicating eastward net shore-drift. Drift material is
transported for 0.7 km along Peavine Pass to a relatively wide pebble beach accumulating
against a rip-rap groin on the western side of a marina, indicating eastward net shore-drift.
Other indicators present are increasing beach width and decreasing sediment size to the east.
The shore along the headland at the northern tip of Blakely island is an area with no
appreciable net shore-drift. No continuous beaches occur along this rocky shore.

BROWN ISLAND

Brown Island is located in the center of the Friday Harbor embayment on eastern San Juan
Island. Brown Island is shown on the Friday Harbor quadrangle (Figure 10).

BR-1

Cell BR-1, the only net shore-drift cell on Brown Island, is located on the southwest shore of
the island. Net shore-drift originates on the western side of the base of a unnamed point
extending from the island’s southeast comer. Net shore-drift is northwestward for 0.5 km.
Drift sediment is derived from glacial tiU, which is found along the shore of central Brown
Island, between outcrops of siltstone located at the southeast and northwest ends of the island.
Northwestward net shore-drift is indicated by local beach width increase and sediment size
decrease to the northwest, sediment accumulations on the southeast side of rocks partially
interrupting drift, and by the presence of nearshore bars oriented east-west, moving to the
northwest. The terminus of cell BR-1 is found abutting a relatively large rock prominence at
the southwest comer of the island.

CENTER ISLAND

Center Island is located in southern Lopez Sound, between southern Decatur Island and Lopez
Island. It is represented on the Lopez Pass quadrangle (Figure 11).
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CE-1 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

Cell CE-1, located on the southeast shore of the island, is the only net shore-drift cell on rocky
Center Island. Net shore-drift originates 300 m northeast of the southern tip of the island at an
unvegetated, eroding bluff composed of glacial drift, the only substantial glacial deposit that
occur along the shore of Center Island. Net shore-drift is northeastward, as indicated by a
well-vegetated bluff, decreasing sediment size to the northeast, and progradation of a short
tombolo at the cell’s terminus, located at the eastern tip of the island. Beach width increases
in the direction of net shore-drift over the first 0.6 km of the 1.1 km ceU, after which it
decreases due to the convex nature of the shore and the lack of additional sediment input.

DECATUR ISLAND

Decatur Island is located south of Blakely Island and east of Lopez Island, in eastern San Juan
County. Decatur Island is shown on the Blakely Island (Figure 12) and Lopez Pass (Figure

11) quadrangles.
The entire northern coast of Decatur Island consists of sedimentary rocks that are
resistent to erosion. This shore is devoid of continuous coastal deposits and experiences no
appreciable net shore-drift. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs at Fauntleroy Point or along
the shore just south of it.

DE-1 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Cell DE-1 originates 0.6 km southwest of Fauntleroy Point, at the beginning of the beach
within the embayment enclosed by Decatur Head. The sediment source for this cell is glacial
till that occurs in a bluff at the origin of the cell. Net shore-drift is to the south and southeast
for two km, depositing at a tombolo connecting Decatur Head to Decatur Island. Generally
southeastward net shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulations on the north side of rocks
partially interrupting drift in the first 0.5 km of the ceU, increasing beach width and decreasing
sediment size to the southeast, and progradation of a tombolo at the terminus of the cell.
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DE-2 (Blakely Island and Lopez Pass quadrangles)

At 2.5 km in length, this is the longest drift cell along Decatur Island. Cell DE-2 originates at
a zone of drift divergence along White CUff, a 30- to 40-m-high, eroding bluff comprised of
glacial till (Lopez Pass quadrangle). Several bluff failures have occurred recently along this
shore, providing additional sediment to the shore drift system. Net shore-drift is to the
northeast extending around Decatur Head and depositing sediment in a spit prograding
southwestward on the west side of Decatur Head (Blakely Island quadrangle). A narrow beach
fronts White Qiff, consisting of pebbles, cobbles and boulders. Lag deposits consisting of
boulders up to two m in diameter are present in the nearshore area here. Sediment size
decreases and beach width increases to the northeast to the tombolo that has prograded to
Decatur Head, indicating northeastward net shore-drift.
As net shore-drift continues to the north around rocky Decatur Head, the beach
becomes temporarily narrower. This is because of increased wave attack and tidal current
velocity here, as well as a lack of additional sediment input. As net shore-drift material
transits counter-clockwise around Decatur Head, it accumulates along the beach on the
northwest and west side of Decatur Head, and in the spit that extends to the southwest from
Decatur Head. This prograding spit constitutes the terminus of the drift cell.

DE-3 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

Cell DE-3 originates at the same zone of drift divergence at White Cliff that cell DE-2
originates from. Net shore-drift is to the southwest for 2.0 km to the southwest end of a low
elevation tombolo near the southern end of Decatur Island. A narrow cobble and boulder
beach is present in front of White Cliff, which becomes wider and consists of finer sediment
towards the southwest, indicating net shore-drift in that direction. Drift material accumulates
against a rocky prominence at the southwest end of the beach, which is the terminus of the
ceU.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs south and southwest of the terminus of ceU DE-3
on southermnost Decatur Island. Several smaU pocket beaches are present on opposite sides of
a short tombolo that connects two rocky features.
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DE-4 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

CeU DE-4 is in southern Reads Bay and has northeastward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift
originates at a north-facing bluff comprised of glacial till, the sediment source for this cell.
Net shore-drift passes along a concave beach for approximately 400 m. The beach becomes
wider and consists of progressively finer sediment to the northeast, indicating net shore-drift to
the northeast. The terminus of this ceU is found at a small accumulation of sediment on the
southwest side of a rocky prominence extending across the beach.

DE-5 (Lopez Pass and Blakely Island quadrangles)

This 2.3 km ceU located within Reads Bay exhibits net shore-drift to the southeast. The ceU
originates east-northeast of Trump Island, where a narrow gravel beach fronts an isolated
rocky outcrop (Blakely Island quadrangle). The rocky cliff changes to glacial till to the
southeast, providing drift material. A dock, located 0.5 km along the cell at the town of
Decatur, partially blocks southeastward net shore-drift, evident in the accumulation on its
northwest side. Beach width increases and sediment size decreases over the length of the cell,
further indicating southeastward net shore-drift. A tide flat is present off of the beach in
southern Reads Bay (Lopez Pass quadrangle). The cell’s terminus is found against a rock
prominence at the southern end of the beach and adjacent tide flat.

DE-6 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

This is a short (0.7 km) ceU found within Brigantine Bay. Net shore-drift is to the northwest.
The origin of the ceU is found at a zone of drift divergence located east-northeast of Trump
Island. An erosional bluff comprised of glacial tiU is present at the ceU origin, fronted by a
coarse gravel beach. North and west along the ceU, the bluff becomes weU-vegetated, and the
beach becomes wider and is comprised of sand and pebbles, indicating northwestward net
shore-drift. An accretionary, sandy beach is located in northernmost Brigantine Bay, fronting
a smaU wetland. The western end of the beach is the terminus of the ceU, which abuts against
a rock prominence.
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The knob that is westernmost Decatur Island is comprised of sedimentary rock that is
resistent to erosion, with no glacial deposits overlying it. Hence, the area is devoid of
beaches. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs at this knob, including inside Sylvan Bay,
where a pocket beach is found. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along Thatcher Pass
along the north end of Decatur Island.

HENRY ISLAND

Henry Island is located west of northwestern San Juan Island. Henry Island is represented on
the Roche Harbor quadrangle (Figure 13).
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along rocky northeast Henry Island and south to
Nelson Bay, because of the paucity of drift sediment. Several pocket beaches occur in this
sector.

HE-1 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell HE-1 is located in western Nelson Bay and has net shore-drift to the southwest and south
for 1.2 km. Net shore-drift originates at the south side of an unnamed headland at the mouth
of the bay, where a nairow beach begins. Beach width increases and the mean sediment size
decreases to the southwest in two segments; from the origin to a depositional feature created
by intermittent northeastward drift from the head of the bay to the feature, and secondly, along
the southern portion of this cell, ending at the head of the bay, indicating southwestward and
southward net shore-drift. Near the southern end of the cell, the beach has prograded in front
of a former marsh that is located northwest of a dock. Further to the southeast, a spit has
prograded southeastward in front of a large marsh at the head of Nelson Bay, diverting a small
tidal channel in the same direction, further indicating net shore-drift towards the head of the
bay.

HE-2 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This cell is located along the eastern approach and eastern shore of Nelson Bay. Net shoredrift originates in front of the Seattle Yacht Club marina on the north end of this portion of
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2) NANSD on portions of the 7.5’ quadrangle not shown.
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Henry Island and goes into Nelson Bay, matching cell HE-1 on the opposite side of the bay.
Westward and southwestward net shore-drift in this sector is indicated by local beach width
increase to the west and southwest between rock outcrops partially interrupting drift, sediment
accumulations on the east and northeast side of rock outcrops, a mid-bay spit that has
prograded to the southwest, located approximately half way along the eastern shore of Nelson
Bay, and nearshore bars oriented northeast-southwest that are moving onshore to the south
within Nelson Bay. The terminus of cell HE-2 is located at the distal end of the spit.

HE-3 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell HE-3 is a 300-m-long drift cell located along easternmost Henry Island, in northern
Mosquito Pass. Net shore-drift is southeastward to a small cuspate spit located immediately
west of Pole Island. Southeastward net shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulations on
the northwest side of rock outcrops, southeastward sediment size decrease between rock
outcrops, southeastward increase in beach width, and progradation of the small cuspate spit at
the cell terminus, located west of Pole Island.

HE-4 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

CeU HE-4 is located along Mosquito Pass with northeastward net shore-drift for 0.6 km to the
small cuspate spit west of Pole Island. Net shore-drift originates from a poorly-vegetated bluff
consisting of glacial till. Indicators of northeastward net shore-drift are northeastward bluff
vegetation and beach width increase, northeastward sediment size decrease, sediment
accumulation on the southwest side of rock outcrops partially interrupting drift, and
progradation of a small cuspate spit located west of Pole Island. Net shore-drift terminates at
the cuspate spit, which is a zone of drift convergence in common with cell HE-3.

HE-5 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This ceU is located along central Mosquito Pass with southwestward net shore-drift. It
originates along a poorly-vegetated and eroding bluff cut into glacial till and transports a small
volume of drift sediment for 400 m to a concave shore sector. Southwestward net shore-drift
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is indicated by southwestward bluff vegetation increase and sediment size decrease,
progradation of the tombolo that connects easternmost Henry Island to the rest of the island,
and the orientation of swash bars welding onto the beachface towards the southwest. Net
shore-drift terminates at the southern extent of the low elevation portion of the island.

HE-6 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell HE-6 is located directly west of White Point (San Juan Island), across Mosquito Pass on
eastern Henry Island. Net shore-drift originates from an erosional bluff consisting of sandy
glacial drift, and goes northwestward for 300 m. Northwestward net shore-drift is indicated by
northwestward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, progradation of the beach in
front of a marsh, and northwestward stream mouth offset near the ceU terminus. Net shoredrift terminates at a zone of drift convergence in common with ceU HE-5.

HE-7 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

CeU HE-7 is located along southern Mosquito Pass. Net shore-drift is to the south for 400 m.
Southward net shore-drift is evidenced by southward beach width increase, sediment size
decrease, and progradation of a sandy spit. A 120-m-wide depositional area has fiUed in with
sediment between the prograded beach and uplands in this ceU. A spit platform is present
south of the sandy spit, the distal end of which represents the terminus of this drift ceU.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rocky shore of southwest Henry Island,
in Open Bay (where several large pocket beaches are found), along rocky KeUett Bluff, or
along western Henry Island. Very minimal glacial drift deposits are located along these rocky
shores.

HE-8 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

CeU HE-8 is located along Haro Strait on the western shore of northern Henry Island. Net
shore-drift is northeastward for 1.1 km to the northern tip of the island. The origin of this ceU
is located 0.9 km southwest of McCracken Point on the northeastern side of a gently-convex
shore sector. The rocky shore of western Henry Island changes to glacial drift intermittently
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overlying bedrock at this location, providing drift sediment for this ceU. Northeastward net
shore-drift is indicated by northeastward sediment size decrease, sediment accumulation on the
southwest side of McCracken Point, and northeastward progradation of a short tombolo located
north of McCracken Point. Net shore-drift terminates at the northernmost extent of Henry
Island.

JOHNS ISLAND

Johns Island is a small island located immediately east of Stuart Island, northwest of San Juan
Island, shown on the Stuart Island quadrangle (Figure 14).
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the majority of rocky Johns Island which
is devoid of beaches, with the exception of a few isolated beaches and the sector containing
ceU JN-1.

JN-1 (Stuart Island quadrangle)

This is the only drift cell on Johns Island, located in the central portion of the south shore of
the island. Net shore-drift is southeastward in this cell. The cell originates 0.7 km from the
northwestern end of the island, immediately east of the end of a rocky coastal sector. Net
shore-drift continues southeastward for 1.0 km until rocky shore begins again.
Cell JN-1 originates in front of erosional bluffs composed of glacial till and outwash,
that are the source of sediment. The beach here consists of pebbles and cobbles, with lesser
amounts of sand and boulders. A large number of glacial erratics are found at this
northwestern end of the beach, indicating that the erosion rate of this portion of the bluff is
likely greatest, and that net shore-drift is southeastward, away from this area. Further evidence
of southeastward net shore-drift is the increase in bluff vegetation to the southeast.
The sediment size becomes finer southeastward along the beach for 0.5 km, then the
amount of beach sand decreases, giving way to predominantly pebbles and cobbles at the
southeastern end of the beach. However, the volume of beach material increases to the
southeast in the form of gravel beach ridges and a high berm, indicating that southeastward net
shore-drift is occurring, despite the reverse sediment size gradation along the southeastern half
of the beach (as opposed to the expected progressive sediment size decrease over the length of
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the cell). The ceU terminus is located against the northwestern side of a rock outcrop at the
end of the beach.

LOPEZ ISLAND

Lopez Island is the third largest island in San Juan County. It is located south of Orcas Island
and east of the southern portion of San Juan Island. Lopez Island is represented on the Shaw
Island (Figure 15), Blakely Island (Figure 16), Lopez Pass (Figure 17), and Richardson (Figure
18) quadrangles.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the eastern side of Upright Head. The
Upright Head peninsula is comprised of sedimentary rocks that are resistent to erosion,
providing insufficient amounts of drift material for the formation of beaches.

LO-1 (Shaw Island and Blakely Island quadrangles)

CeU LO-1 exhibits eastward net shore-drift across the shore of southern Shoal Bay. Glacial
tiU and outwash sand and gravel are present at the base of the Upright Head peninsula in
Shoal Bay, which is where ceU LO-1 originates (Shaw Island quadrangle). Eastward net
shore-drift across the shore of southern Shoal Bay is indicated by a sUght eastward decrease in
sediment grain size and increased beach width (primarily due to the welding of nearshore bars
onto the beachface at the east end of the beach in an easterly direction), and a the progradation
of a spit in front of a marsh close to Humphrey Head (Blakely Island quadrangle). The end of
the spit is the terminus of the ceU.

LO-2 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

The origin of the ceU is located at the northern of the two docks in southeast Shoal Bay. Net
shore-drift is to the south for 0.5 km, depositing at a sandy spit. Abundant drift sediment is
derived from eroding deposits of glacial till that overly the sedimentary rocks of southern
Humphrey Head, which is the origin of ceU LO-2. Moving south, beach width increases
rapidly and sediment size fines from boulders and cobbles, to pebbles and sand, indicating
southward net shore-drift. The nearshore zone is shoaling in southeast Shoal Bay as sand and
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mud are deposited there in this zone of drift convergence. A sand spit has prograded in front
of a salt marsh, leaving a small tidal channel that connects the marsh to Shoal Bay, further
indicating southward net shore-drift. The spit is the terminus of ceU LO-2.

LO-3 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

CeU LO-3 originates at the southern base of 80-m-high Humphrey Head at the beginning of
the beach within Swifts Bay. The sediment source for this ceU is glacial tiU, occurring at the
ceU origin and over most of the length of the ceU. Net shore-drift is to the south and
southeast for 1.5 km, depositing on the beach at the town of Stanley. The northern portion of
the ceU has an erosional bluff with little vegetation covering the tiU bluff face, whereas the
low bluffs along the remainder of the ceU are fairly weU-vegetated, indicating generaUy
southward net shore-drift. Southward net shore-drift is also indicated by increasing beach
width and decreasing sediment size to the south, and the orientation of nearshore bars moving
into the head of the bay.

LO-4 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

This is a short (0.7 km) ceU located on the southeast shore of Swifts Bay. Net shore-drift is to
the southwest. The origin of the ceU is found at the zone of drift divergence on the north end
of an erosional headland that is located southwest of Flower Island. The headland is
comprised of glacial tiU overlying outwash sand, which is the sediment source for this ceU.
The north side of the headland is mostly unvegetated and is fronted by a coarse gravel beach
with abundant boulders. The bluff becomes weU-vegetated and stable southwestward, then, an
accretionary beach fronts a marsh. The beach becomes wider along this sector and is
comprised of finer sediment (sand and pebbles) in front of the marsh, indicating net shore-drift
to the southwest. The ceU terminates at the center of the accretionary beach in southern Swifts
Bay that is a zone of drift convergence in common with ceU LO-3.
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LO-5 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

Southeastward net shore-drift originates from the zone of drift divergence this cell has in
common with cell LO-4, located southwest of Flower Island. Net shore-drift continues for 1.2
km to Spencer Spit. The erosional headland at the cell’s origin is comprised of glacial tiU
overlying outwash sand, both providing the sediment source for this cell. An unvegetated
bluff reveals the erosional nature of the headland, whereas 200 m southeast of the headland the
bluff is well-vegetated and stable, indicating net shore-drift to the southeast. The headland is
fronted by a narrow, gravel beach with abundant boulders, while a relatively wide, sandy
beach is found 400 m to the southeast, indicating southeastward net shore-drift. The base of
Spencer Spit is found at this location. Other evidence of southeastward net shore-drift
includes a series of nearshore bars oriented east-west that are located immediately north of the
base of the spit, southeastward offset of a tidal channel that crosses the beach, and the
progradation of Spencer Spit, a cuspate spit. The end of Spencer Spit is the terminus of the
cell. Southeastward net shore-drift is caused by the open northerly fetch in combination with
refraction of waves from other directions around Frost Island, which act to build the northern
segment of the spit.

LO-6 (Blakely Island and Lopez Pass quadrangles)

At 5.0 km in length, this is the longest drift cell along eastern Lopez Island. Cell LO-6
originates at a zone of drift divergence at a rocky prominence located 4.5 km south of the base
of Spencer Spit, northwest of Small Island (Lopez Pass quadrangle). Net shore-drift is to the
northeast along the shore of Lopez Sound to the tip of Spencer Spit (Blakely Island
quadrangle). Glacial till and outwash sand are found in the erosional bluffs present along
most of this cell, providing abundant sediment to the shore drift system. Several bluff failures
have occurred in the glacial material, providing additional drift sediment. A narrow, coarsegravel beach fronts the bluff in the southern two km of the drift cell. Glacial erratics over
three m in diameter are present in the nearshore area here, whereas sediment in Spencer Spit is
predominantly sand, present in a relatively wide beach. The decrease in sediment size and
increase in beach width, along with the progradation of Spencer Spit, a cuspate spit, indicate
northeastward net shore-drift. The tip of the spit, which constitutes the terminus of the drift
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cell, has prograded to within 200 m of Frost Island. Spencer Spit wiU probably never connect
to Frost Island due to strong tidal currents that flow through the intervening channel, and
transport sediment to deeper water.

LO-7 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

This 0.8 km ceU originates along the western shore of Lopez Sound, northwest of Small
Island. Net shore-drift is southeastward, depositing sediment in a short tombolo that has
prograded to a small rock feature. The sediment source for this cell is glacial till, occurring in
bluffs at the cell origin. Beach width increases and sediment grain size decreases locally to
the southeast as sediment accumulates on the northwest side of rock outcrops within each
section of shore demarcated by outcrops, indicating southeastward net shore-drift.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the terminus of cell LO-7 south to Mud
Bay. Discontinuous and isolated pocket beaches are located along this coast; two pocket
beaches are present in Hunter Bay.

LO-8 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

This 1.5 km cell is located on the northwest shore of Mud Bay and has southwestward net
shore-drift into the head of Mud Bay, where a broad pocket beach is located. Drift material is
derived from glacial till exposed in bluffs approximately 200 m southwest of the headland
separating Mud Bay from Hunter Bay, which is where the origin of the ceU is located. Beach
width increases from the origin to the southwest for 0.8 km, where the beach becomes
narrower in front of a greenstone cUff. Local net shore-drift indicators are present within this
sector and the sector southwest of the cUff that continues to the head of the bay;
accumulations of sediment occur on the northeast side of obstacles partiaUy interrupting drift,
and beach width increases and sediment size decreases to the southwest. Sediment reaching
the head of the bay contains a considerable proportion of mud. A large tide flat is found here
and the majority of Mud Bay is less than four m deep.
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LO-9 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

Cell LO-9 originates at a zone of drift divergence along the southeast shore of Mud Bay with
southwestward net shore-drift to the head of Mud Bay. The sediment source for this cell is
eroding glacial tiU found at the shore along most of this drift cell. A narrow beach at the
origin of the cell is comprised of poorly sorted sand and gravel, with glacial erratics up to
three m in diameter. Sediment size decreases to predominantly sand near the head of the bay
in a relatively wide beach, fronted by a tide flat, indicating southwestward net shore-drift.
Additional evidence of southwestward net shore-drift is provided by the westward offset of a
tidal channel from a marsh in southernmost Mud Bay. Net shore-drift ends at the pocket
beach at the southwest end of the bay.

LO-10 and LO-11 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

Cell LO-10 and LO-11 are located east of Mud Bay and have net shore-drift into the head of
the embayment immediately west of Shoal Bight. Net shore-drift originates at low bluffs
comprised of glacial till, the sediment source for these cells. The origin of cell LO-10 is
located at the zone of drift divergence in common with cell LO-9. The origin of ceU LO-11 is
located 300 m southeast of Skull Island. The beaches become wider moving into the
embayment in both cells and consist of progressively finer sediment, indicating net shore-drift
into the embayments, which appear to be shoaling due to net shore-drift. Drift material is
deposited in a zone spanning the final 200 m of each cell. A short spit occurs in this zone of
deposition in ceU LO-11.

LO-12 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

This 300 m ceU is found east of Mud Bay and exhibits net shore-drift to the northwest. The
ceU originates in the zone of drift divergence in common with ceU LO-11, located in front of a
low elevation bluff composed of glacial tiU. Northwestward net shore-drift is indicated by
beach width increase and sediment size decrease to the northwest and the progradation of a
tombolo at the ceU’s terminus at SkuU Island.
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A pocket beach is found immediately north of SkuU Island near a small dock and
private camp. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the remainder of the Lopez Sound
shore, extending for approximately two km along the rocky coastal sector from Skull Island,
north and northeast to Lopez Pass. Along Rosario Strait, a 1-km-long northeast-facing sector
with no appreciable net shore-drift is found immediately north of Shoal Bight. Several
beaches separated by rocky prominences are found in this sector which may receive a limited
amount of drift sediment from cell LO-13, located in Shoal Bight. Drift sediment may pass
around the rocky prominence at the north end of Shoal Bight on the low tide platform, but no
continuous apron of sediment exists around the prominence except below MLLW, suggesting
that most drift sediment leaving the terminus of cell LO-13 is deposited in deeper water.

LO-13 (Lopez Pass quadrangle)

Cell LO-13 is located within Shoal Bight along Rosario Strait with generally northward net
shore-drift for 3.2 km. The ceU originates in southern Shoal Bight where drift sediment is
derived from glacial till that overlies volcanic rocks. Two approximately 150-m-long beaches
are found at the cell’s origin, accumulated against the southeastern side of two small rock
outcrops that partially interrupt drift, revealing northwestward net shore-drift. Other indicators
include northward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, northward progradation of
the tombolo in central Shoal Bight, and sediment accumulation on the south side of a rock
outcrop 400 m south of the cell’s terminus. Net shore-drift continues over the 400 m stretch
to the point where the shore orientation changes to face northeast (where a marker identified as
"Triple" on the quadrangle is located). Varying amounts of beach sediment and drift logs are
found along the primarily rocky intertidal platform located south of the "Triple" point.
Beyond the point, most net shore-drift sediment is probably lost to deeper water, while some
sediment may continue alongshore around the point (as discussed in cell LO-12 description).
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the Cape Saint Mary area, located south of
ceU LO-13, and across the entire southern Lopez Island shore to beyond Kings Point
(Richardson quadrangle), located across San Juan Channel from San Juan Island. Pocket
beaches are present in virtually all of the bays and harbors of southern Lopez Island, where
numerous, high, rocky headlands prevent any continuous shore drift systems from occurring.
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LO-14 (Richardson and Shaw Island quadrangles)

CeU LO-14 is the longest drift cell on Lopez Island, at 7.5 km in length. Net shore-drift is
northward along the eastern shore of San Juan Channel. The cell originates 0.6 km northeast
of Kings Point where rocky shore ends, and bluffs comprised of glacial drift begin
(Richardson quadrangle). Outwash sand and gravel and till are found in bluffs along western
Lopez Island and supply abundant sediment to the shore drift system. Major bluff erosion is
occurring within the shallow embayment between Kings Point and Shark Reef where 35-mhigh bluffs are steep and unvegetated. A thin veneer of sediment above a wave-cut platform
eroded into tiU comprises a low tide beach of moderate width in this area, consisting of gravel
with glacial erratics up to three m in diameter.
North of Shark Reef the low tide beach is narrower than the beach to the south, due to
the more exposed nature of this coastal sector. Northward net shore-drift in this sector is
indicated by beach width increase and sediment size decrease to the north, progressive increase
in bluff vegetation, and an accumulation of sediment on the south side of a rock groin directly
west of the Lopez Island airport. Generally northward net shore-drift north of Rock Point is
indicated by a narrow tombolo that has prograded approximately 1.0 km to the north,
enclosing Fisherman Bay (Shaw Island quadrangle), sediment accumulations on the south side
of rocks partially interrupting drift, nearshore bars oriented northwest-southeast, moving
onshore to the north, and a high, 0.6-km-long spit that has prograded most of the way across
the entrance to Fisherman Bay. The terminus of cell LO-14 is located at the northeast end of
the spit.

LO-15 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

This net shore-drift cell is located within northwestern Fisherman Bay. Net shore-drift is
southeastward for 300 m. Evidence of southeastward net shore-drift is found in an increase in
beach width and decrease in mean sediment size to the southeast, and progradation of a short,
sandy spit at the cell terminus. Southeastward net shore-drift is driven by northerly winds
entering Fisherman Bay.
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LO-16 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Net shore-drift in cell LO-16 is northeastward for 0.5 km to a depositional zone at a small
point in northern Fisherman Bay. The cell originates at a zone of drift divergence located on a
convex reach of shore that consists of a veneer of beach sediment on a wave-cut platform
eroded into glacial till. Northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by northeastward sediment
size decrease and beach width increase, sediment accumulated on the southwest side of rock
outcrops partially interrupting drift, and the apparent progradation of the beach at the cell’s
terminus.

LO-17 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

This 1.3 km cell originates at the zone of drift divergence in common with cell LO-16 in
central Fisherman Bay and has net shore-drift to the southwest. The erosional bluff at the
cell’s origin is comprised of glacial till overlying sandy glacial outwash, which is the sediment
source for this cell. An accumulation of sediment is located on the northeast side of a boat
ramp several hundred meters southwest of the drift cell origin. Beach width increases and the
mean sediment size decreases dramatically to the southwest as the beach grades into a tide flat,
indicating southwestward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift terminates at a mostly enclosed
embayment located in southwestemmost Fisherman Bay.

LO-18 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Generally westward net shore-drift originates from a zone of drift divergence in common with
cell LO-19, located in southeast Fisherman Bay. A low bluff comprised of glacial till
overlying sandy outwash is the sediment source for this cell. The lack of full vegetation cover
on the low bluff reveals the erosional nature of the headland, whereas 150 m west, the bluff is
weU-vegetated and stable, indicating westward net shore-drift. Increased beach width and
decreased sediment size to the west, along with northwestward progradation of a sandy spit at
the cell’s terminus, also indicate generally westward net shore-drift.
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LO-19 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Net shore-drift in ceU LO-19 originates from a zone of drift divergence located in southeast
Fisherman Bay in common with cell LO-18. Net shore-drift is generally to the north for 1.6
km (passing beneath a number of docks built on pilings), evidenced by northward beach width
increase and sediment size decrease, continuing to the southern side of a rip-rap seawall that
surrounds the Islander Restaurant. Drift sediment passes around this structure on a narrow
beach and continues northward. Beach width increases again to experience a maximum width
at a location 0.5 km north of the Islander Restaurant. Here a stream is offset to the north
where it crosses the beach, indicating northward net shore-drift. Further evidence of
northward net shore-drift is provided by a sandy spit that has prograded northwestward most
of the way across the front of a marsh in northern Fisherman Bay. The end of this drift cell is
at the distal end of the spit.

LO-20 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

CeU LO-20 originates in a broad zone of drift divergence located one km north of the entrance
to Fisherman Bay and the town of Lopez and has southward net shore-drift. Drift sediment is
derived from a bluff consisting of glacial tiU and outwash sand and gravel, located at the
origin of the ceU. Southward net shore-drift is indicated by a steep, minimaUy-vegetated bluff
at the ceU origin, which becomes increasingly weU-vegetated to the south, a decrease in
sediment size from cobble and boulder armor to pebbles and sand over the length of the ceU,
southward offset of two smaU streams near the center of the ceU, and the progradation of a
hooked spit at the ceU’s terminus inside the entrance to Fisherman Bay.

LO-21 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

The 2.2-km-long ceU LO-21 originates from a zone of drift divergence one km north of the
town of Lopez in common with ceU LO-20, and has northward net shore-drift to Flat Point.
The sediment source in this ceU is an eroding bluff consisting of glacial tiU and outwash sand
and gravel, present at the ceU’s origin. The bluff is steep and poorly-vegetated, then becomes
weU-vegetated to the north, indicating northward net shore-drift. Northward net shore-drift is
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also indicated by a progressive northward increase in beach width and decrease in sediment
size, the northwest-southeast orientation of a series of nearshore bars in the central portion of
the cell, and the progradation of Flat Point, a large cuspate spit, with ponded water, that
constitutes the cell’s terminus.

LO-22 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

This 2.3-km-long drift cell begins at an unnamed headland 400 m west of Odlin County Park
in northern Lopez Island. The headland is a zone of drift divergence, composed of glacial till
and outwash sand and gravel that is poorly-vegetated and eroding. The bluff is fronted by a
narrow, boulder and cobble beach. Net shore-drift is to the southwest and west, indicated by
an increasing amount of bluff vegetation and decreasing bluff slope, decreasing sediment size
(to sand and pebbles), and increasing beach width to the southwest, and progradation of Flat
Point, a cuspate spit that is the terminus of the cell.

LO-23 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell LO-23 has eastward net shore-drift that originates at the zone of drift divergence
separating this cell from cell LO-22. Drift material is transported for 0.6 km along Upright
Channel to a beach at the base of Upright Head. The bluff along this ceU changes from
poorly-vegetated and erosional at the origin, to well-vegetated and stable to the east, indicating
net shore-drift in that direction. Other drift indicators in this ceU are increasing beach width
and decreasing sediment size to the east, and eastward offset of a stream discharging in front
of Odlin County Park, where the ceU terminates at the eastern end of the beach as it abuts
against rocky Upright Head.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the western side of Upright Head, which is
composed of resistent sedimentary rocks. Isolated boulder accumulations on a very narrow
wave-cut platform are found here, with no continuous shore drift.
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1
OBSTRUCTION ISLAND

Obstruction Island is located between southeast Orcas Island and Blakely Island, shown on the
Blakely Island quadrangle (Figure 16).

OB-1

The origin of this cell is located 200 m northwest of the eastern tip of Obstruction Island. A
rocky coast is present here with cliff erosion yielding a limited amount of drift material. Net
shore-drift is to the northwest for 400 m, along a concave beach that faces Obstruction Pass.
Drift material accumulates against a rocky prominence at the northwest end of the beach.
Evidence of northwestward net shore-drift is the accumulation of drift sediment located on the
southeast side of the rock prominence, and northwestward beach width increase and sediment
size decrease.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the eastern and southeastern shores of
Obstruction Island at Peavine Pass. The rocky coast here is resistent to erosion and no glacial
deposits are located alongshore, resulting in very minimal sediment volumes, present only in
several small pocket beaches along the southeast coast. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs
along the southwest extension of Obstruction Island until a point approximately 0.8 km from
the southwest tip of the island, where cell OB-2 is found.

OB-2

This 200-m-long drift cell has its origin at a zone of drift divergence and has southward net
shore-drift along a fairly linear beach. A minimal volume of sediment, derived from erosion
of a graywacke and siltstone cliff, is transported by northwesterly waves from East Sound in
this cell. Net shore-drift indicators include a decrease in sediment size and increased beach
width to the south, and accumulation of sediment on the north side of the rock prominence
delineating the terminus of the cell.
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OB-3

This is a short (0.6 km) cell found along western Obstruction Island with northward net shoredrift. The cell origin is found at the zone of drift divergence between cell OB-2 and cell OB3, where an eroding cliff comprised of graywacke and siltstone serves as the sediment source.
A narrow, coarse gravel beach is present here. Moving north along the cell, the beach
becomes wider and is comprised of sand and pebbles, indicating net shore-drift in that
direction. The terminus of the cell is at the northern end of the sandy beach that abuts a large
rocky prominence near the northern tip of the island, interrupting net shore-drift.

ORCAS ISLAND

Orcas Island has the longest shore length of aU the San Juan Islands except for San Juan
Island, which has a roughly equivalent length of shore. Orcas Island is represented on the
Eastsound (Figure 19), Mount Constitution (Figure 20), Lummi Island (Figure 21), Blakely
Island (Figure 22), Shaw Island (Figure 23), Friday Harbor (Figure 24), and Waldron Island
(Figure 25) quadrangles.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs on Patos, Sucia (Figure 26), Matia, Qark and
Barnes Islands (Figure 20).

OR-1 (Eastsound quadrangle)

Drift cell OR-1 has its origin at the northern side of the base of Point Doughty, with eastward
net shore-drift to a depositional area located immediately east of the Brandt Landing marina.
This coastal sector has its greatest fetch Ifom the northwest down the Georgia Strait, a distance
of more than 100 km.
Point Doughty is a 30-m-high, vertical seacliff devoid of a beach on its northern side.
The source of drift material is found in the area immediately east of Point Doughty, where a
beach sits atop a wave-cut platform incised into steeply dipping sedimentary beds of the
Nanaimo Formation. The sediment source here is glacial outwash sand and gravel that
overlies Nanaimo Formation rocks. The presence of gravel beach ridges at the western end of
the beach adjacent to Point Doughty and at the western end of North Beach on this primarily
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Figure 20. Mount Constitution quadrangle.
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Figure 24. Friday Harbor quadrangle.
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erosional stretch of coast indicates that seasonal westward shore drift takes place, probably in
the winter months when continental winds from the Fraser River Valley are strongest.
Indicators of eastward net-shore drift in this cell are sediment accumulations against
the west side of several rock outcrops in the intertidal zone and eastward decrease in
predominant sediment size along each beach sector between rock outcrops. Also, nearshore
bars trending northeast-southwest were located at North Beach and north of the Orcas Island
airport in 1977, further indicating eastward drift (DOE 1:6,000 scale photos 22-6 and 22-7, 66-77,). Some net shore-drift continues eastward across the mouth of the Brandt Landing
marina, when moderately long wavelength waves occur. This is a shallow harbor entrance
between two jetties extending approximately six m out from the beach, with a shallow subtidal
bottom. Some drift sediment does not continue east of the Brandt Landing Jetties, but
accumulates against the western side of the western jetty. Seasonal westward shore drift is
also indicated here by sediment accumulated against the east side of the base of the eastern of
the two jetties.
The terminus of net shore-drift in cell OR-1 is at a gravel bar extending offshore that
is approximately 120 m in length, located immediately east of the Brandt Landing marina.
The landward end of the bar is within 100 m of the eastern jetty of Brandt Landing. The bar
has been there for a minimum of 28 years, suggesting that it is the product of long term shore
processes (1:20,000 scale photos ELV 2DD no. 85 and 214, taken 10-1-63, archived at
Western Washington Univ., and DOE 1:6,000 scale photo SJ 22-6, taken 6-6-77). The
orientation of the bar is towards the northeast. The present intertidal gravel bar was a spit
(above water at high tide) in 1963, prior to the construction of the marina and jetties (1:20,000
scale photos ELV 2DD no. 85 and 214, taken 10-1-63, archived at Western Washington
Univ.). Presently, sediment in the bar consists of pebble and cobble, which is coarser than
that of the surrounding beaches. This suggests that the sand that was in the spit prior to the
construction of the jetties has been winnowed out by wave action. The jetties have caused a
lesser amount of sediment to pass to the east, thus decreasing the amount of sediment
replenishing the bar.
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OR-2 (Mount Constitution quadrangle)

Drift cell OR-2 originates 0.7 km southeast of Raccoon Point, northeast of Mt. Constitution.
This cell is approximately 4.2 km in length. Net shore-drift is northwestward across the
northeastern coast of the island until the cell’s terminus in a broad depositional zone at the
village of Buckhom. The maximum fetch for this coastal sector, approximately 22 km, is
from the northeast.
The northeast coast of Orcas Island is very steeply sloped, from a 790-m-elevation
atop Mt. Constitution down to the shore and into Rosario Straight to 70 m depths. There is a
rocky coast along this drift cell, consisting of Paleozoic marine sedimentary rocks that are
fairly resistent to erosion, and a number of broad, slightly concave beaches. Drift material
passes around rocky prominences on a wave cut-platform.
The sediment source for cell OR-2 is in the slowly eroding seacUffs east of Raccoon
Point. Sediment is found in larger amounts on the southeast side of rock outcrops for the
length of this drift cell, and sediment size decreases to the northwest locally, indicating
westward net shore-drift.
The terminus of cell OR-2 is located at the beach fronting Buckhom and the east side
of Point Thompson. This sector of shore has a more east-facing orientation than the rest of
northern Orcas Island, causing deposition of the small amount of northwestward-moving drift
sediment here. Easterly wind waves, generated from the Georgia Strait and Rosario Strait, are
responsible for the net shore-drift in this cell. These waves also transport sediment to the
deeper water north of Point Thompson, where it is lost from the littoral system in the absence
of a wave-cut platform. Storm waves from the northwest are largely dissipated by Parker Reef
(Eastsound quadrangle) and the shoals in the area north of Terrill Beach before reaching drift
ceU OR-2.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the origin of cell OR-2 (east of Raccoon
Point) southeastward to Lawrence Point, a rocky promontory (Lummi Island quadrangle).
Only discontinuous and isolated beaches occur along this coast. From Lawrence Point
southwest to Deer Point the coast is rocky with isolated beaches (Mount Constitution and
Blakely Island quadrangle). The villages of Doe Bay and Sea Acres are within this sector. A
number of pocket beaches are present within embayments and shallow indentations in the
coast. These aH seem to be isolated systems showing no appreciable net shore-drift.
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OR-3 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

The Orcas Island coast along Obstruction Pass is comprised of a 0.5 km stretch of coast west
of Deer Point containing a pocket beach and rocky coast with no appreciable net shore-drift.
Cell OR-3 originates at the boulder and cobble beach directly east of Brown Rock and exhibits
westward net shore-drift for 0.7 km in northernmost Obstruction Pass to an accretionary beach.
Sediment size fines to sand and beach width increases dramatically along this sector,
evidencing westward net shore-drift. Sediment has accumulated on the east side of a large
rock outcrop in the center of this cell, also indicating westward net-shore drift.

OR-4 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

This net shore-drift cell originates near the western end of Obstruction Pass, on the eastern
side of several rocky headlands. Net shore-drift is northeastward along a concave beach for
0.7 km to a zone of drift convergence in common with cell OR-3 located in northernmost
Obstruction Pass. Beach width increases and mean sediment size decreases to the northeast,
indicating net shore-drift in that direction, to the center of an accretionary beach.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the irregular coast of the western approach
to Obstruction Pass. Several pocket beaches are located in the embayments near Obstruction
Pass Marine State Park.

OR-5 (Blakely Island quadrangle)

This 2.2-km-long cell originates immediately north of the unnamed point south of the town of
Olga. Net shore-drift is northward into the mouth of Buck Bay, where sediment is deposited
along the eastern shore of the bay. Beach width increases and the mean sediment size
generally decreases to the north in this cell, indicating northward net shore-drift. A large
accumulation of sediment occurs several hundred meters south of the mouth of Buck Bay
against the southern side of a rocky headland, and also southwest of a rock groin crossing the
beach just inside the mouth of the bay, further indicating northward net shore-drift. Sediment
is also entering the bay from a stream discharging at the head of Buck Bay. Northward net
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shore-drift in cell OR-5 is driven by waves from the open fetch toward Lopez Sound to the
south.
The coast west of Buck Bay becomes more linear two km west and north of the town
of Olga (Blakely and Mount Constitution quadrangles). This sector contains three small
indentations in the coast that are separated by rocky prominences. Sediment supply in this
area is very limited and no means of continuous transport around the rocky prominence exists,
resulting in no appreciable net shore-drift here.

OR-6 (Mount Constitution quadrangle)

This 2.3-km-long cell originates along the eastern shore of East Sound, 2.0 km south of
Rosario Point. Net shore-drift is northward, depositing sediment in a broad zone in the
northern one km of the drift cell, which has its terminus at the head of Cascade Bay. The
sediment source for cell OR-6 is the erosional rocky coast of this area, in combination with
stream sediment input. Beach width increases locally (between rock prominence) to the north
as sediment accumulates against the southern sides of rock outcrops. Local decreases in
sediment grain size to the north occur in each section of shore demarcated by rock outcrops.
Sand is the predominant sediment in the one-km-long, wide beach extending to the Rosario
Resort marina.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs fi-om Rosario Resort around Rosario Point and
northward until 0.5 km beyond the Coon Hollow embayment (Eastsound quadrangle). Only
discontinuous and isolated pocket beaches occur along this coast, originating primarily from
sediment input from small streams.

OR-7 (Eastsound quadrangle)

Cell OR-7 is a 2.3-km-long net shore-drift ceU originating 0.5 km north of Coon Hollow. It
exhibits northwestward net shore-drift into Ship Bay, located at the head of East Sound. Net
shore-drift is limited to a very small volume of sediment within the first 0.5 km of the cell
along a narrow cobble and boulder beach. As the shore of East Sound curves to the
northwest, beach width increases rapidly and grades into finer gravel, indicating northwestward
net shore-drift.
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As the coast bends to the northwest, a large amount of sediment is introduced into the
littoral system from eroding bluffs composed of glacial tiU. A tide flat approximately 80-mwide is present in front of Crescent Beach, probably the largest accumulation of sediment
found along the shore of Orcas Island, due to the large exposures of glacial tiU. Nearshore
bars trend to the northwest, further indicating net shore-drift in that direction. Beach width
increases across Crescent Beach with the widest section located at the western end, the
terminus of drift cell OR-7. This is also the only location where a predominantly sandy hightide beach is found within this sector, further indicating that the terminus of this net shore-drift
cell is located against the base of Madrona Point.
Madrona Point is a rocky headland that is resistent to erosion and does not contribute
any appreciable amount of sediment to the shore drift system from either its eastern or western
side. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs at Madrona Point or in Fishing Bay, where a
pocket beach is located in front of the town of Eastsound. A stream supplies sediment to this
pocket beach. Directly in front of this beach is a small, unnamed island that has a spit
extending from its northern side towards the north, indicating that northward net shore-drift is
occurring on the island. A second pocket beach occurs in the northwest comer of Fishing
Bay, then a short stretch of rocky coast with no appreciable net shore-drift is found before cell
OR-8.

OR-8 (Eastsound quadrangle)

This is a cell of approximately 300 m in length with a small amount of sediment moving
along the northern shore of Judd Bay to the cell’s terminus at the head of the bay. Westward
net shore-drift is indicated by the progression from a boulder and cobble beach in front of the
headland at the northern entrance to Judd Bay, to a predominantly sandy beach that is fronted
by a tide flat at the head of the bay. A westward increase in beach width also indicates net
shore-drift to the west, into the bay.

OR-9 (Eastsound quadrangle)

This 1.5-km-long cell originates approximately one km south of Judd Bay along the rocky
seacliffs of the western shore of East Sound. Net shore-drift is northward and into the head of
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Judd Bay, combining with the sediment deposited by cell OR-8. The coastline is irregular
within cell OR-9, causing the beach to become very narrow in front of rock prominences.
Local net shore-drift indicators are present within each of these sectors: large accumulations of
sediment occur on the south side of these obstacles, partially interrupting drift; beach width
increases northward; and sediment size decreases northward. Net shore-drift continues around
the point adjacent to Judd Bay and exhibits the same indicators along the southern side of the
bay.
The 1.0 km sector south of cell OR-9 has no appreciable net shore-drift occur, as this
is a rocky coast with very minimal amounts of sediment.

OR-10 (Eastsound quadrangle)

The origin of this cell is located 4.5 km due south of the town of Eastsound along rocky
shore. Along with cliff erosion, glacial outwash deposits located several hundred meters
inland from the origin of the cell are a probable sediment source, transported to the coast by
streams. Net shore-drift is to the north for 1.5 km, at which point drift material accumulates
on a southeast-facing shore sector. Evidence of northward net shore-drift are drift sediment
accumulations located on the south side of rock outcrops, and northward beach width increase
and sediment size decrease.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the central and southern portions of the
western shore of East Sound (Eastsound and Blakely Island quadrangles) and along most of
Harney Channel (Shaw Island quadrangle), extending to an area of southern Orcas Island that
is directly across from Point Hudson on Shaw Island. The rocky coast is resistent to erosion
and no glacial deposits are located alongshore. Numerous pocket beaches are present along
this coast, including White Beach, Guthrie Cove, and Grindstone Harbor.

OR-11 and OR-12 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

This pair of net shore-drift cells occurs on opposite sides of a small, former island that is now
connected to Orcas Island by a double tombolo. Net shore-drift in cell OR-11 originates from
the eroding rocky shore within the 300 m zone east of the tombolo and has westward net
shore-drift. In cell OR-12, sediment is derived from the eroding rocky shore within the 200 m
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zone west of the tombolo, and net shore-drift is eastward. Net shore-drift is evidenced by
beach width increase and sediment size decrease toward the former island in both cells, and by
the southward progradation of the double tombolo.

OR-13 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell OR-13 originates in front of the town of Orcas, immediately west of the state ferry dock.
Net shore-drift passes beneath the ferry dock toward the east, to the entrance of the small
cove/marina 0.5 km east of Orcas. Bluffs composed of glacial till, sand, and gravel are found
along the length of the cell and serve as the sediment source. Beach sediment is mixed near
the origin of the ceU, consisting of boulders, fine gravel, and some sand. Sediment becomes
finer to the east, consisting of pebbles and sand along the jetty fronting the marina. Beach
width increases to the east, reaching a maximum at the jetty, as drift material accumulates west
of this object partially interrupting drift, evidencing eastward net shore-drift. A large
accumulation of drift logs is also located at the base of the jetty.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rocky eastern shore of West Sound
from the town of Orcas to the west and north to the town of West Sound (East Sound
quadrangle). Isolated small beaches are found along this stretch but no continuous shore drift
occurs along this sector. A stream delta is found in Whits Beach Bay that may contribute
sediment to the immediate area, but the area has been substantially modified by the addition of
a causeway developed for a log transport facility, such that natural net shore-drift indicators
are obscured. Farther north a marina development has modified natural indicators, resulting in
an area of continued no appreciable net shore-drift.

OR-14 (Eastsound quadrangle)

This 300 m net shore-drift cell originates 0.5 km east of Haida Point with eastward net shoredrift to the mouth of the Crow River. Immediately east of Haida Point there is a small pocket
beach and a short segment of rocky shore devoid of a beach, where no appreciable net shoredrift occurs. The sediment source for cell OR-14 is a low-elevation glacial till deposit at the
origin of the cell. Eastward net shore-drift is indicated by a decrease in sediment grain size
and increase in beach width to the east. A large accumulation of beach sediment is located on
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the western side of a rip-rap breakwater constructed in front of a building that extends onto the
beach approximately 150 m west of the mouth of the Crow River, further evidencing eastward
net shore-drift. Additional evidence is found in the eastward diversion of the Crow River as it
crosses the intertidal zone. The accumulation of sediment prograding around the rip-rap
structure and the sediment diverting the Crow River constitute the terminus of this cell.

OR-15 (Eastsound quadrangle)

The origin of ceD OR-15 is found north of a zone of no appreciable net shore-drift that
extends 0.5 km north from Haida Point. The sediment source for this ceU is glacial drift that
intermittently overlies Paleozoic crystalline rocks. Net shore-drift is to the northwest for 1.5
km into Massacre Bay. Beach width increases and sediment size decreases to the northwest as
far as a sandy beach located approximately half way up the bay. Accumulations of drift
material are found on the southeastern side of rock outcrops here, also evidencing
northwestward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift continues beyond this beach and the upper
shore of Massacre Bay experiences a second progressive increase in beach width and decrease
in sediment size (with some of the sand lost to deeper water) to the northwest. The terminus
of the ceU is located at two adjacent, wide beaches north-northeast of SkuU Island near the
head of the bay.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the entire western shores of Massacre Bay
and West Sound. Very little sediment is available along this rocky and irregularly shaped
coast. Numerous pocket beaches do occur, however. The south end of the peninsula,
separating West Sound from Deer Harbor, and the southern 1.5 km of the eastern entrance to
Deer Harbor also exhibit no appreciable net shore-drift (Shaw Island quadrangle).

OR-16 (Shaw Island and Friday Harbor quadrangles)

CeU OR-16 originates immediately north of a very smaU embayment located 1.2 km north of
Pole Pass, in southern Deer Harbor (Shaw Island quadrangle). Net shore-drift is to the
northwest to the head of Deer Harbor. The sediment source for this ceU is eroding glacial tiU
at the shore along most of this drift ceU. The low-tide beach is approximately 20-m-wide near
the origin of the ceU and increases to a maximum of 80 m near the head of Deer Harbor
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(Friday Harbor quadrangle), indicating northwestward net shore-drift. Beach sediment size
decreases to the northwest, grading from a mixture of pebbles, cobbles and sand, to
predominantly sand near the cell’s terminus. Mud accumulates in shallow water, further
indicating northwestward net shore-drift. Nearshore bars trending to the northwest are located
south of the town of Deer Harbor, and a stream at the head of the harbor shows westward
offset to a position near the adjacent uplands, also indicating northwestward net shore-drift.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rocky western shore of Deer Harbor
from the head of the harbor south to Steep Point at the southwest tip of Orcas Island (Friday
Harbor quadrangle). A pocket beach is located in the northwest comer of Deer Harbor
between rocky headlands. Several small, isolated beaches are also found along this sector. No
appreciable net shore-drift occurs from Steep Point through Spring Passage and to the north
along the western side of the island for 11 km (Waldron Island and Eastsound quadrangles).
Several pocket beaches and isolated beaches defended by rock prominences are present along
this stretch of coast, but no continuous shore drift occurs.

OR-17 (Eastsound quadrangle)

This ceU is located along President Chamiel, opposite Waldron Island. The origin of the cell
is located 1.3 km southwest of the private campground at West Beach, in an area that
experiences rock slides into the water. Net shore-drift is northeastward for 1.5 km, depositing
sediment at the southern side of the base of an unnamed headland. Drift sediment is derived
from eroding deposits of glacial till that overly Paleozoic rock at the cell’s origin. Abundant
sediment is supplied to this drift cell from the valley in which West Beach is located, as
glacial till is abundant there. Beach width increases rapidly to the northeast in this cell, from
10 m at the southern end of the cell to a 70-m-wide low-tide beach at West Beach. Sediment
size fines from boulders and cobbles to pebbles and sand to the northeast, also indicating
northeastward net shore-drift. The nearshore zone shoals in the vicinity of West Beach, as
fine sand and mud is deposited there. Nearshore bars are oriented northwest-southeast along
this beach, moving northeastward, further indicating northeastward net shore-drift.
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OR-18 (Eastsound quadrangle)
Cell OR-18 has its origin along the south side of the base of Point Doughty and extends to the
south and southwest for 2.7 km to the settlement of Beach Haven. Net shore-drift is generally
southward, the opposite direction to net shore-drift in cell OR-17. This is due to the more
northerly location of this cell in relation to Waldron Island. This cell is north of the narrowest
stretch of President Channel, where fetch to the northwest is unimpeded and deep water
offshore allows storm waves to reach the shore undiminished.
The origin of the cell has a broad wave-cut platform with very little sediment. The
sediment that is present consists primarily of boulders and cobbles. A minimal amount of
sediment is derived from the eroding seacliffs here, but the primary sediment source for the
cell is located from 0.5 to 1.3 km south of the cell’s origin in the vicinity of Camp Orkila,
where glacial till occurs. Beach width increases and sediment size decreases to the south to
Camp Orkila, indicating southward net shore-drift. Sediment fines to sand and pebble size by
Camp Orkila, but then becomes coarser farther south to a rock prominence landward of
Freeman Island. Over the same sector, the volume of sediment in the beach increases to the
south and southwest, due to the presence of pebble beach ridges extending to the rock
prominence that is accumulating abundant sediment on its northeast side, indicating general
southward net shore-drift is still occurring here. The reverse sediment size gradation
(becoming coarser in the direction of net shore-drift) that occurs southwest of Camp Orkila is
due to winnowing of sand out of the beach in this more exposed end of the beach, possibly
during times of southerly winds.
Net shore-drift continues around the rocky prominence in very shallow water to the
stretch of beach in front of Beach Haven. A virtually identical pattern to that which occurs in
the Camp Orkila vicinity occurs near Beach Haven. A wave-cut terrace with little sediment is
located north of Beach Haven, the beach then becomes wider with the input of glacial till
material and sediment size decreases to the southwest for a distance, then sediment size
increases and is present in larger volumes in the form of gravel beach ridges at the
southwestern end of the beach. The terminus of the cell is located at the northeastern side of
the base of the unnamed point separating this cell from cell OR-17.
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PEARL ISLAND

Pearl Island is located between Roche Harbor (northwest San Juan Island) and northern Henry
Island. Pearl Island is represented on the Roche Harbor quadrangle (Figure 27).

PE-1 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell PE-1 is the only drift cell on Pearl Island, located on the northern shore. Net shore-drift
is to the west, originating immediately west of the rocky eastern end of the island. Westward
net shore-drift is shown by increased beach width and decreased sediment size in that
direction. Net shore-drift terminates along the beach south of Posey Island, where the wave
shadow of Posey Island extends to Pearl Island. A very wide beach is present here, located
opposite a small spit on Posey Island.

SAN JUAN ISLAND

San Juan Island is the largest landmass in San Juan County, with a total shore length roughly
equivalent to that of irregularly-shaped Orcas Island. San Juan Island is represented on the
Roche Harbor (Figure 27), Shaw Island (Figure 28), Friday Harbor (Figure 29), False Bay
(Figure 30) and Richardson (Figure 31) quadrangles.

SJ-1 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-1 originates 200 m southwest of the rocky headland of eastern Davison Head. Net
shore-drift is to the west for 0.6 km to near the western end of the Davison Head embayment.
Westward net shore-drift is indicated by an increase in beach width (from approximately eight
m to greater than 15 m) over the length of the ceD, a westerly decrease in sediment size from
pebbles and cobbles to sand, sediment accumulations on the east side of rocks partially
interrupting drift, and the progradation of a mid-bay spit at the terminus of the cell near the
head of the bay.
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Figure 27. Roche Harbor quadrangle. Note: 1) figure is at expanded scale (1:30,000); and
2) NANSD on portions of the 7.5’ quadrangle not shown.
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Rgure 29. Friday Harbor quadrangle,
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Rgure 30. False Bay quadrangle.
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Figure 31. Richardson quadrangle.
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SJ-2 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

The 0.7-km-long cell SJ-2 originates directly south of the eastern end of Davison Head at a
north-facing coastal sector. Net shore-drift is westward to near the head of the Davison Head
embayment. Generally westward net shore-drift is revealed by local beach width increase and
sediment size decrease to the west and in the beach that is accumulated on the southeast side
of a rocky prominence. Westward net shore-drift continues around the rocky prominence,
showing beach width increase and sediment size decrease, before depositing in a sandy, mid
bay spit 200 m east of the head of the bay.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rest of the northern coast of San Juan
Island or along San Juan Channel to Friday Harbor (Friday Harbor quadrangle). The rocky
coast is resistent to erosion, such that only narrow wave-cut platforms have developed, and
very few glacial deposits are located alongshore. Numerous isolated sediment accumulations
and pocket beaches are present along this coast, including Lonesome Cove and Rocky Bay.
Within Friday Harbor, two pocket beaches northwest of the town of Friday Harbor receive
sediment from streams. The shore in front of and to the east of the town is substantially
modified (Shaw Island quadrangle) and presently shows no appreciable net shore-drift. The
shore in eastern Friday Harbor and around to the southern side of the large peninsula east of
Friday Harbor is rocky and does not have sufficient volume of glacial deposits or wave energy
to have net shore-drift, although many pocket beaches occur here.

SJ-3 (Shaw Island and Friday Harbor quadrangles)

This cell is located within North Bay and has generally westward net shore-drift. The cell
originates in northern North Bay at the eastern extent of a bluff composed of outwash sand
and gravel (Shaw Island quadrangle), which is the sediment source. (The cell origin is 200 m
east of 123° W, at the Shaw Island - Friday Harbor quadrangle boundary). To the west, the
shore is backed by an increasingly well-vegetated bluff and beach width increases, evidencing
westward net shore-drift (Friday Harbor quadrangle). A sand and gravel mining facility is
located on the uplands and on Little Island, perhaps adding to the natural sediment supply in
this area. A 400 m sand and gravel spit has prograded southwestward to Little Island,
originating at a slight change in shore orientation. The feature is now a tombolo that also has
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a recurved spit originating from near Little Island, oriented towards the north-northwest. Both
the tombolo and spit show a progressive decrease in sediment size along their length. This
characteristic, in combination with the progradation of the features, indicates that net shoredrift continues to the end of the recurved spit, where mud is also being deposited in the
nearshore area.

SJ-4 (Friday Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-4 is located within a small embayment in western North Bay, directly southwest of
Little Island. Net shore-drift originates at the southern end of a concave beach between two
rocky prominences. The beach, backed by glacial drift, continues for 0.5 km to the north.
Glacial drift deposits and a small stream located near the origin of the cell furnish drift
sediment to this ceU. Northward net shore-drift is indicated by northward offset of the delta
formed by the stream on a wave-cut platform and increased beach width to the north.

SJ-5 (Friday Harbor quadrangle)

This cell in southern North Bay has northward net shore-drift for 1.2 km. Net shore-drift
originates at glacial drift deposits overlying resistent rock directly west of Dinner Island.
Northward net shore-drift is indicated by numerous accumulations of sediment on the south
side of rock outcrops partially interrupting drift, and decreased sediment size to the north. The
terminus of the cell is located at a rock prominence northwest of the settlement of Argyle.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the southern end of ceU SJ-5, south along
the shore of Griffin Bay to Jensen Bay (False Bay quadrangle). Two embayments, Merrifield
Cove and Mulno Cove, are located within Griffin Bay. Pocket beaches occur within these
coves and also in several smaller indentations in the coast along this predominantly rocky
coastal sector.

SJ-6 (False Bay quadrangle)

This is a short drift cell, extending fi'om the northern to southern end of Jensen Bay.
Sediment is derived from glacial drift deposits that back the concave beach in this cell. Large
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boulders in the nearshore area indicate the erosional nature of this sector. Southeastward net
shore-drift is indicated by accumulations of drift sediment on the northwest side of several
rock outcrops located across the intertidal zone, southeastward beach width increase and
sediment size decrease, and the eastward progradation of the shorter of two segments
(approximately 100 m in length) of a double tombolo connecting Low Point to San Juan
Island. Low Point is the terminus of this cell.

SJ-7 (False Bay and Richardson quadrangles)

This relatively long drift cell (approximately 4.2 km) along the shore of southern Griffin Bay
originates at a headland composed of glacial drift located north of Mt. Finlayson (Mt.
Finlayson is within San Juan National Historic Park, Richardson quadrangle). The headland is
erosional, providing sand and gravel drift sediment. A mostly unvegetated bluff face, fronted
by an armored beach with abundant glacial erratics up to three m in diameter in the nearshore
zone, reveals the erosional nature of the headland.
Northwestward net shore-drift is evidenced by an increase in the amount of bluff
vegetation to the northwest, a spit that has prograded northwestward near the beginning of the
drift cell, northwestward delta offset at the distal end of the spit, sediment accumulations on
the southeast side of rocks partially interrupting drift, local northward increases in beach width
between rocks partially interrupting drift, northward progradation of a tombolo to Low Point
(False Bay quadrangle), and northward offset of a stream caused by progradation of the
tombolo. Low Point is the terminus of this cell. Generally northward net shore-drift in this
coastal sector matches with northward net shore-drift on Lopez Island on the opposite side of
San Juan Channel.

SJ-8 (Richardson quadrangle)

Cell SJ-8 occurs in southern Griffin Bay. Net shore-drift originates at an erosional headland
that is a zone of drift divergence in common with cell SJ-7. Net shore-drift is eastward for
0.6 km. Indicators of eastward net shore-drift are an increase in the amount of bluff
vegetation to the east, eastward increase in beach width and decrease in sediment size.
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eastward progradation of a spit half way across the front of a marsh, and sediment
accumulation on the west side of a rock point at the terminus of the ceU.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs within the Fish Creek embayment and clockwise
around the rocky headland south of Harbor Rock to the terminus of cell SJ-9 near Goose
Island. The latter part of this sector faces San Juan Channel where water depth drops off
abruptly and some of the fastest tidal currents in the archipelago are found.

SJ-9 (Richardson quadrangle)

CeU SJ-9 is a 0.6 km ceU with northward net shore-drift along San Juan Channel. The ceU is
located along an accretional beach between two rocky prominences west of Goose Island.
Sandy glacial drift deposits, which are the source of drift sediment, occur alongshore overlying
Lummi Formation sedimentary rock in this area. Excluding the southern end of the beach,
which is partiaUy protected from southerly wind waves by a large rocky prominence, beach
width increases and sediment size decreases to the north, indicating northward net shore-drift.
The entire beach is accumulated against the southern side of the northern rock prominence,
also indicating northward net shore-drift. The open fetch to the south down San Juan Channel
and across the Strait of Juan de Fuca faciUtates northward net shore-drift in this area.

SJ-10 (False Bay and Richardson quadrangles)

CeU SJ-10 is located along the south-facing shore of San Juan Island near American Camp in
the San Juan National Historic Park and has eastward net shore-drift for 4.0 km to Cattle
Point. Net shore-drift originates 0.8 km east of Eagle Cove (False Bay quadrangle), where
glacial drift is present and rocky prominences become smaU enough to allow drift to pass to
the east. These objects partiaUy interrupting net shore-drift have sediment accumulations of
the west side, indicating eastward net shore-drift. East of the first one km of the ceU, a bluff
consisting of glacial drift outwash sand and gravel is present behind the beach. The bluff
reaches a maximum height of 80 m and provides a large volume of sand and gravel to the
shore drift system. The bluff face is predominantly unvegetated, indicating the erosional
nature of this coastal sector.
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Continued eastward net shore-drift is indicated by eastward increase in beach width
and decrease in sediment size to a point 0.5 km west of the Cattle Point lighthouse
(Richardson quadrangle) where bedrock outcrops at the base of the bluff. A large
accumulation of sediment is located here on the western side of the rock outcrop, partially
interrupting drift, further indicating eastward net shore-drift. The shore bends gently to the
southeast at this location due to the more resistent nature of bedrock relative to glacial drift.
The change in shore orientation causes the final sector of this cell near Cattle Point to become
more exposed to westerly wind waves, which in turn results in a narrower and coarser beach.
The exposure of this Cattle Point sector and the presence of very strong tidal currents cause
net shore-drift sediment to be removed from the beach and deposited in the nearshore zone.
Salmon Bank, a shallow platform extending three km south-southwest of Cattle Point, receives
much of the drift sediment fi-om this cell. Predominant westerly winds acting over the open
fetch of the Strait of Juan de Fuca are the cause of eastward net shore-drift in cell SJ-10.
Net shore-drift in this area was interpreted differently by Keuler (1988), who mapped a
zone of drift divergence at southeastern Cattle Point with net shore-drift going to the north (to
cell SJ-9 of this report) and west ft-om Cattle Point. No depositional area was indicated for the
southern Cattle Point ceU in the Keuler study, as Keuler’s study area boundary is located 3.0
km west of Cattle Point.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs between Eagle Cove and False Bay, a sector
where an irregular, rocky coast is present with numerous, small pocket beaches.

SJ-11 (False Bay quadrangle)

This cell is located on the eastern shore of False Bay with net shore-drift to the north and
northwest into the bay. False Bay was named for its extreme shallowness; virtually the entire
bay is dry at MLLW, consisting of sandy tide flats. CeU SJ-11 originates 300 m northeast of
the narrowest portion of the bay mouth where glacial tiU provides a portion of the drift
sediment. Additional sediment is derived from sand originaUy transported to the bay by
streams and reworked by waves entering the bay from Haro Strait. Net shore-drift is
northward and northwestward for 1.8 km. Indicators of net shore-drift are northward and
northwestward beach width increase, accumulation of sediment on the south side of rock
outcrops partiaUy interrupting drift, and nearshore bars oriented east-west, moving onshore to
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the north. The terminus of the cell is in a zone of drift convergence in common with ceU SJ12, located in front of a stream delta in northernmost False Bay.

SJ-12 (False Bay quadrangle)

CeU SJ-12 in northwest False Bay has net shore-drift to the northeast for 0.5 km. Net shoredrift originates immediately north of several smaU rock outcrops along an east-facing coastal
sector. Glacial drift and reworked stream deposits provide drift sediment here. Northeastward
net shore-drift is evidenced by an increase in beach width to the northeast, sediment
accumulation on the southwest side of rock outcrops partiaUy interrupting drift, and nearshore
bars oriented east-west, moving onshore to the northeast. The terminus of the ceU is in a zone
of drift convergence in common with ceU SJ-11, located near a stream delta in northernmost
False Bay.

SJ-13 (False Bay quadrangle)

CeU SJ-13 in western False Bay has a minimal amount of net shore-drift to the north for 0.4
km. The ceU originates immediately north of the rocky shore present in the entrance to False
Bay. Isolated glacial drift deposits and reworked, sand-rich stream deposits comprise the
sediment source. Northward net shore-drift is indicated by northward beach width increase
between rock outcrops partiaUy interrupting drift, sediment accumulation on the south side of
rock outcrops, and nearshore bars oriented northeast-southwest, moving onshore to the north.
Net shore-drift terminates at an indentation in the shore in westernmost False Bay.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the coast of Haro Straight from False Bay
north to MitcheU Bay, two km south of Henry Island (Roche Harbor quadrangle). A number
of pocket beaches occur along this rocky coast, the largest of which is found in Andrews Bay.

SJ-14 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

CeU SJ-14 is located in southwest MitcheU Bay, with southeastward net shore-drift. The ceU
originates immediately southeast of the rocky shore found at the narrowest portion of the
entrance to MitcheU Bay. Southeastward net shore-drift is evidenced by rapid southeastward
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increase in beach width and decrease in sediment size over the 200 m cell. Net shore-drift
terminates at the zone of drift convergence in common with ceU SJ-15 in the vicinity of the
Mitchell Bay marina.

SJ-15 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-15 is located in southern Mitchell Bay with net shore-drift to the northwest. Net
shore-drift originates along a rocky shore 300 m southeast of the MitcheU Bay marina and
transports sediment northwest to the zone of drift convergence at the marina. Evidence of
northwestward net shore-drift is increased beach width and decreased sediment size to the
northwest, and accumulation of sediment on the southeast side of a rock outcrop near the
beginning of the ceU.

SJ-16 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This is a 0.5 km cell located in Mitchell Bay with eastward net shore-drift. Eastward net
shore-drift originates 100 m west of the western of two docks on southeast Mitchell Bay and
continues into the southeast comer of the bay. Indicators of eastward net shore-drift include
eastward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, and sediment accumulation on the
west side of small rock outcrops near the beginning of the ceU.

SJ-17 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

The 200-m-long cell SJ-17 in southeast Mitchell Bay originates from a zone of drift
divergence present on the eastern shore of Mitchell Bay and has southward net shore-drift.
Evidence of southward net shore-drift is increased beach width and decreased sediment size to
the south and accumulation of sediment on the north side of rock outcrops along the northern
200 m of the cell. The terminus of the ceU is in the southeastemmost comer of the bay,
which is shoaling as mud accumulates in the nearshore zone.
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SJ-18 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-18 in eastern Mitchell Bay has northward net shore-drift for 0.7 km. Net shore-drift
originates from a zone of drift divergence in common with cell SJ-17 at a narrow gravel
beach. Net shore-drift is northward, indicated by a substantial northward increase in beach
width and decrease in sediment size to sand. Mud is being deposited in a tide flat in northern
Mitchell Bay, the extent of which seems to be increasing. Net shore-drift terminates at the
northern end of the bay.

SJ-19 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-19 is located opposite ceU SJ-18 and has northeastward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift
originates on the southwest side of the peninsula in the center of Mitchell Bay, where a narrow
pebble beach is present. Net shore-drift passes around the south end of the peninsula and
continues to the northeast for 1.2 km to the zone of drift convergence in common with cell SJ18. Indicators of northeastward net shore-drift are northeastward beach width increase and
sediment size decrease to sand. Net shore-drift terminates at the northern end of the bay.

SJ-20 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This 300-m-long cell on the west side of the peninsula in central Mitchell Bay has northward
net shore-drift, originating from the zone of drift divergence in common with cell SJ-19.
Indicators of northward net shore-drift are northward increase in beach width and decrease in
sediment size.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from northwestern Mitchell Bay around Hanbury
and Dalcombe Points to Garrison Bay. A number of pocket beaches occur along this
predominantly rocky coast. The irregular western and southern shores of Garrison Bay contain
several pocket beaches, but also have no appreciable net shore-drift.
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SJ-21 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-21 is located along the eastern shore of Garrison Bay. Net shore-drift originates at
western BeU Point and continues southeastward for 1.0 km, passing in front of British Camp,
part of the San Juan National Historic Park. Isolated glacial drift deposits are the sediment
source for this cell. Indicators of southeastward net shore-drift are a poorly-vegetated bluff
along the first 100 m of the ceU, generally increasing beach width to the southeast and
sediment accumulations on the northwest side of rock outcrops. Net shore-drift terminates at a
weU-vegetated prominence located 400 m northwest of southernmost Garrison Bay, where a
tide flat begins.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along northern BeU Point and the smaU
prominence 0.5 km east of BeU Point, where several smaU, isolated beaches occur.

SJ-22 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

GeneraUy southwestward net shore-drift along the southern shore of Westcott Bay originates
from the zone of drift divergence in common with ceU SJ-23. A low bluff comprised of
glacial tiU is the sediment source for this ceU. The lack of fiiU vegetation cover on the low
bluff reveals the erosional nature of the bluff, whereas 1(X) m southwest the bluff is weUvegetated and stable, indicating southwestward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift passes
shoreward of a large aquaculture faciUty that is built into the bay in the center of this ceU.
Increased beach width to the west, along with southward progradation of a sandy, hooked spit
at the ceU’s terminus further indicate generaUy southwestward net shore-drift.

SJ-23 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Net shore-drift in ceU SJ-23 originates from a zone of drift divergence in southeast Westcott
Bay in common with ceU SJ-22. Net shore-drift is to the northeast then northwest for 1.2 km,
continuing to the head of the bay. GeneraUy northward net shore-drift is indicated by beach
width increase and sediment size decrease towards the head of the bay, northwestward offset
of a smaU stream entering the northeast comer of the bay, and northwestward progradation of
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a sandy spit. This spit has prograded approximately 250 m to the northwest, the distal end of
the spit is the terminus of this cell.

SJ-24 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This cell is located in northern Westcott Bay, with net shore-drift to the northeast for 0.4 km.
Net shore-drift here continues in the same direction as that in cell SJ-25, until that cell ends in
a tombolo to a rock outcrop. Cell SJ-24 originates on the northeast side of this rock outcrop,
where glacial till is the source of drift sediment. Northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by
increased beach width and decreased sediment size in that direction, sediment accumulation on
the southwest side of a rock outcrop, and northeastward progradation of a spit at the cell’s
terminus.

SJ-25 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-25 is located in northern Westcott Bay and has net shore-drift to the northeast for 0.5
km. Net shore-drift originates on the northeast side of a large rocky prominence near the
center of the bay, where a low bluff composed of glacial till is present. Northeastward net
shore-drift is indicated by northeastward beach width increase and sediment size decrease,
sediment accumulations on the southwest side of large trees lying across the beach, and
progradation of a 60-m-long tombolo to a rocky feature. Net shore-drift in cell SJ-25
terminates at the end of this tombolo. Cell SJ-24 originates on the northeast side of the
tombolo.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the shore of the rocky prominence near the
center of Westcott Bay until the terminus of cell SJ-26.

SJ-26 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

Cell SJ-26 is located northeast of White Point in Westcott Bay and has generally
northeastward then southeastward net shore-drift for 1.0 km. The cell originates along
northeast White Point on the north side of two rock outcrops. A tombolo has prograded to the
northeast from a point 200 m north of the cell origin, indicating northeastward net shore-drift.
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Other indicators include increasing beach width to the northeast, sediment accumulation on the
southwest side of rock outcrops, northeasterly offset of a small stream mouth, and the
accumulation of the beach against the west side of a rock outcrop at the terminus of the cell.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the southeast and southwest shores of
White Point, where several pocket beaches are found.

SJ-27 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

This cell is located along Mosquito Pass opposite Henry Island. Net shore-drift is northward
for 400 m. Net shore-drift originates 400 m north of the southern end of White Point, where
glacial till occurs. Indicators of northward net shore-drift are increased beach width and
decreased sediment size to the north and the northwestward progradation of an 80-m-long
tombolo to a rocky headland that fronts a marsh. Net shore-drift terminates at the southwest
extent of this headland, just beyond the tombolo.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs in the embayment on the north side of White
Point (where several pocket beaches occur), along rocky Bazalgette Point, and within Roche
Harbor. The shore of Roche Harbor has either been modified by humans or is rocky and
devoid of a beach.

SJ-28 (Roche Harbor quadrangle)

The 0.7-km-long cell SJ-28 is located north of Roche Harbor, near the northernmost extent of
San Juan Island. Net shore-drift originates on the southwest side of Davison Head, a rocky
headland along Speiden Channel, and continues generally southwestward for 0.7 km. A
tombolo connects Davison Head to San Juan Island near the beginning of this cell. The
tombolo was formed from sediment drifted fi’om the western and eastern ends of Davison
Head. Patchy glacial drift deposits are the source of drift sediment in this area. Indicators of
generally southwestward net shore-drift are the poorly-vegetated bluff faces cut into glacial till
at the drift cell origin and 200 m southwest of the origin, contrasted with a well-vegetated
bluff and shore southwest of a location 300 m along the ceU, southwestward decrease in
sediment size, and accumulation of sediment on the northeast side of a rock outcrop that
demarcates the drift ceU terminus.
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SHAW ISLAND

Shaw Island is located in the center of San Juan County, surrounded by Orcas, Lopez, and San
Juan Islands. Shaw Island is represented on the Shaw Island (Figure 28) and Friday Harbor
(Figure 29) quadrangles.

SH-1 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell SH-1 is located on the western side of Broken Point near the eastern approach to Wasp
Passage. Net shore-drift is to the northeast in this 400-m-long cell. Drift sediment is supplied
by a stream that discharges into Wasp Passage approximately 100 m west of the base of
Broken Point. The cell originates at this stream mouth. Northeastward net shore-drift is
indicated by northeastward stream mouth offset, northward sediment size decrease,
progradation of the tombolo that cotmects Shaw Island to Broken Point, and accumulation of
sediment on the south side of a rock prominence at the terminus of the cell at the northern
extent of the tombolo.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the east side of Broken Point and farther
east along the shore until cell SH-2, inside Blind Bay. Only isolated small beaches are found
along this coastal sector.

SH-2 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell SH-2 originates at the beginning of a concave beach in western Blind Bay. The sediment
source for this ceU is glacial till, occurring at the origin and over most of the length of the
cell. Net shore-drift is generally southward for 0.6 km, depositing sediment at the southern
end of the beach. Generally southward net shore-drift is indicated by decreasing sediment size
and stream mouth offset to the south, and accumulation of drift sediment against the northwest
side of a rock prominence at the terminus of the cell.
A short sector with no appreciable net shore-drift occurs in central Blind Bay where
rock prominences prohibit drift. Several streams discharge into this sector of the bay.
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SH-3 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell SH-3 exhibits southeastward net shore-drift across the southern shore of Blind Bay.
Glacial till is present over the length of the cell, providing the drift sediment. Net shore-drift
originates on the eastern side of a cluster of rock prominences. Southeastward net shore-drift
is indicated by southeastward offset of a stream mouth, and a slight southeasterly decrease in
sediment grain size in the portion of the cell that is southeast of the stream and delta. The
terminus of the cell is located along the beach in southern Blind Bay.

SH-4 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

This cell is located in southeast Blind Bay with generally southward net shore-drift for 1.1 km.
The origin of the cell is 0.6 km south-southwest of the Shaw Island ferry terminal. Drift
sediment is derived from eroding deposits of glacial till. South and southwestward net shoredrift is indicated by progradation of a hooked spit just south of the cell’s origin, southward
stream mouth offset and sediment size decrease. The nearshore zone shoals in southeast Blind
Bay as sand and mud are deposited in this zone of drift convergence in common with ceU SH3.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs in Hudson Bay, or along Harney Channel and
Upright Channel. Very little sediment is available along this rocky coast because no glacial
deposits occur here. Several small cobble and boulder beaches are the only coastal deposits
present.

SH-5 (Shaw Island quadrangle)

Cell SH-5 in Indian Cove in southeast Shaw Island has eastward net shore-drift across South
Beach to Picnic Point. Bluff erosion is taking place at the origin of the ceU at western South
Beach, where the glacial drift sediment enters the shore drift system from a poorly-vegetated,
eroding bluff. Bluff vegetation and stabiUty increase and sediment size decreases to the east,
indicating eastward net shore-drift. The low elevation and flat nature of eastern South Beach
suggests that it has prograded to the east in the form of a spit in front of two former
embayments, creating impounded marshes, and extended to Picnic Point as a tombolo, further
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indicating eastward net shore-drift. Beach sediment accumulates against western Picnic Point,
which is the terminus of this cell.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from Shaw County Park and Squaw Bay,
westward along San Juan Channel all the way to the western end of Shaw Island (Friday
Harbor quadrangle). No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along Wasp Passage as well until
cell SH-1 at Broken Point. Pocket beaches are present in the many bays and harbors along
this portion of Shaw Island, where numerous, rocky headlands prevent continuous shore drift
systems from occurring.

STUART ISLAND
Stuart Island is located northwest of San Juan and Speiden Islands. All of Stuart Island is
represented on the Stuart Island quadrangle (Figure 32).

ST-1 to ST-5 (Stuart Island quadrangle)
Net shore-drift cells ST-1 through ST-5 are all within Prevost Harbor. Satellite Island is in the
center of the harbor, blocking virtually all open water wind waves from entering the harbor.
The resulting low energy waves inside Prevost Harbor have little erosive power and minimal
sediment volumes are transported by net shore-drift.
The 0.5-km-long drift cell ST-1 originates at an eroding, rocky prominence southeast
of the settlement of Prevost. Net shore-drift is to the northwest, depositing sediment at a small
beach that fronts a marsh inside of Charles Point. Net shore-drift indicators are sediment
fining and an increase in beach width to the northwest, along with the erosional nature of the
shore at the cell’s origin and the accreting nature of the shore at the terminus.
The extremely short drift cell ST-2 originates from an erosional rocky prominence just
northwest of the Reid Harbor State Park dock. Net shore-drift is to the northwest for 400 m,
depositing sediment at a small beach at the base of the rocky prominence that constitutes the
sediment source of cell ST-1. Indicators of net shore-drift include a decrease in sediment size
and increase in beach width to the northwest.
Cell ST-3 originates near the eastern end of Prevost Harbor at a small, erosional
prominence directly in the path of incoming waves from the eastern approach to the harbor.
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Rgure 32. Stuart Island quadrangle.
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Net shore-drift is to the west for one km until material is deposited near the base of the State
Park dock. Net shore-drift indicators in this cell are a decrease in sediment size, increase in
beach width to the west, and sediment accumulations on the east side of rocks partially
interrupting drift.
Cell ST-4 originates at the same prominence as does cell ST-3, with drift to the east.
Cell ST-5 originates inside the rocky point at the eastern entrance to Prevost Harbor. Cells
ST-4 and ST-5 are very short cells (200 and 300 m, respectively) and have net shore-drift that
converges at a developing mud flat at the far southeastern comer of Prevost Harbor, which
receives the majority of its sediment input from a stream flowing through unconsolidated
sediment. Indicators of net shore-drift include a decrease in sediment size and increase in
beach width to the east in cell ST-4 and to the southeast in cell ST-5.

ST-6 (Stuart Island quadrangle)

This 0.8-km-long ceU originates at the southern entrance to Johns Pass at an erosional rocky
cliff immediately north of the narrowest portion of the pass. Net shore-drift is to the north,
depositing sediment on a concave beach with increasing beach width and decreasing sediment
size to the north, grading from mixed gravel to sand. Additional evidence is provided by the
tombolo that apparently prograded as a spit from this beach towards the east, connecting a
small island at the northern entrance of Johns Pass to Stuart Island.

ST-7 and ST-8 (Stuart Island quadrangle)

This pair of drift cells are found near the head of Reid Harbor, on opposite sides of the harbor.
These cells contribute sediment to a pocket beach that fronts a marsh. The majority of the
length of the harbor sides consists of resistent rock that is devoid of beach sediment; net
shore-drift occurs only within the last 1.0 km of the harbor. Beach width increases and
sediment size decreases in both cells approaching the pocket beach at the head of the harbor,
indicating westward net shore-drift.
The entire remaining coast of Stuart Island, outside of the two harbors, is comprised of
resistent rock surrounded by deep water where no appreciable net shore-drift occurs. No
continuous sediment deposits occur here.
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TURN ISLAND
Turn Island is located four km east of the town of Friday Harbor along eastern San Juan
Island. The island is part of the San Juan Islands National Wildlife Refuge and holds Turn
Island State Park. Turn Island is represented on the Shaw Island quadrangle (Figure 28).

TU-1 (Shaw Island Quadrangle)
Cell TU-1 on the southern shore of Turn Island has westward net shore-drift for 400 m. Drift
sediment is derived from small glacial drift deposits overlying resistent sedimentary rock. The
cell originates at the east end of a beach located approximately half way across the southern
shore of the island. Westward net shore-drift is indicated by local westward beach width
increase and sediment size decrease, sediment accumulations on the east side of rocks partially
interrupting drift, and the progradation of the beach at the cell’s terminus at the southwest
comer of the island, where drift sediment from this cell converges with drift sediment from
ceU TU-2.

TU-2 (Shaw Island Quadrangle)
Cell TU-2 is located on the northwest shore of Turn Island, with southwestward net shoredrift. Net shore-drift originates at the beginning of a linear beach on the northwest side of the
island and extends to near the westernmost comer of the island (depositing some sediment in a
short spit). Net shore-drift then continues along the shore of a small embayment at the
southwest end of the island with the remaining portion of drift sediment, converging with the
depositional end of cell TU-1. Evidence of generally southwestward net shore-drift is
provided by increased beach width over the length of the cell, and progradation of the spit
near the terminus of the ceU.

WALDRON ISLAND
Waldron Island is located northwest of Orcas Island in the northwestern part of the county.
The entire island is contained on the Waldron Island quadrangle (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Waldron Island quadrangle.
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WL-1 (Waldron Island quadrangle)

This 0.5 km drift cell originates near the eastern prominence of Point Hammond, near the
northern tip of the island at an eroding, poorly-vegetated bluff cut into glacial outwash. Net
sediment movement from this zone of drift divergence is to the north along a predominantly
gravel beach, and sediment is deposited in the small tombolo at Point Hammond. Evidence of
northward net shore-drift is the northward increase in beach width and sediment fining.
Excess sediment is lost to deeper water beyond the point to the north.

WL-2 (Waldron Island quadrangle)

This 1.7-km-drift cell begins at the zone of drift divergence common to cell WL-1 in front of
the eastern prominence of Point Hammond. A near-vertical, eroding bluff cut into glacial
outwash is the sediment source for this cell. Net shore-drift is to the south, beginning along a
boulder beach at the base of the bluff, which grades into sand along the middle of the beach
sector, before becoming predominantly gravel at the southern end of the beach. A pronounced
beach ridge, with abundant driftwood, is piled up against the rock outcrop that defines the
southern end of the beach, indicating southward net shore-drift. Hence, a reverse gradation is
present in the predominant sediment size (in comparison to the expected sediment size
decrease in the direction of net shore-drift) alongshore on the southern portion of this beach.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs in the area surrounding Mail Bay and along the
southeast coast of Waldron Island, as the only coastal sediment present is in isolated pockets.

WL-3 (Waldron Island quadrangle)

This 4.1-km-long drift cell originates in the eroding cUff on the west side of Point Disney at
the southern end of Waldron Island. The western side of the point is a near-vertical 120-mhigh cliff, the lower 90 m of which is conglomerate fronted by talus, the first source of drift
material in this cell. Net shore-drift is to the north, as indicated by three large accumulations
of beach gravel on the south sides of rock formations interrupting drift in front of the town of
Waldron, decreasing sediment size and generally increasing beach width to the north.

The second, and primary, source of sediment is the eroding bluffs composed of
glacial outwash north and west of the town of Waldron. Lag deposits consisting of large
boulders are present in the nearshore zone here. Westward, a low-lying accretional sector of
shore, with progressively increasing beach width indicates westward net shore-drift. The
terminus of the drift cell is at the south side of Sandy Point, a cuspate spit, which is also
indicative of westward net shore-drift.

WL-4 (Waldron Island quadrangle)

This 5.8-km-long drift cell begins immediately west of Point Hammond at a near-vertical,
eroding bluff composed of glacial drift that contains a high percentage of sand. The bluff is
fronted by a narrow, boulder and cobble beach. Net shore-drift is to the west, continuing
around a gentle bend in the shore to an accretionary beach. Indicators here include several
sandstone outcrops that serve as obstacles, consistently collecting material on the eastern side,
decreasing sediment size, and increasing beach width to the southwest.
Net shore-drift continues to the west and southwest around Fishery Point, where
sandstone outcrops do not extend below MLLW, leaving a continuous band of sediment.
Southwest of Fishery Point in North Bay, sand is accumulating in the nearshore zone. Water
depths are currently considerably shallower than indicated on the 1954 quadrangle (USGS,
1954). This area also has an accreting beach. Farther to the southwest, a sandy bluff is
partially exposed behind the beach, which is still in the process of straightening out. Just east
of Sandy Point, the beach is at its greatest width for this drift cell (and for the island); the
average distance from the late summer berm crest to the toe of the bluff is approximately eight
m, indicating southwestward net shore-drift. The drift cell terminus is at Sandy Point, a
narrow cuspate spit that extends southwestward from a headland comprised of glacial outwash.

Ill

Jeffeison County
Net shore-drift was mapped along the entire eastern Jefferson County shore south of 48° N
(Figure 2). The northern study area boundary (48° N) bisects Oak Bay northwest of the
entrance to the Hood Canal. Net shore-drift in Jefferson County north of the present study
area was mapped by Keuler (1988).
A substantial amount of sediment is transported to the southeastern Jefferson County
shore by the Dosewallips and Duckabush rivers and by numerous streams, contributing a
higher proportion of shore drift sediment that is supplied by streams than is generally the case
for San Juan, Island, or Snohomish counties. Stream gradients are steep and stream valleys
are not yet well developed, such that sediment is usually transported to stream deltas, where it
may enter the littoral system or end up in deeper water. These rivers and streams drain the
eastern Olympic Peninsula where much logging has occurred, increasing the natural amount of
sediment transported to the shore.
Jefferson County quadrangle base maps (Figure 34) bearing net shore-drift cells are
Port Ludlow (Figure 35), Hansville (Figure 36), Lofall (Figure 37), Quilcene (Figure 38),
Seabeck (Figure 39), Brinnon (Figure 40) and Holly (Figure 41) quadrangles.

JE-1 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

Cell JE-1 originates in a broad zone of drift divergence in southern Oak Bay and has
northward net shore-drift to the northern end of Oak Bay (Keuler, 1988), north of the study
area boundary (48° N). Net shore-drift continues for five km, 1.9 km of which is within the
study area. A small volume of sediment is transported in this cell. The shore at the ceU
origin consists of a nearly-vertical, poorly-vegetated bluff composed of sandstone and glacial
drift fronted by a narrow beach armored with 20 to 60 cm clasts. Northward net shore-drift is
indicated by a northward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, and sediment size
decrease, ft'om coarse gravel to fine gravel and sand. Northward net shore-drift is also
indicated by the northeastward progradation of a 0.8-km-long bayhead spit which has been
anchored with rip-rap in northern Oak Bay. The cell terminus is located against the western
side of two rip-rap jetties stabilizing the Portage Canal, which passes inside of Indian Island.

Figure 34. Index map for eastern Jefferson County quadrangles (fern USGS, 1977).
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Rgure 35. Port Ludlow quadrangle.
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Figure 36. Hansville quadrangle.
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Figure 37. Lofall quadrangle.
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Figure 38. Quilcene quadrangle.
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Figure 39. Seabeck quadrangle.
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Figure 40. Brinnon quadrangle.
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Figure 41. Holly quadrangle.
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JE-2 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

The cell originates at the southern end of the zone of drift divergence in common with cell JE1 and has southeastward net shore-drift, terminating 1.3 km west of Olele Point. This cell
represents a 1.1-km-long, local drift direction reversal, in contrast to generally northward net
shore-drift within Oak Bay (ceU JE-1 and Keuler, 1988). Local drift reversal results from the
protection that Olele Point offers from the southerly winds that cause northward net shore-drift
in most sectors of the Hood Canal. Southeastward net shore-drift is evidenced by
southeastward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, and southeastward sediment size
decrease. Net shore-drift sediment is deposited in an accretionary sandy beach with multiple
pebble and cobble beach ridges along the concave shore reach west of Olele Point.

JE-3 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

The small, poorly-vegetated headland comprised of glacial drift 1.0 km west of Olele Point is
the origin of this 300 m drift cell. The paucity of vegetation and steep slope of the headland
suggests that it is eroding and providing sediment to the shore drift system. A narrow beach
consisting of boulders and cobbles fronts the small headland. Southwestward net shore-drift is
indicated by southwestward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, and sediment size
decrease. Southwestward net shore-drift deposits sediment in a zone of drift convergence in
common with cell JE-2, where a relatively wide beach consisting of cobbles, pebbles and sand
is present.

JE-4 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

Eastward net shore-drift in cell JE-4 originates immediately east of the erosional headland
located 1.0 km west of Olele Point, and continues for 0.8 km to the west side of rocky Olele
Point. The glacial drift headland at the cell origin is a zone of drift divergence in common
with cell JE-3 and is fronted by a narrow gravel beach. A relatively wide, sandy beach is
present at the terminus of the cell. Eastward net shore-drift is indicated by eastward beach
width and bluff vegetation increase, sediment size decrease, and nearshore bars oriented
northeast-southwest and moving onshore to the east.
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No appreciable net shore-drift occurs between Olele Point and the Mats Mats Quarry
barge harbor (immediately south of Basalt Point) where the coast is comprised of basalt. The
only sediment present along this reach is found in small, isolated beaches enclosed by rocky
points. No appreciable net shore-drift occurs within Mats Mats Bay, as there is insufficient
wave energy.
JE-5 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

This cell originates immediately south of the Mats Mats Quarry barge harbor and has net
shore-drift to the south for 4.2 km, to the marina in Port Ludlow. An erosional bluff cut into
glacial drift present at the origin of the cell serves as the sediment source. Southward net
shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulations on the north side of rock outcrops (located
west of Colvos Rocks), and southward beach width increase and sediment size decrease. Net
shore-drift continues to an accretionary, sandy beach at the southern end of an artificially
enlarged point that defends the marina south of the village of Port Ludlow. Net shore-drift
terminates at a concrete structure on the southwest comer of this point.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs within Port Ludlow harbor, the southern shore of
which is composed of basalt. Although sandy beach occurs over parts of the harbor, low wave
energy and substantial human modification preclude net shore-drift from occurring.

JE-6 (Port Ludlow quadrangle)

Net shore-drift in cell JE-6 originates on the west side of Tala Point and continues
southwestward for 3.4 km into Port Ludlow harbor, terminating in southern Port Ludlow. Tala
Point is a mostly unvegetated, erosional headland that is composed of sandy glacial drift and
shows evidence of a recent slide. The point is fronted by a narrow, coarse-gravel beach with
large boulders in the nearshore area. Southwestward net shore-drift is indicated by
southwestward beach width and bluff vegetation increase, and sediment size decrease (beach
sediment grades into mud at the broad intertidal zone in southern Port Ludlow harbor),
southwestward offset of a stream mouth located 2.0 km southwest of Tala Point, and nearshore
bars oriented east-west, moving southward approximately 2.5 km southwest of Tala Point.
The cell terminates at the east side of the small, unnamed peninsula south of the marina.
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JE-7 (Port Ludlow and Hansville quadrangles)

This cell originates at Tala Point and has generally southeastward net shore-drift for 7.8 km,
ending at Point Hannon, a cuspate spit at northeastern Hood Head. The sediment source in
this cell are eroding bluffs composed of sandy glacial drift that are found in the northern and
central parts of the cell (Port Ludlow quadrangle). Beach characteristics and the sediment
composition vary within this cell as several points alter the energy level to which the beach is
exposed. Substantial deposits of sand on a predominantly gravel beach occur southeast of Tala
Point, at the point approximately one km south of Tala Point, and at the settlement north of
White Rock. Southeastward, then eastward, net shore-drift is indicated by the presence of
east-west trending nearshore bars within the first 4.0 km of the cell, sediment accumulations
on the north side of a rip-rap revetment, a boat ramp, and rock outcrops (aU of which are
within one km north of the settlement north of White Rock), eastward progradation of a 1.0km-long, slightly-curved, tombolo to Hood Head (HansviUe quadrangle), and by eastward
progradation of Point Haimon, a narrow cuspate spit.
Trends in beach width and sediment size alongshore that often indicate the direction of
net shore-drift do not occur within this cell because of variations in sediment availability and
grain size; sandy drift material is abundant in the bluffs close to Tala Point and relatively
scarce in the downdrift end of the cell, where the bluffs are composed of silt and clay-rich
glacial till, with little sand or gravel to replenish the beach.
The tombolo to Hood Head has a narrow, low berm that is overtopped at tides
approaching MHHW approximately 200 m west of the Hood Head uplands (Hansville
quadrangle), immediately north-northeast of the terminus of cell JE-10 (Port Ludlow
quadrangle). Tidal currents pass over the berm when the water level is in the upper end of the
tidal cycle, forming a pebble and cobble washover fan (also analogous to a flood tidal delta)
on the southern side of the berm, and a thin sand lobe on the beach on the northern side of the
berm. Sand on the northern side of the berm has been drifted beyond the distal end of the spit
in cell JE-10 and over the top of the berm, perhaps at the beginning of ebb tidal cycles. The
sand lobe is offset to the east farther than to the west (22 m west versus 45 m east) also
indicating eastward net shore-drift in cell JE-7. The ceU terminates at Point Harmon, a narrow
cuspate spit that extends more than 300 m from the uplands, and is a zone of drift
convergence in common with cell JE-8.
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JE-8 (Hansville quadrangle)
Cell JE-8 originates at southern Hood Head and has net shore-drift to the northeast for 1.6 km
to Point Hannon. Southern Hood Head is an erosional headland comprised of glacial drift,
some of which contains abundant sand and gravel, that is a zone of drift divergence between
this cell and cell JE-9. It consists of a 30-m-high, poorly-vegetated and steep bluff face.
Indicators of northeastward net shore-drift are northeastward bluff vegetation and beach width
increase, and sediment size decrease, and progradation of the cuspate spit at Point Hannon (see
JE-7), the ceU terminus.

JE-9 (Hansville and Port Ludlow quadrangles)
Net shore-drift originates from southern Hood Head (Hansville quadrangle) in cell JE-9, and
continues to the north along eastern Bywater Bay for 1.5 km to the head of the bay (Port
Ludlow quadrangle). The erosional headland of southern Hood Head provides abundant drift
sediment to this short drift cell. This is causing Bywater Bay to gradually fiU with sediment.
Northward net shore-drift is shown by northward beach width and bluff vegetation increase,
sediment size decrease, stream mouth offset (located 150 m south of the northern end of the
bay), and accretion of a broad, vegetated base to the south and east portion of the berm
connecting Hood Head to the mainland (discussed in cells JE-7, Port Ludlow quadrangle),
which has resulted in a plan view shape similar to that of a cuspate spit. Net shore-drift
terminates at the northern end of Bywater Bay at a broad low-tide beach.

JE-10 (Port Ludlow and Lofall quadrangles)
This cell originates at a zone of drift divergence centered approximately 1.0 km southwest of
the base of the Hood Canal Bridge (near Termination Point, Lofall quadrangle) and has
northeastward, then northward, net shore-drift for 3.5 km to northern Bywater Bay (Port
Ludlow quadrangle). Substantial erosion is occurring at the cell’s origin at a bluff composed
of stratified, sandy, glacial drift. A near-vertical, poorly-vegetated bluff face is fronted by a
narrow, coarse gravel beach containing abundant boulders. Net shore-drift sediment has
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accumulated on the southwest side of fill at the base of the bridge. The fill has prograded
seaward until drift sediment could pass around the base of the bridge.
Net shore-drift continues northward beyond the bridge and Shine Tidelands State Park
adjacent to the north side of the bridge. Immediately north of the park, a series of northeastsouthwest trending nearshore bars, moving northward, indicate continued northward net shoredrift. Beach width increases over the length of the ceU from approximately 30 m at the cell
origin to 100 m in northern Bywater Bay (Port Ludlow quadrangle), also indicating northward
net shore-drift. Other indicators of northward net shore-drift are northward increase in bluff
vegetation, decrease in sediment size, and the progradation of a 0.5-km-long, sandy spit in
northern Bywater Bay, the end of which constitutes the cell terminus. At approximately 50 m
wide, the spit is a major sediment sink. It contains four prominent beach ridges and remnants
of older beach ridges. As mentioned in the ceU JE-7 description, some sand continues beyond
the distal end of this spit and across a shallow tidal channel to be deposited on the beach in
ceU JE-7.

JE-11 (Lofall quadrangle)

Cell JE-11 originates in eastern Squamish Harbor and has westward net shore-drift for 3.2 km
to the northwestern comer of Squamish Harbor. Net shore-drift originates at an erosional bluff
composed of stratified, sandy glacial drift (discussed in cell JE-10). Westward net shore-drift
is indicated by westward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, sediment size decrease,
sediment accumulations on the east side of a boat ramp 0.8 km west of the cell origin, and at a
concrete jetty and a rip-rap revetment (both in front of the town of Shine), westward-moving
nearshore bars trending northeast-southwest, and the westward progradation of a wide, sandy
spit in front of a marsh that has caused westward stream mouth offset at the cell terminus in
northwestemmost Squamish Harbor.

JE-12 (Lofall quadrangle)

CeU JE-12 originates in southern Squamish Harbor and has northward net shore-drift for 3.0
km to northwest Squamish Harbor. Net shore-drift in this ceU originates immediately north of
a rip-rap jetty located between the two 1.0-km-long spits north of South Point. The jetty was
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installed during development of a small harbor landward from the southern of the two spits
that includes that Bridgehaven Marina. The jetty has interrupted northward net shore-drift
from ceU JE-13. The spit immediately north of the cell origin prograded northward in the
past, but is now becoming detached from the mainland due to a reduction in the volume of
sediment reaching it (sediment volume may have been reduced because of the progradation of
the spit near South Point, located up-drift from it, by the proliferation of seawalls near South
Point and along the spit north of South Point, or by the installation of the rip-rap jetty between
the two spits.)
Northward net shore-drift in cell JE-12 is indicated by northward beach width increase
(north of the spit), sediment accumulations on the south side of several large trees lying across
the beach 3.0 km north of South Point, and northward progradation of a small spit located 300
m south of the northwest comer of Squamish Harbor. Net shore-drift terminates at the shallow
delta present in northwest Squamish Harbor.

JE-13 (Lofall, Quilcene and Seabeck quadrangles)
Cell JE-13 originates from a zone of drift divergence 3.5 km north of Hazel Point (Seabeck
quadrangle) and has generally northeastward net shore-drift along the eastern shore of the
Toandos Peninsula for approximately 17 km to the northern end of the spit that originates near
South Point (Lofall quadrangle). Northward net shore-drift in this cell matches northward and
northeastward net shore-drift in cell KS 2-1 on the Kitsap County shore of this portion of the
Hood Canal (Taggart, 1984). Drift sediment is initially derived from two stream deltas near
the cell origin and then from exposed bluffs cut into sandy glacial drift and streams that are
found intermittently along the cell.
Northward and northeastward net shore-drift to Thomdyke Bay (Lofall quadrangle) is
indicated by northward offset of two small deltas located 3.3 and 1.5 km south of Brown Point
(Quilcene quadrangle), northward-moving nearshore bars oriented northeast-southwest in the
southern portion of the cell, general northward high-tide beach width increase, northward
stream mouth offset 0.6 km south of Brown Point, and progradation from two looped bars
from uplands (that resemble cuspate spits in plan view and contain stream outlets) that project
seaward slightly, straddling the northern Naval Reservation boundary (Lofall quadrangle).
Continued northward net shore-drift is indicated by northwestward creek mouth offset on the
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northern sides of both of these depositional features, northward drift of pieces of peat from
landslide deposits on the beach (originating from the bluff) in the northern portion of the cell,
and northeastward spit growth at the Thomdyke Creek outlet and associated northeastward
creek mouth offset (seaward of a spit that has prograded in the opposite direction from
intermittent southwestward shore drift). Thomdyke Bay, which is very shallow, and the spits
fronting the marsh in the bay are a sink for a portion of northeastward-moving net shore-drift
sediment in this cell.
East of the Thomdyke Creek outlet, sand-rich glacial drift is exposed in south-facing
bluffs (Lofall quadrangle). These bluffs are subjected to southerly waves that have developed
over a 17 km fetch and are a major source of drift sediment for the northern portion of this
cell. Generally northeastward net shore-drift here is indicated by northeastward bluff
vegetation and beach width increase, numerous nearshore bars oriented east-west that are
moving northeastward between Thomdyke Bay and South Point, northeastward stream mouth
offset at locations 1.7 and 0.7 km southwest of South Point, accretion of sediment on the
southwest side of the rip-rap revetment at South Point, and northward progradation a 1.0-kmlong spit from South Point. Cell JE-13 terminates at the northern, recurved end of this spit,
seaward of the Bridgehaven Marina. Continued northward net shore-drift in this cell is
interrupted by a rip-rap jetty located approximately 40 m north of the spit.

JE-14 (Seabeck quadrangle)

Cell JE-14 originates from a zone of drift divergence in common with cell JE-13 located
approximately 3.6 km north of Hazel Point and has southward and southeastward net shoredrift to Hazel Point. The northeast-facing nature of this sector exposes it to northerly fetch of
up to 27 km, causing southward and southeastward net shore-drift. Southward net shore-drift
is shown by southward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, sediment accumulations on
the north side of boat ramps located 1.9 and 2.8 km northwest of Hazel Point, southward
stream mouth offset located 1.8 km northwest of Hazel Point, and the progradation of Hazel
Point, a small cuspate spit that contains ponded water and abundant drift logs. The drift cell
terminus occurs at the tip of Hazel Point. Much of the net shore-drift sediment reaching Hazel
Point may be lost to deep water off the Point (water depth is in excess of 70 m just 90 m
seaward of the tip of Hazel Point).
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JE-15 (Seabeck quadrangle)

Cell JE-15 is located along the southern shore of the Toandos Peninsula, originating from a
broad zone of drift divergence between Tskutsko Point and Oak Head, where a bluff is cut
into sandy glacial drift. Net shore-drift is to the southeast around Oak, Head then
northeastward to Hazel Point for a total length of 4.2 km. Southeastward net shore-drift to
Oak Head is indicated by southeastward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, and
sediment size decrease. Northeastward net shore-drift from Oak Head to Hazel Point is
indicated by northeastward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, northeastward
progradation of a baymouth spit most of the way across the very shallow entrance to
Rsherman Harbor (which does not prohibit most drift sediment from crossing it), and
progradation of the small cuspate spit called Hazel Point, where the cell terminates. Much of
the sediment reaching Hazel Point may be lost to deep water off the Point where water is in
excess of 70 m deep 90 m seaward from the tip of Hazel Point.

JE-16 (Seabeck and Quilcene quadrangles)

Cell JE-16 is a 21-km-long cell with northward net shore-drift along the full length of the
eastern shore of Dabob Bay (western Toandos Peninsula), making it the longest drift cell in
eastern Jefferson County. The drift cell origin is a broad zone of drift divergence located
approximately 1.0 km northwest of Oak Head. Generally northward net shore-drift is
indicated by northeastward stream mouth offset at a location 0.7 km northeast of Zelatched
Point, northward stream mouth offset at a location 2.6 km south of Tabook Point, northward
progradation of two spits and associated northward stream mouth offset immediately north of
Camp Harmony, and sediment accumulation on the south side of a rock groin located 2.0
north of Camp Harmony and a set of four rock groins located 4.0 km north of Camp
Harmony. Continued northward net shore-drift is indicated by nearshore bars oriented
northwest-southeast moving northward between Camp Harmony and Camp Discovery,
northward stream mouth offset at Camp Discovery, the erosional nature of the bluff at the
southwest-facing shore located 2.0 km north of Camp Discovery and northward bluff
vegetation increase from this location, and the northward progradation of the 1.5-km-long spit
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(Long Spit) and associated northward stream mouth offset in northern Dabob Bay. The cell
terminus is the northern end of Long Spit.

JE-17 (Quilcene quadrangle)

CeU JE-17 is a 9.5-km-long cell that originates from southern Bolton Peninsula and has
generally northward net shore-drift along the western shore of Dabob Bay to Tarboo Bay. Net
shore-drift in this cell originates at a broad zone of drift divergence located within the first
kilometer southeast of Fishermans Point, between 0.8 and 1.6 km west of Red Bluff. The
shore here consists of a bluff cut into red, coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate that is
overlain by sandy glacial drift and is fronted by a poorly sorted beach. The bluff is poorlyvegetated and steep, and has experienced a recent slope failure, indicating its erosional nature.
Evidence of northeastward, then northward, net shore-drift is provided by northeastward bluff
vegetation increase, the presence of red sand northeast of the outcrop of red sandstone present
at the cell origin, northeastward and northward sediment size decrease, northward progradation
of Broad Spit, nearshore bars oriented northeast-southwest moving to the north in northern
Dabob Bay, and the northeastward progradation of several bayhead bars directly west of the
town of Dabob. The distal end of the active (southern), recurved, bayhead bar is the end of
this cell. Tarboo Bay is a mud flat north of the terminus of cells JE-16 and 17 that is filling
in with sediment supplied by Tarboo Creek.

JE-18 (Quilcene quadrangle)

This cell originates from a broad zone of drift divergence located southeast of Fishermans
Point and has northward net shore-drift along the eastern shore of Quilcene Bay for 4.2 km to
1.3 km south of East Quilcene. A poorly-vegetated bluff cut into glacial drift is located at the
cell origin. Northwestward net shore-drift around Fisherman Point and northward net shoredrift along Quilcene Bay is indicated by a northwestward bluff vegetation increase, northward
and northeastward spit progradation from Fishermans Point, northward sediment size decrease,
nearshore bars oriented northwest-southeast, moving to the north between two and four km
north of Fishermans Point, and sediment accumulation on the south side of the base of a short
causeway that fronts a log trans-shipment facility near the northern end of Quilcene Bay. The
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drift cell terminus is located at the base of this causeway, as shallow depths in northern
Quilcene Bay prohibit waves from forming that are large enough to cause a significant amount
of sediment transport. Northern Quilcene Bay is gradually filling with sediment transported by
the Quilcene River and Donovan Creek.

JE-19 (Quilcene quadrangle)

Cell JE-19 originates in a zone of drift divergence 0.8 km south of Frenchmans Point at the
mouth of Quilcene Bay and has northward net shore-drift to the Quilcene Boat Haven marina.
The cell origin is at a bluff composed of glacial drift intermittently overlying basalt, that is
fronted by a narrow, steep beach armored with 10 to 60 cm clasts. Where basalt outcrops, it
is present in small promontories that are gradually eroded along joint planes. This is an area
that shows evidence of recent bluff failures in glacial drift, indicating its erosional nature.
Northward net shore-drift is indicated by northward bluff vegetation and beach width increase,
sediment size decrease, stream mouth offset at Frenchmans Point, and sediment accumulation
on the south side of several rock outcrops that cross the beach and at the base of the riprapped marina at Quilcene Boat Haven, where the drift cell terminus is located. Shallow
depths in northern Quilcene Bay prohibit the formation of waves that are large enough to
cause a significant amount of sediment transport. Northern Quilcene Bay is gradually shoaling
with sediment transported by the Quilcene River and Donovan Creek.

JE-20 (Quilcene quadrangle)

This cell represents a short (1.5 km), local reversal in the overall northward net shore-drift that
is characteristic of Dabob and Quilcene bays. Net shore-drift is to the southeast in this cell
due to the northeast-facing orientation of the shore immediately west of Whitney Point and the
seven km northerly and northeasterly fetch to which this area is exposed, in contrast to the
surrounding shore that is generally not exposed to northerly fetch. The cell origin is located
1.0 km south of Frenchmans Point at an erosional area (see cell JE-19). Southeastward net
shore-drift is indicated by southeastward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, sediment
size decrease, and stream mouth offset at 1.3 and 1.9 km south of Frenchmans Point. The cell
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terminus is in a zone of drift convergence in common with cell JE-21 at Bees Mill, centered
approximately 300 m west of the State Shellfish Laboratory where a wide beach is present.

JE-21 (Quilcene and Seabeck quadrangles)
Cell JE-21 originates 1.0 km north of Pulali Point (Seabeck quadrangle) within Dabob Bay and
has northward, then northwestward, net shore-drift for 2.5 km, depositing sediment at Bees
Mill (Quilcene quadrangle). Northward and northwestward net shore-drift is indicated by
northward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, and northwestward spit
progradation at Bees Mill. After rounding Whitney Point, net shore-drift continues for several
hundred meters in front of a small estuary before terminating at a zone of drift convergence
located at Bees Mill. The beach is greater than 100 m wide at the drift cell terminus.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the origin of cell JE-21 south to Pulali
Point and within the eastern and northern shores of Jackson Cove. The shore in this area is
comprised of basalt that has a wave-cut terrace of varying width but is devoid of a continuous
beach. Within Jackson Cove, several large pocket beaches are present between basalt
promontories. The westernmost pocket beach receives sediment from Spencer Creek.

JE-22 (Seabeck quadrangle)
Cell JE-22 is an isolated net shore-drift cell in western Jackson Cove. It has northward net
shore-drift for 0.9 km, with a relatively small volume of sediment transport occurring, as the
sediment supply in this area is limited to glacial drift that intermittently overlies basalt. The
cell origin is located 0.6 km north of Wawa Point. Generally northward net shore-drift is
evidenced by northward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, sediment
accumulations on the south side of rock outcrops partially interrupting drift near the cell
origin, and northward offset of the Marple Creek delta. The drift cell terminus is at the
northern end of the beach where it meets the southern side of the Spencer Creek delta. A 60m-wide beach is present here.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs from the origin of cell JE-22 south to Wawa
Point, and around the southern shore of the Wawa Point peninsula. The shore here consists of
basalt and lacks a continuous beach.
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JE-23 (Brinnon quadrangle)

This is a 300-m-long cell that originates 200 tn west of Wawa Point (Seabeck quadrangle) and
has generally northwestward net shore-drift to the northern end of a small, unnamed bay.
Glacial drift overlies basalt at the cell origin, where a thin, coarse-gravel beach is atop a wide,
basalt wave-cut platform. A wider, sand and gravel beach is present at the head of the bay.
The cell terminates in the northernmost part of the bay at a zone of drift convergence in
common with cell JE-24.

JE-24 (Brinnon quadrangle)
Cell JE-24 originates near the southernmost portion of the Dosewallips River Delta and has
generally northward net shore-drift for 5.2 km to the small bay located two km north of Seal
Rock in western Dabob Bay. A substantial portion of sediment from the Dosewallips River
that is deposited in the nearshore area appears to be transported northward by net shore-drift
from the currently active southeastern portion of the delta. This is due to the six km of
southerly fetch to which this portion of the fan-shaped delta is exposed, while it is mostly
sheltered from north and northeast waves. The northern portion of the delta is currently
inactive, but is broader and has a more gradual delta front depth gradient than that on the
southeast portion of the delta. Thus, generally northward net shore-drift across the
Dosewallips River Delta is indicated by northward delta offset (that is roughly analogous to
northward beach width increase).
North of the Dosewallips River Delta, northward net shore-drift is indicated by
sediment accumulation on the southern side of a rip-rap seawall and boat ramp at the town of
Seal Rock, northward creek mouth and delta offset at the Turner Creek delta, and overall
northward beach width increase and sediment size decrease. The drift cell terminus is located
in the northernmost portion of the bay that is northwest of Wawa Point (Seabeck quadrangle),
at a zone of drift convergence in common with ceU JE-23. Northward net shore-drift in this
ceU matches northward net shore-drift in ceU JE-16 in eastern Dabob Bay (Seabeck and
Quilcene quadrangles).
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JE-25 (Brinnon quadrangle)
Net shore-drift originates immediately north of the town of Brinnon and is southeastward for
2.1 km to Pleasant Harbor in cell IE-25. Net shore-drift diverges between cell JE-24 and this
cell at the southern extent of the Dosewallips River Delta. South of the delta, northeasterly
fetch becomes the factor controlling net shore-drift, since the shore here is sheltered from
southerly waves by Black Point. Southwestward net shore-drift is indicated by minor
southwestward beach width increase and sediment size decrease, and southwestward spit
progradation (for 150 m) at a location just inside of the narrowest portion of the mouth of
Pleasant Harbor. The end of this spit is the cell terminus.

JE-26 (Brinnon quadrangle)
Cell JE-26 is a 0.5-km-long cell that has westward, then southwestward, net shore-drift across
the northern portion of Black Point and into Pleasant Harbor. The cell originates immediately
west of a basaltic point located on northeast Black Point. Drift sediment is derived from
glacial drift that overlies the basalt. Indicators of westward net shore-drift are westward and
southwestward bluff vegetation increase, sediment size decrease, and progradation of a wide
beach to a location inside of the narrowest portion of the mouth of Pleasant Harbor, directly
across from the Pleasant Harbor Marine State Park. Net shore-drift in this cell matches that of
cell JE-25 on the opposite side of Pleasant Harbor.

JE-27 (Brinnon quadrangle)
Cell JE-27 originates at the east-northeast portion of Black Point and has generally southward
net shore-drift for 2.0 km along a sinuous shore to Quatsap Point. This area is exposed to
northerly and northeasterly fetch, which controls net shore-drift. Evidence of generally
southward net shore-drift is provided by an overall southward sediment size decrease,
southeastward stream mouth offset near the center of the cell, and southeastward progradation
of Quatsap Point, a cuspate spit with a distinctly triangular plan shape. The cell terminus is at
Quatsap Point, which is a zone of drift convergence between this cell and ceU JE-28.
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JE-28 (Brinnon quadrangle)

This ceU originates at the central portion of the Duckabush River Delta and has northeastward
and eastward net shore-drift for approximately 2.2 km to Quatsap Point. (The setting of this
cell is very similar to that of cell JE-24 that has northeastward and northward net shore-drift
across most of the Dosewallips River Delta.) Northeastward and eastward net shore-drift are
indicated by nearshore bars oriented east-west, moving to the northeast across the delta,
northeastward offset of the main distributary channel of the Duckabush River, eastward beach
width increase along Black Point, and southeastward progradation of Quatsap Point, a cuspate
spit that is the location of the drift cell terminus.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rocky shore southwest of the
Duckabush River Delta to McDaniel Cove. The shore here consists of basalt with isolated
beaches between rocky prominences.

JE-29 (Brinnon and Holly quadrangles)

Cell JE-29 originates 1.2 km northeast of the Fulton Creek outlet (Holly quadrangle). Net
shore-drift is to the northeast around an unnamed point (at the division between the HoUy and
Brinnon quadrangles), then to the northwest to a rip-rap jetty in McDaniel Cove, for a total
distance of 0.7 km. Indicators of northeastward then northwestward net shore-drift are
accumulations of sediment on the southwest side of rock outcrops partially interrupting drift,
and sediment size decrease over the length of the ceU. Net shore-drift continues around the
basaltic point and terminates at the rip-rap jetty in McDaniel Cove (Brinnon quadrangle).
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs for 0.6 km southwest of ceU JE-29 along a
basaltic shore.

JE-30 (HoUy quadrangle)

,

This cell is in the small embayment immediately north of Triton Cove. Net shore-drift is
northeastward for 1.7 km. The cell originates 100 m north of the largest rocky prominence
that defines the north end of Triton Cove, located north-northwest of Triton Head.
Northeastward net shore-drift is evidenced by northeastward stream mouth and delta offset
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near the beginning of the cell, northeastward beach width increase up to the Fulton Creek
delta, northeastward sediment size decrease, and the accumulation of sediment on the
southwest side of several rock outcrops near the cell terminus. The cell terminus is 0.5 km
northeast of where Fulton Creek passes beneath highway 101.
No appreciable net shore-drift occurs along the rocky northwest shore of Triton Cove.
The shore is composed of basalt with little beach sediment present. The head of Triton Cove
receives sediment from a small creek, but the wave energy present within Triton Cove is
directed into the cove, not out of it, resulting in no net shore-drift. The Jefferson County
boundary is in southern Triton Cove. Mason County net shore-drift mapping coverage begins
at the southeast shore of Triton Cove (Blankenship, 1983).
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Island County

Net shore-drift in Island County was mapped south of 48° N, and includes roughly the
southern one-fifth of Whidbey Island (Figure 2), containing the towns of Austin and Clinton
(where the Mukilteo ferry lands). Net shore-drift along the remainder of Whidbey Island was
mapped by Keuler (1988). Southern Whidbey Island contains three prominent headlands that
are separated by two embayments, Cultus Bay and the large Useless Bay. The shore is fairly
linear outside of the bays along southern Whidbey Island, usually consisting of high bluffs.
Southern Whidbey Island is exposed to southerly fetch of up to 65 km, causing the
bluffs to experience rapid erosion. Bluff retreat is augmented in some locations by the
presence of mostly-impermeable silt and clay deposits that inhibit drainage near the base of the
bluffs.
Island County quadrangle base maps (Figure 42) bearing net shore-drift cells are
Mukilteo (Figure 43), Maxwelton (Figure 44) and Hansville (Figure 45) quadrangles.

IS-1 (Mukilteo and Maxwelton quadrangles)
Cell IS-1 originates at the southeast portion of Possession Point (southeast Whidbey Island,
Maxwelton quadrangle) and has generally northward net shore-drift for approximately 16 km
to Sandy Point (Keuler, 1988), north of the study area boundary. The origin of the cell at
southeast Possession Point consists of a 105-m-high bluff cut into sandy glacial drift. The
bluff is poorly-vegetated and shows evidence of recent landslides. An armored beach with a
narrow high-tide beach fronts the bluff. Peat, that is exposed 25 to 35 m up the bluff face, is
delivered to the beach from erosion of the bluff at the cell origin. Peat is found on the beach
in pieces of 3-m-length or larger at the cell origin. North of the cell origin, the bluff becomes
well-vegetated and relatively stable, and the gravel that comprises the low tide beach decreases
in size, from boulders at the ceU origin to cobbles (with sand) north of Randall Point
(Mukilteo quadrangle).
Generally northward net shore-drift is indicated by northward bluff vegetation increase,
northward sediment size decrease on the low tide beach, pieces of peat decreasing in size to
the north (from one to two m in length near the cell origin to two to eight cm in length north
of Randall Point), sediment accumulations consistently occurring on the south side of many
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Figure 42. Index map for southern Island and Snohomish county quadrangles (from USGS,
1977).
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Figure 43. Mukilteo quadrangle.
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Figure 44. Maxwelton quadrangle.
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Figure 45. Hansville quadrangle.
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boat ramps and groins along the length of the cell (vertical offsets range up to one m), and
northward offset of stream mouths located 1.5 km north of Glendale and 0.8 km northwest of
Randall Point. Net shore-drift continues to the north beyond the study area boundary,
evidenced by the progradation of Sandy Point, a cuspate spit four km north of the study area
boundary (Keuler, 1988). The cell terminus is located at the distal end of Sandy Spit.

IS-2 (Maxwelton quadrangle)
Cell IS-2 originates from a zone of drift divergence in common with cell IS-1, located at
Possession Point. Net shore-drift is northwestward then northeastward for 2.5 km into Cultus
Bay. The bluff at the cell origin is poorly-vegetated and erosional (see cell IS-1). Northwest
of Possession Point, the bluff is well-vegetated. Pieces of peat that are generally one to three
m in length near their source (at the cell origin) are found alongshore to the northwest in
decreasing sizes. A second type of identifiable sediment, broken chunks of pavement from the
edge of a parking lot at the top of the bluff, enter the littoral system 0.7 km northwest of
Possession Point. Pavement clasts can be found in decreasing sizes from their source to the
northwest then to the northeast.
Northwestward, then northeastward, net shore-drift is indicated by northwestward bluff
vegetation increase, sediment size decrease on the low tide beach, northwestward then
northeastward drift of identifiable sediment, large sediment accumulation on the south side of a
rip-rap and timber jetty located 0.8 km northwest of Possession Point and at numerous small
groins on Sandy Hook, and northeastward progradation of the Sandy Hook spit for 0.8 km into
eastern Cultus Bay. The large rip-rap and timber jetty at the base of Sandy Hook partially
interrupts northward net shore-drift by diverting a portion of the drift sediment into the
dredged channel seaward from it, removing it from the littoral system. The drift cell terminus
is located at the northern end of Sandy Hook.

IS-3 (Maxwelton quadrangle)
Cell IS-3 originates at Scatchet Head and has generally northeastward net shore-drift for 2.8
km to the head of Cultus Bay. Scatchet Head is a 90-m-elevation bluff comprised of sandy
glacial drift. The bluff is poorly vegetated and erosional, and has recently experienced large
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landslides along an approximately 1.5-km-wide area. (Bluff erosion due to southerly wave
attack is augmented here by the presence of mostly-impermeable clay deposits near the base of
the bluff). The cell originates in a broad zone of drift divergence west of a large rip-rap
seawall that extends well into the shallow nearshore zone, fronting the southeast-facing portion
of Scatchet Head. The seawall eliminates the portion of drift sediment that was supplied by
erosion of the bluff behind the seawall, but does not inhibit the passage of sediment. Net
shore-drift is to the northeast in front of and around the seawall and into Cultus Bay.
Northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by northeastward bluff vegetation increase,
generally northeastward beach width increase, northeastward sediment size decrease on the low
tide beach, northeastward-moving nearshore bars oriented east-west, eastward spit progradation
in northern Cultus Bay (the western segment of which is now a beach fronting a large marsh),
and associated eastward stream mouth offset. The cell terminus is located in a broad zone of
deposition in northern Cultus Bay, extending eastward to the distal end of the sandy spit.

lS-4 (Maxwelton quadrangle)
Net shore-drift in cell IS-4 originates at Scatchet Head and goes generally northwestward for
12 km to the head of Useless Bay. Scatchet Head is a broad zone of drift divergence in
common with cell IS-4. Scatchet Head and the near-linear reach of bluff northwest of
Scatchet Head are poorly-vegetated and erosional, supplying abundant sand and gravel to the
shore drift system. Generally northwestward net shore-drift from Scatchet Head to Maxwelton
is indicated by westward spit progradation at locations one km west and two km northwest of
Scatchet Head, sediment accumulations on the southeast side of large boulder piles on the
beachface (located between one and two km southeast of Indian Point), nearshore bars oriented
east-west, moving northwestward towards Indian Point, northwestward bluff vegetation and
beach width increase, northwestward sediment size decrease on the low tide beach, sediment
accumulations on the south side of several wooden groins immediately north of Indian Point,
the occurrence of peat clasts of decreasing size northwestward from their source at Scatchet
Head, and from a second source 0.9 km southeast of Indian Point.
Generally northwestward net shore-drift from Maxwelton to the head of Useless Bay is
indicated by sediment accumulations on the south side of several wooden groins immediately
north of and two km north of Maxwelton, northward stream mouth offset seaward of a tide
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gate (located 1.0 km north of Maxwelton), northward peat clast size decrease until fresh peat
input from an erosional bluff 2.5 km north of Maxwelton, sediment size decrease on the low
tide beach, northwestward progradation of a 1.0-km-long spit immediately southeast of
Sunlight Beach and of the 1.5-km-long bayhead spit called Sunlight Beach (which is currently
a beach fronting a large marsh), and sediment accumulation on the southeast side of more than
20 small groins along Sunlight Beach. The drift cell terminus is located at the distal, recurved
end of the Sunlight Beach spit, landward from the entrance to Deer Lagoon.

IS-5 (Maxwelton and Hansville quadrangles)

Cell IS-5 originates approximately two km east of Double Bluff (southwest Whidbey Island,
Hansville quadrangle) and has northeastward net shore-drift for 3.8 km along the Useless Bay
shore to the mouth of Deer Lagoon (Maxwelton quadrangle). The cell originates at a zone of
drift divergence located south and southwest of Oliver Lake along a 110-m-high bluff that
faces southeast, the direction of maximum fetch (34 km fetch). The bluff here is similar to the
bluff at Scatchet Head (cell IS-3, Maxwelton quadrangle). Evidence of recent bluff retreat
includes the poorly-vegetated and steep bluff face. Bluff erosion contributes abundant sand
and gravel to the beach fronting it. Peat outcrops in the bluff and occurs on the beach in
pieces of 3-m-length or more at the cell origin. A sandy high-tide beach and a boulder and
cobble low-tide beach front the bluff at the cell origin.
Northeastward net shore-drift is evidenced by northeastward bluff vegetation and beach
width increase (including the accretion of a number a pebble-rich beach ridges southwest of
Oliver Lake in a broad beach ridge and drift log accretion area), northeastward sediment size
decrease on the low tide beach, the occurrence of peat clasts on the beach of decreasing size to
the northeast, sediment accumulation on the southwest side of a rip-rap revetment fronting a
county park at the base of a spit and at several groins along the spit, northeastward
progradation of a 2.5-km-long bayhead spit, and nearshore bars trending east-west, moving
northeastward along most of the cell length. The distal end of the spit in northern Useless
Bay (Maxwelton quadrangle) consists of a recurve that extends to the north-northeast on top of
a broad tideflat, leaving only a narrow channel into intertidal Deer Lagoon. The cell terminus
is at the distal end of the spit.
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IS-6 (Hansville quadrangle)
Net shore-drift in cell IS-6 originates east of Double Bluff and has westward, then generally
northward, net shore-drift along the shore of Mutiny Bay to Bush Point (Keuler, 1988), located
north of the study area boundary. The shore configuration and sedimentation and erosion
patterns in this cell closely resemble those of cell IS-4 (Maxwelton quadrangle). The concave
nature of the shore between the two points that comprise Double Bluff appears to have been
formed by erosion, probably by a large landslide or amphitheater-shaped bluff failure. (A
probable cause of bluff failure would be the lack of drainage through the mostly impermeable
beds near the base of the bluff instigating bluff failure.)
Cell IS-6 originates from a broad zone of drift divergence in common with cell IS-5
1.5 km east of Double Bluff. The bluff here is poorly-vegetated and steep, and shows signs of
rapid erosion (see cell IS-5), contributing abundant sand and gravel to the shore drift system.
Westward then northwestward net shore-drift ft-om the cell origin to Double Bluff is shown by
westward bluff vegetation and low tide beach width increase, the occurrence of peat clasts of
decreasing size to the west and northwest as they get farther from the source (the cell origin),
and nearshore bars trending east-west, moving northwestward along the concave shore sector
immediately southeast of Double Bluff.
Net shore-drift continues around Double Bluff and continues generally northward past
the village of Austin and beyond the northern study area boundary, as evidenced by continued
northward bluff vegetation and beach width increase, the progradation of a low elevation
platform immediately north of Double Bluff, and sediment accumulation on the south side of
boat launching tracks and a boat ramp just north of Double Bluff, at a boat ramp near Austin,
and at the base of two piers just north of the study area boundary. As documented by Keuler
(1988), net shore-drift continues to the northwest to Bush Point, a cuspate spit approximately
seven km northwest of Austin.
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Snohomish County

Net shore-drift along the southern Snohomish County shore from Everett to the King County
border was mapped in this study (Figure 2). The shore of southern Snohomish County is
fairly linear when compared to the shore of the rest of the study area, resulting in fewer,
longer net shore-drift cells.
Bluffs ranging in elevation from 30 to 65 m occur along the southern Snohomish
County shore, but bluffs are defended from erosion by the installation of a fitted-stone seawall
built into the upper foreshore. The seawall defends backfill and one or two sets of railroad
tracks that were installed between 1889 and 1891. The structure defends coastal bluffs and
uplands from erosion absolutely, eliminating the primary sediment source for the Uttoral
system. With the removal of bluff erosion, sediment transported to the shore by streams is the
largest remaining source of shore drift sediment. The result is low sediment transport
volumes, fewer net shore-drift indicators, and beaches that are relatively starved of sediment,
often consisting of only a low-tide beach. Similar conditions exist along the northern King
County mainland, as described by Chrzastowski (1982).
The northern study area boundary crosses Snohomish County in Port Gardner, an area
that has been substantially modified by port-related development. The shore in the northern
3.5 km of the study area has been hardened with bulkheads and seawalls, and by the
installation of a large breakwater seaward of Port Gardner. No appreciable net shore-drift
occurs along the Port Gardner shore, southwest to the Pigeon Creek outlet, where ceU SN-1
terminates.
Island County quadrangle base maps (Figure 42) bearing net shore-drift cells are
Everett (Figure 46), Mukilteo (Figure 47), Edmonds East (Figure 48) and Edmonds West
(Figure 49) quadrangles.

SN-1 (Mukilteo and Everett quadrangles)
CeU SN-1 originates at Edgewater (northeast of Mukilteo) and has northeastward net shoredrift for 5.3 km to the beginning of the modified shore at southern Port Gardner, Everett. Net
shore-drift in this area is similar to that of the northern King County mainland (Chrzastowski,
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Rgure 46. Everett quadrangle.
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Figure 48. Edmonds East quadrangle.
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Rgure 49. Edmonds West quadrangle.
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1982) and the rest of southern Snohomish County, having northward or northeastward net
shore-drift that is driven by southerly and southwesterly waves. This cell is also exposed to
waves from the northwest, approaching the shore roughly at a right angle, causing no
substantial shore drift.
Net shore-drift in ceU SN-1 originates immediately northeast of a large fuel storage
facility, where a small stream delivers a limited amount of sediment to a gravel beach.
Northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulation on the southwest side of
several piles of granite boulders (that have fallen from the fitted-stone seawall) within the first
one km of the cell, northeastward stream mouth offset and sand accumulation on the southwest
side of the delta below Powder MiU Gulch and the small delta located 300 m west of MeiriU
and Ring Creek, and northeastward creek offset and delta offset at the Merrill and Ring Creek
delta. Continued northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by nearshore bars oriented northsouth, moving northeastward across the lower portions of these deltas, overall northeastward
sediment size decrease, and sediment accumulation on the southwest side of the Pigeon Creek
Number Two delta and at a rip-rap revetment immediately northeast of the Pigeon Creek
outlet. The cell terminus is located at this rip-rap revetment, the beginning of the modified
shore in Port Gardner.

SN-2 (Edmonds West, Edmonds East, and Mukilteo quadrangles)

Cell SN-2 originates 300 m north of the Edmonds ferry terminal and has generally
northeastward net shore-drift for approximately 18 km to just beyond Elliot Point in Mukilteo.
Net shore-drift in this ceU is driven by southerly and southwesterly waves and continues in the
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same general direction as in ceU SN-1 and SN-3.
Northward net shore-drift in ceU SN-3 is interrupted by the large marina in Edmonds,
separating it from ceU SN-2. This results in a beach that consists of only lag deposits at the
beginning of ceU SN-2 (Edmonds West quadrangle). A thin veneer of gravel rests atop a
wave-cut platform here, without a high-tide beach. The narrow, low-tide beach abuts the
fitted-stone seawaU and is armored with boulders. Sediment enters the littoral system within
this ceU from a number of smaU streams, the first of which is located 1.0 km northeast of the
ceU origin (Edmonds East quadrangle), where a narrow high tide beach begins.
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Moving along the cell to the northeast, indicators of northeastward net shore-drift are
northeastward stream delta offset seaward of Lunds Gulch, sediment accumulation on the
southwest side of an old barge adjacent to the Norma Beach boathouse, nearshore bars
trending north-south that are moving northeastward within several minor indentations in the
coast located north and south of Norma Beach, northeastward stream and delta offset, and sand
accumulation on the southwest side of the delta at Picnic Point (Mukilteo quadrangle).
Continued northeastward net shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulation against the
southwest side of an old groin and barge located 1.4 km northeast of Picnic Point,
northeastward stream delta offset at a location 2.2 km northeast of Picnic Point and at the Big
Gulch outlet, and sediment accumulation on the southwest side of an old pier just northeast of
the Big Gulch outlet, at a seawall at Nelsons Comer, and at a series of rock groins and a boat
ramp in front of Mukilteo State Park.
Near the ceU terminus at Mukilteo, a wide gravel and sand beach has prograded
around Elliot Point (Mukilteo quadrangle), which has been enlarged in the past by the addition
of fill material. Northeastward beach width increase and sediment size decrease occur in
cycles over the length of the cell (trends are repeatedly interrupted by objects partially
interrupting net shore-drift), but reach maximums at Elliot Point, further indicating
northeastward net shore-drift. The cluster of docks and seawaUs that surround the Mukilteo
ferry terminal and the change in shore orientation here diminish wave energy sufficiently to
terminate northeastward net shore-drift. Net shore-drift sediment is deposited along the 0.6km-long zone east of Elliot Point, with the ceU terminus located roughly 100 m east of the
state ferry dock.

SN-3 (Edmonds West quadrangle)
Cell SN-3 is a continuation of the northernmost drift cell in King County, originating along
northern Seattle (cell K1 1-1, as described by Chrzastowski, 1982). Generally northward net
shore-drift crosses the southern Snohomish County line and continues for approximately 3.5
km to the southwest end of the large marina in Edmonds.
Net shore drift passes around Point Wells, as indicated by the northeastward offset of
two streams discharging from the northern side of Point Wells, and by nearshore bars oriented
north-south, moving northeastward, in the same area. Northward net shore-drift beyond Point
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Wells is indicated by an overall northward sediment size decrease, sediment accumulation on
the south side of the base of a fuel pipeline dock at Edwards Point, and the large volume of
sediment and drift logs accumulated against the southwest side of the rip-rap breakwater that
extends more than 200 m seaward at the marina in Edwards, which is the terminus of this cell,
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DISCUSSION

General Net Shore-Drift Patterns
The crenulated nature of the coast and the high degree of surface wind variability in the San
Juan Islands creates a discontinuous net shore-drift environment. The numerous changes in
shore orientation that occur at rocky prominences and the paucity of drift sediment repeatedly
interrupt littoral transport. The majority of the 580 km of the San Juan County coast exhibits
no appreciable net shore-drift, containing littoral sediment only in isolated pocket beaches.
Many of the 119 net shore-drift cells that occur in the San Juan Islands are shorter than one
km in length, and only six percent (seven cells) exceed 3.0 km in length. The mean drift cell
length in the county is 1.1 km (Table 4).
Glacial material is the primary source of shore drift sediment in the San Juan Islands,
occurring as a mantle of varying thickness above bedrock along most shores where net shoredrift occurs. The volume of sediment transport in the islands is usually low because beaches
are often poorly supplied with suitable-sized drift sediment. Lx)pez and Decatur Islands in the
southeastern portion of the archipelago have the greatest amounts of net shore-drift as glacial
drift is more abundant there.
The perimeter of the San Juan Archipelago is exposed to the greatest fetch in the study
area. The northern islands are exposed to northwest fetch of over 100 km from the Strait of
Georgia. Fetch of 88 km from the Strait of Juan de Fuca, affects the southern San Juan
Islands. Where sufficient drift sediment is present along the archipelago perimeter, net shoredrift consistently occurs in the direction of maximum fetch; and coarse sediment is transported
atop broad, wave-cut terraces. (The relatively small tidal range in the San Juan Islands is
partially responsible for the development of broad wave-cut terraces).
Within the archipelago where most drift cells occur, the protection offered by other
islands causes shore sectors to be exposed to much lesser fetch (Figure 50). Net shore-drift
within the archipelago is also oriented with the direction maximum fetch, which takes
precedence over regional wind patterns in controlling net shore-drift direction. This is
consistent with observations from surrounding areas (Keuler, 1979; Jacobsen, 1980; Bubnick,
1986). Net shore-drift cells in the San Juan Islands experience generally northward net shoredrift in approximately half of the ceUs (56 of 119 ceUs; Table 4). These shore sectors are
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Table 4. Net shore-drift cell characteristics.

Net ShoTP-Drift Dir.

Mean T.en. (kinl

ToL T.en.rkinl

No. Cells

SAN JUAN COUNTY
to N (nw,n,ne)

56

74.8

1.3

to S (sw,s,se)

38

41.3

1.1

to E

12

12.5

1.0

to W

12

1L9

(L9

119

140.5

1.1

to N (nw,n,ne)

1

1.9

1.9

to S (sw,s,se)

6

17.6

13.

All Cells

7

19.5

2.9

to NE (n,ne,e)

16

81.7

5.1

to SW (s,sw,w)

1

12.7

LS

23

94.4

4.1

6

42.1

7.0

3

26.8

8.9

All CeUs
NE JEFFERSON COUNTY

SE JEFFERSON COUNTY

All Cells
ISLAND COUNTY
to N
SNOHOMISH COUNTY
to N (n,ne)
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Figure 50. San Juan County vicinity with cuspate spit locations (dark) and associated net
shore-drift ceUs. Whatcom County drift cells after Jacobsen (1980), Skagit County drift cells
after Keuler (1979), base map after USGS (1974; scale 1:250,000).
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exposed to southerly fetch and common southerly wind storms. A lesser number of cells (38)
experience generally southward net shore-drift as they are exposed to the greatest fetch from
the north, and are influenced most by northerly wind events. In many areas within the San
Juan Archipelago, surface winds are redirected through narrow, steep-sided channels that pass
between high-relief islands. This results in wind-waves and corresponding net shore-drift
directions that are oriented eastward (12 cases) and westward (13 cases), showing variation
from predominant and prevailing regional wind patterns.
The eastern Jefferson County portion of the study area can be divided into two areas
by net shore-drift direction. The northern portion of the Jefferson County shore lies north of
Point Hannon (Figure 51). Northerly wind-waves here cause net shore-drift to be generally
southward in six of the seven drift cells of the area (Table 4). This area is mostly north of the
Hood Canal and is dominated by northerly fetch from Admiralty Inlet. The only cell with
northward net shore-drift in this area is located in Oak Bay which is sheltered from northerly
winds by Marrowstone Island (Figure 51). The shore in northeastern Jefferson County is not
as irregularly shaped as that of the San Juan Islands, resulting in longer net shore-drift cells.
The mean drift ceU length here is 2.8 km.
The southern portion of the Jefferson County shore is located south of Point Hannon
and is entirely within Hood Canal and Dabob and Quilcene Bays (Figure 51). Net shore-drift
in this area is controlled by southerly and southwesterly winds, as indicated by 16 of the 23
drift cells having northward or northeastward net shore-drift (Table 4). Southwestward net
shore-drift occurs in seven of 23 cells in the southern area, all located in areas that are
sheltered from southwestward wind. Southwestward net shore-drift cells also have a fairly
short mean length of 1.8 km. High, eroding bluffs composed of glacial drift supply abundant
sediment to the littoral zone in this area and result in large sediment transport volumes. The
more linear nature of the coast, as compared to the San Juan Islands, results in a mean,
northward drift ceU length of 5.1 km.
The Main Basin of Puget Sound (Figure 52) is generaUy more protected than the
portions of San Juan County that are exposed to the Georgia Strait or the Strait of Juan de
Fuca. However, the near-Unear nature of the Main Basin and its aUgnment with prevaiUng
and predominant southerly winds (Chrzastowski, 1982) results in considerable wave energy
reaching southern Island County. The maximum fetch at southern Whidbey Island is 78 km
from the south (Figure 52). This has caused northward net shore-drift in aU of the six drift
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Figure 51. Eastern Jefferson County vicinity with cuspate spit locations (dark) and associated
net shore-drift cells. Kitsap County drift cells after Taggart (1984), base map after USGS
(1962, 1974; scale 1:250,000).
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Figure 52. Island County vicinity with cuspate spit locations (dark) and associated net shoredrift cells. Northern drift cells after Keuler (1988), base map after USGS (1962, 1974; scale
1:250,000).
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cells that originate in the study area on Whidbey Island. Abundant net shore-drift sediment is
transported along southern Whidbey Island as the high percentage of sand and fine gravel in
exposed bluffs is easily eroded and entrained by waves.
Southerly and southwesterly fetch also affects southern Snohomish County, but from
shorter distance than at southern Whidbey Island. Southerly and southwesterly wind-waves
cause northward net shore-drift here, but they have a limited affect on sediment transport along
the Main Basin because the shore is roughly parallel to southerly waves. The shores of
Possession Sound are exposed to fetch from different directions, ranging up to a maximum
fetch of 25 km from the northwest down Saratoga Passage (Figure 52). Northwest fetch
generates waves that approach the shore between Mukilteo and Everett at an angle close to 90
degrees. Therefore, it has little effect on sediment transport (Davies, 1980). Prevailing and
predominant southerly and southwesterly wind-waves refract around Mukilteo and act in
conjunction with northwesterly wind-waves to produce generally northeastward net shore-drift
between Mukilteo and Everett.
Were it not for the presence a large breakwaters, seawalls, and berthing facilities that
block net shore-drift in Snohomish County, northward net shore-drift would be continuous
from northern King County to Everett (Figure 52). Very little sediment is transported along
the Snohomish County coast south of Everett. The fitted-stone seawall constructed for the
railway runs the length of this coast and prohibits the erosion and inclusion of bluff sediment
into the littoral zone (see page 145). This has resulted the absence of a high-tide beach along
most of southern Snohomish County.
Net shore-drift cells mapped in this study differ fi’om shore drift determinations
presented in the Coastal Zone Atlas of Washington (Washington State Department of Ecology,
1978a, 1978b, 1979a, 1979b) in a substantial number of sectors. Cases of different
interpretations are too numerous to detail in this discussion. Similar conclusions about the
inaccuracy of the shore drift determinations of the Atlas series have already been documented
(Jacobsen, 1980; Taggart, 1984; Canning and Shipman, 1992). The methodology of wave hind
casting that was employed in preparation of the Coastal Zone Alas series appears to be
unsuitable for determining net shore-drift in this region, due to the complexity of the coastal
area and paucity of wind data at local sites. Net shore-drift determinations of this study for
Jefferson, Island, and Snohomish counties are in general agreement with those of Terich
(1987), with only minor, local differences in interpretation.
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Occurrence of Cuspate Spits

Cuspate spits occur at 10 locations in the study area and in the continuation of drift cells that
originate in the study area. Cuspate spits are not uncommon in the region, but local examples
have been little studied to date. The wide variety of coastal environments and numerous
cuspate spits found in the study area allow for examination of the setting present where
cuspate spits occur. Detailed examination of cuspate spit morphology or stratigraphy was not
possible because of the large length of coast that was examined to document net shore-drift
cells, but a general discussion of cuspate spit occurrence follows.
Cuspate spits are formed by the interaction of wind, waves, tides, and currents with
coastal sediment and coastal configuration. Cuspate spits are depositional landforms
resembling an arrowhead in plan view, formed by shore drift processes (Zenkovitch, 1967).
Symmetric (or near-symmetric) cuspate spits form at the terminus of two converging drift cells
(Yasso and Fairbridge, 1968; Zarillo, 1975). In the Puget Lowland, cuspate spits often form at
a slight protrusion of the coast along straits or channels at the location where two net shoredrift cells converge (Bird, 1984). Cuspate spits also form where shore drift converges in the
lee of islands or shoals (tombolo effect), and in coastal lagoons. Cuspate spits can form in
pairs on opposite sides of shallow lagoons (Zenkovitch, 1959). (Although not following
Zenkovitch’s model completely, a local example that approaches this phenomenon occurs in
Sequim Bay).
Cuspate spits may be in a state of equilibrium, or accumulation in-situ (Davies, 1980),
or they may "shift", or migrate, alongshore (Yasso and Fairbridge, 1968). Hunter et al. (1979)
contend that asymmetric cuspate spits are indicative of unidirectional net shore-drift continuing
around the spit from the longer side to the shorter side at a decreased rate (also documented in
Qallam County; Bubnick, 1986). This type of cuspate spit does not occur in the study area
and is not considered here. Erosional features, such as headlands comprised of glacial drift,
can possess an outline that resembles cuspate spits (Taggart, 1984). These features can be
discerned from cuspate spits by the presence of higher elevation centers and lack of accretional
berms, as opposed to the low-lying backshore behind berms in cuspate spits where ponded
water or a marsh is often present.
Two conditions must be present for the occurrence of roughly symmetric,
(constructional) cuspate spits: (1) opposing wind-wave (net shore-drift) regimes along a coast
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that converge at a specific location (Bird, 1984); and, (2) continued supply of suitable grainsize sediment in sufficient quantities to maintain the spit by offsetting sediment loss to deep
water (Rosen and Leach, 1987).
The first condition, of opposing net shore-drift cells converging on a common location,
is frequently met in the study area. The occurrence of generally southerly and northerly winds
and the variety of fetch directions present satisfy this condition. Secondly, substantial volumes
of glacial drift deposits in exposed coastal bluffs that contain abundant, poorly-sorted sediment
abut the littoral zone. Adequate wave energy is present in many locations in the study area to
erode these bluffs and supply sediment to the net shore-drift system, satisfying the second
condition.
Where sufficient drift sediment is available near the San Juan Archipelago perimeter,
net shore-drift direction is generally toward the center of the archipelago in alignment with
maximum fetch along major channels and straits. Cuspate spits occur at the terminal end of
several of these drift cells, at zones of drift convergence that are also located at the narrowest
constriction within channels (Figure 50). Narrow constrictions are locations where opposing
fetch directions converge at coastal prominences that may initiate deposition of cuspate spits.
Five cuspate spits occur in the San Juan Islands under the above-described conditions.
Sandy Point is located on western Waldron Island (cells WL-3, 4) (Figure 50. 53). Sandy
Point is a small, narrow cuspate spit that extends from low banks composed of glacial drift.
The westernmost cuspate spit (unnamed) is located on Henry Island, west of Pole Island (cells
HE-3, 4) (best seen in Figure 27).
Two large cuspate spits are found on Lopez Island. Flat Point is located along Upright
Channel (cells LO-21, 22) (Figure 50, 54). Flat Point is a 400-m-long spit containing a large
marsh and pond area. Spencer Spit, on northeastern Lopez Island along Lopez Sound (cells
LO-5, 6) (Figure 55), is a 500-m-long feature composed of two berms extending from the
uplands and enclose a large salt marsh. On the east side of Lopez Sound a small, unnamed
cuspate spit is located on western Blakely Island (cells BL-8, 9), occurring near the narrowest
portion of Lopez Sound.
Cuspate spits in the San Juan Islands occur in similar settings in a line to the eastnortheast from northern Lopez and Blakely Islands to Cypress and Sinclair Islands in Skagit
County (Keuler, 1979, 1988), and, offset to the north somewhat, across northern Lummi Island
to Gooseberry Point on the Whatcom County mainland (Jacobsen, 1980) (Figure 50). This
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Figure 53. Aerial photograph of Sandy Point, Waldron Island, 1977.
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Figure 55. Aerial photograph of Spencer Spit, Lopez Island, 1977.
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offset line represents the general zone of net shore-drift convergence across the northern
Washington State marine waters; southerly-wind dominated conditions exist to the south and
northerly-fetch dominated conditions exist to the north.
Three cuspate spits occur in the Jefferson County portion of the study area, originating
from the three narrowest constrictions in the Hood Canal within the study area (Figure 51).
The most prominent is the 350-m-long Point Hannon (cells JE-7, 8) (Figure 56), which
separates this coast into the northerly-wind dominated area north of Point Hannon and the
southerly-wind dominated area south of Point Hannon. The prominences from which Hazel
Point (cells JE-14, 15) and Quatsap Point (cells JE-27, 28) (Figure 57) originate have
southward net shore-drift on the northern sides, which are local net shore-drift reversals from
the general northward net shore-drift of the area.
A second cuspate spit is present across the Hood Canal, northeast of Point Hannon,
near Foulweather Bluff in Kitsap County (Taggart, 1984). Hazel and Quatsap Points have no
counterparts across the Hood Canal, as the shore is more linear along Kitsap County and
northward net shore-drift is not interrupted. (Several headlands with net shore-drift continuing
around them that resemble cuspate spits occur in Kitsap County cell 2-1; Taggart, 1984).
Two cuspate spits occur in Island County at the terminal end of cells that originate in
the study area, and end north of the study area boundary (Figure 52). Sandy Point (Cell IS-1)
occurs at the narrowest constriction between Possession Sound and Saratoga Passage along
eastern Whidbey Island. Bush Point (Figure 58) is located along the narrowest portion of
Admiralty Inlet along western Whidbey Island (Keuler, 1988).
The southern Snohomish County coast lacks narrow straits or channels. No cuspate
spits occur within this portion of the study area.
Reverse Sediment Size Gradation

Mean sediment size generally decreases in the direction of net shore-drift because fine
sediment rates are higher and thus will be transported a greater distance per unit time from its
source by waves than coarser sediment (Sunamura, 1972). Fine sediment will usually be
found in greater proportion in the downdrift end of a drift cell (Self, 1977). A reversal of the
expected reduction in mean sediment size in the direction of net shore-drift occurs in three net
shore-drift cells in the study area. In these cells, beach sediment grades from relatively fine to
relatively coarse in the direction of net shore-drift. This is an unusual phenomenon, and it is
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Figure 56. Aerial photograph of Point Hannon, Hood Canal, 1977.

Figure 57. Aerial photograph of Quatsap Point, Hood Canal, 1977.
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Figure 58. Aerial photograph of Bush Point, Whidbey Island, 1977.
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thought to occur in only two other locations in the region: along northwest Lummi Island in
Whatcom County (Jacobsen, 1980), and in Clallam Bay in Qallam County (Bubnick, 1986).
Elsewhere, reversal in mean sediment size gradation is known to occur in only two locations:
in Pitsunda Bay along the Black Sea coast of Georgia (personal communication, M.L.
Schwartz), and at a location in England (Bird, 1984).
Reverse sediment size gradation occurs in the study area along southern John’s Island
(cell JN-1, Figure 32), northwestern Orcas Island (cell OR-18, Figure 19) and eastern Waldron
Island (cell WL-2, Figure 33). In all three cases, beaches are exposed to waves from several
different directions, that are also of different intensity. Predominant, high-energy waves
control the direction of net shore-drift, transporting all sediment sizes to the downdrift end of a
cell, while prevailing, low-energy waves transport fine sediment from the terminal end of a
drift cell towards the up-drift end of the cell. Prevailing waves affecting these cells have
insufficient energy to transport the coarse fraction of beach sediment, such that the overall net
shore-drift direction is not affected by these low-energy waves. The occurrence of reverse
sediment size gradation in particular coastal sectors should not affect net shore-drift
determination when considered along with the geomorphic indicators outlined in this study.
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SUMMARY

- This study documents net shore-drift direction, representing the long-term, net result of
littoral sediment transport on both the beachface and in nearshore waters, in San Juan County,
eastern Jefferson County, and southern Island and Snohomish counties, Washington. A
combination of geomorphic features and sedimentologic trends indicative of net shore-drift
were examined in the field to determine drift cell delineations and drift direction.

- This study completes net shore-drift cell mapping of the entire marine coast of Washington
State using similar methods to previous studies. Net shore-drift information is made available
to area planners and researchers.

- Net shore-drift cell location and net transport direction are presented on 25 reduced 7.5
minute quadrangles. Descriptions of net shore-drift evidence in each of the 158 drift cells is
included in the text.

- The San Juan Island and northern Puget Lowland study area experiences prevailing and
predominant southerly winds. The irregular coast of the inland waters exhibit widely varying
fetch and wave regimes.

- Net shore-drift occurs in 119 drift cells along approximately 140 km of the 580-km-long San
Juan County coast, with a mean cell length of 1.1 km. The remainder of the rocky San Juan
Islands lacks ample drift sediment of glacial origin, and no appreciable net shore-drift occurs.

- The Jefferson County coast mapped along southern Admiralty Inlet contains seven drift cells
with primarily southward net shore-drift and a mean cell length of 2.9 km.

- The Jefferson County coast along the Hood Canal contains 23 drift cells with the majority
(16 of 23) having northeastward net shore-drift and a mean cell length of 4.1 km.
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- Southern Island County contains six drift cells, all with northward net shore-drift. This area
receives abundant drift sediment from bluffs composed of glacial material and contains no
areas of no appreciable net shore-drift.
- Southern Snohomish County contains three drift cells, separated by artificial structures that
obstruct drift, all with northward or northeastward net shore-drift.

- As found in previous studies of net shore-drift in the Puget Lowland, the fetch that coastal
segments are exposed to is the most important control on net shore-drift direction.

- Ten cuspate spits occur in the study area and in the continuation of drift cells that originate
in the study area.
♦

- Cuspate spits form at the narrowest constriction within channels, where opposing fetch
directions, and net shore-drift cells, converge and deposit drift sediment.

- Cuspate spits in the San Juan Islands occur in a line to the east-northeast from northern
Lopez and Blakely Islands, to Cypress and Sinclair Islands in Skagit County and, offset to the
north somewhat, across northern Lummi Island to Gooseberry Point on the Whatcom County
mainland. This offset line represents the general zone of net shore-drift convergence across
the northern Washington State marine waters; southerly-wind and fetch dominated conditions
exist to the south and northerly-fetch dominated conditions exist to the north.

- A reversal of the usual reduction in mean sediment size in the direction of net shore-drift
occurs in three drift cells in the study area. Beach sediment grades from relatively fine to
relatively coarse in the direction of net shore-drift. This occurs because low-energy waves, of
insufficient intensity to reverse the transport of the bulk of drift sediment, transport fine
sediment from the terminal end of a drift cell towards the up-drift end of the cell.
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